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Abstract
Efficiently exploring a collection of text documents in order to answer a complex question
is a challenge that many people face. As abundant information on almost any topic is
electronically available nowadays, supporting tools are needed to ensure that people can
profit from the information’s availability rather than suffer from the information overload.
Structured summaries can help in this situation: They can be used to provide a concise
overview of the contents of a document collection, they can reveal interesting relationships
and they can be used as a navigation structure to further explore the documents.
A concept map, which is a graph representing concepts and their relationships, is a
specific form of a structured summary that offers these benefits. However, despite its ap-
pealing properties, only a limited amount of research has studied how concept maps can be
automatically created to summarize documents. Automating that task is challenging and
requires a variety of text processing techniques including information extraction, corefer-
ence resolution and summarization. The goal of this thesis is to better understand these
challenges and to develop computational models that can address them.
As a first contribution, this thesis lays the necessary ground for comparable research
on computational models for concept map–based summarization. We propose a precise
definition of the task together with suitable evaluation protocols and carry out experimen-
tal comparisons of previously proposed methods. As a result, we point out limitations of
existing methods and gaps that have to be closed to successfully create summary concept
maps. Towards that end, we also release a new benchmark corpus for the task that has been
created with a novel, scalable crowdsourcing strategy.
Furthermore, we propose new techniques for several subtasks of creating summary con-
cept maps. First, we introduce the usage of predicate-argument analysis for the extraction
of concept and relation mentions, which greatly simplifies the development of extraction
methods. Second, we demonstrate that a predicate-argument analysis tool can be ported
from English to Germanwith low effort, indicating that the extraction technique can also be
applied to other languages. We further propose to group concept mentions using pairwise
classifications and set partitioning, which significantly improves the quality of the created
iii
summary concept maps. We show similar improvements for a new supervised importance
estimation model and an optimal subgraph selection procedure. By combining these tech-
niques in a pipeline, we establish a new state-of-the-art for the summarization task. Ad-
ditionally, we study the use of neural networks to model the summarization problem as a
single end-to-end task. While such approaches are not yet competitive with pipeline-based
approaches, we report several experiments that illustrate the challenges — mostly related
to training data — that currently limit the performance of this technique.
We conclude the thesis by presenting a prototype system that demonstrates the use of
automatically generated summary concept maps in practice and by pointing out promising
directions for future research on the topic of this thesis.
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Zusammenfassung
Textdokumente effizient zu durchsuchen um eine komplexe Frage zu beantworten ist ei-
ne Herausforderung, der viele Menschen gegenüberstehen. Da heutzutage zu fast jedem
Thema zahlreiche Informationen elektronisch verfügbar sind, sind unterstützende Tools er-
forderlich, die sicherstellen, dass wir von der Verfügbarkeit der Informationen profitieren
anstatt in der Informationsflut unterzugehen. Strukturierte Zusammenfassungen können in
dieser Situation helfen: Sie können einen prägnanten Überblick über den Inhalt einer Do-
kumentensammlung geben, können interessante Beziehungen aufzeigen und können als
Navigationsstruktur zur weiteren Erkundung der Dokumente dienen.
Eine Concept Map, ein Graph bestehend aus Konzepten und ihrer Beziehungen, ist eine
Form strukturierter Zusammenfassungen die genau diese Vorteile bietet. Trotz ihrer an-
sprechenden Eigenschaften wurde bisher jedoch nur wenig untersucht, wie Concept Maps
automatisch erstellt werden können um Dokumente zusammenzufassen. Die Automatisie-
rung dieser Aufgabe ist herausfordernd und erfordert eine Vielzahl von Sprachverarbei-
tungstechniken, insbesondere Methoden der Informationsextraktion, der Koreferenzauflö-
sung und der Zusammenfassung. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, diese Herausforderungen
besser zu verstehen und passende Modelle und Algorithmen zu entwickeln.
Zuerst legt diese Arbeit daher den Grundstein für eine vergleichbare Forschung an Me-
thoden für die automatische Textzusammenfassung auf Basis von Concept Maps. Wir füh-
ren eine präzise Definition dieses Problems ein, schlagen Evaluierungsprotokolle vor und
führen experimentelle Vergleiche existierender Methoden durch. Dabei zeigen sich Ein-
schränkungen bestehender Methoden und noch nicht abgedeckte Teilprobleme des Zusam-
menfassungsproblems. Zudem veröffentlichen wir ein neues Evaluierungs-Korpus, das mit
einer neuartigen, skalierbaren Crowdsourcing-Methode erstellt wurde.
Darüber hinaus schlagen wir neue Techniken für mehrere Teilaufgaben der Erstellung
von Concept Maps vor. Zunächst führen wir die Verwendung von Prädikat-Argument-
Analyse zur Extraktion von Konzept- und Beziehungserwähnungen ein, was die Entwick-
lung von Extraktionsmethoden erheblich vereinfacht. Zweitens zeigen wir, dass ein Tool
zur Prädikat-Argument-Analyse mit geringem Aufwand von Englisch nach Deutsch por-
v
tiert werden kann, was unterstreicht, dass diese Extraktionstechnik auch auf andere Spra-
chen angewendetwerden kann.Wir schlagen außerdem vor, Konzepterwähnungenmithilfe
paarweiser Klassifizierungen zu partitionieren, wodurch dieQualität der erstellten Zusam-
menfassungen deutlich verbessert wird. Wir zeigen ähnliche Verbesserungen für ein neues
Modell zur Abschätzung der Wichtigkeit von Konzepten und ein optimales Selektionsver-
fahren für Zusammenfassungs-Teilgraphen. Durch die Kombination dieser Techniken in
einer Pipeline erstellen wir zudem das aktuell beste System zur Erstellung von Concept
Map-basierten Textzusammenfassungen. Darüber hinaus untersuchen wir die Verwendung
neuronaler Netze, um das Zusammenfassungsproblem als ein einziges End-to-End-Problem
zu modellieren. Zwar können derartige Ansätze zur Zeit noch nicht mit Pipeline-basierten
Ansätzen konkurrieren, wir zeigen jedoch durch mehrere Experimente auf, welche Her-
ausforderungen — die überwiegend im Zusammenhang mit Trainingsdaten stehen — die
Leistungsfähigkeit dieser Technik derzeit noch einschränken.
Zum Abschluss der Arbeit stellen wir einen Anwendungsprototyp vor, der die prakti-
sche Nutzung von automatisch generierten Concept Maps demonstriert und beschreiben
Richtungen für zukünftige Forschung in diesem Bereich.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Getting information off the internet is like taking a drink
from a fire hydrant.”
— Mitch Kapor
In the last decades, the way in which information is stored and distributed changed
dramatically. The ubiquitous availability of computing devices such as computers and mo-
bile phones and the widespread use of the internet and world wide web, all technologies
invented in the second half of the 20th century (Isaacson, 2014), have been driving these
changes. While libraries storing large numbers of printed books used to be the guardians
of information in the past, large parts of that content are nowadays electronically available
and can be used free of charge by anyone with access to the internet.
However, this development also introduced a challenge: The amount of available in-
formation on any given topic is typically so large that it is far beyond what a person can
process in a reasonable amount of time. For instance, the English version ofWikipedia con-
tained almost 6 million articles in September 20181, the Google Books project had digitized
over 25 million books by 20152 and the recently leaked Panama Papers consisted of 11.5
million documents3. The total number of pages in the (indexable part of) the internet was
estimated to be 4.4 billion4 in September 2018. Clearly, the amount of available information
is huge and people can easily be drowned in information. This problem is often referred to
as information overload (Patterson et al., 2001, Keim et al., 2008).
15,718,754 articles on September 19 2018, according to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Statistics.
2We could not find more recent statistics on the project. Numbers for 2015 according to https://www.nytimes.
com/2015/10/29/arts/international/google-books-a-complex-and-controversial-experiment.html.
3According to https://www.statista.com/statistics/531269/panama-papers-data-leak-size/.
4Estimated on September 19 2018, according to http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/ using the estimation
methodology outlined in van den Bosch et al. (2016).
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Chapter 1. Introduction
To cope with information repositories as large as the internet, search engines such as
Google or Bing have established themselves as invaluable tools that are used by most peo-
ple on a daily basis. But, despite their undeniable usefulness, they cannot cover all re-
quirements that arise in information overload scenarios. As a first example, consider a
researcher who wants to start working on a new problem. They want to get an overview
of the existing research on that problem, identify and compare different strands of research
and eventually decide how to focus their own work. To achieve that, rather than retrieving
specific research publications by keywords, they need to get an overview of a whole corpus
of publications, identify patterns in them and explore different parts of the corpus. Similar
requirements exist in other domains, such as journalism, law or intelligence analysis. In
such scenarios, which are known as exploratory search (Marchionini, 2006), search engines
often cannot fulfill all user requirements and additional tools are necessary to enable a user
to cope with the amount of information effectively and efficiently.
In this thesis, we study the automatic creation of structured summaries for document
collections. In exploratory search scenarios, such a summary can be used to convey the
key ideas of documents in an easily consumable way, allowing a user to quickly get an
overview of the content of a document collection without much reading. Additionally, due
to their structured nature, they can already reveal interesting patterns and relationships in
documents that would otherwise need to be manually discovered by the user. To explore
different parts of a collection interactively, structured summaries can also serve as a naviga-
tion structure. In the past, many types of structures as well as techniques to automatically
derive them from natural language text have been proposed. Well-known examples include
lists of keyphrases, tables-of-contents, mind maps or document clustering. As we will ar-
gue in the thesis, each of these fulfill different user requirements to different extents and
are therefore more or less suitable for the exploratory search scenario.
One type of structured text representation that is particularly interesting are so-called
concept maps (Novak and Gowin, 1984). Concept maps are labeled graphs that represent
concepts and their relationships in a visual and concise form. Figure 1.1 shows a small
example. When they are used to summarize the content of large document collections,
they are a powerful tool to support exploratory search in those documents, as they provide
an overview, reveal structure and allow navigation to details.
However, despite their desirable properties with regard to user requirements, the ex-
isting research on computational methods to automatically create them from text is lim-
ited. Most work on automatic text summarization in the past focused on producing textual
summaries rather than structured ones. Outside of the natural language processing (NLP)
community, several other researchers explicitly worked on the automatic creation of con-
cept maps, but the amount of work is limited, spread across different communities and uses
various evaluation protocols all lacking comparative experiments. No clear state-of-the-art
method for the creation of concept maps from text exists.
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Figure 1.1: An example for a concept map, showing six concepts and relations between them. It
was created based on a text discussing alternative treatment options for ADHD.
Motivated by these two facts — the usefulness of concept maps for exploratory search
and the limited amount of existing work on their automatic creation — the goal of this
thesis is to improve automatic methods that can summarize document collections in the
form of concept maps. More specifically, the research presented in this thesis is guided by
the following three high-level research questions:
(1) How good are previously proposed methods to automatically create concept maps in
the context of our application scenario?
(2) How can such methods be improved to create concept maps of higher quality?
(3) How can research on the task be better aligned, made more comparable and receive
more attention in communities such as NLP?
1.1 Contributions
In order to answer the research questions, we present new computational methods and
comprehensive experiments resulting in a new state-of-the-art for the automatic creation
of summary concept maps from text. In addition, by proposing a clear definition of the task,
evaluation protocols and benchmark corpora as well as pointing out open challenges, we
hope to inspire and guide future work on this research topic.
In detail, the contributions we make are the following:
• We standardize the task and consolidate existing work:
– Wepropose a formal definition of the task of summarizing document collections
in the form of concept maps on which future work can build upon to develop
comparable methods.
– We introduce a set of automatic and manual evaluation protocols inspired by
the work on textual summarization that allow a direct and easy comparison of
different computational approaches to the task.
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– We develop different annotation methods to create evaluation data for the task
and present several corpora created with them.
– As a side product of the previous contribution, we also propose a new strategy
to collect importance annotations via crowdsourcing that can be used to create
benchmark corpora for different types of summarization.
– We provide a detailed discussion of the subtasks that need to be solved to cre-
ate summary concept maps, their specific challenges and how previous work
approached each of them, resulting in the identification of open challenges.
– We reimplement previously suggested methods and carry out the first experi-
mental comparison between them to identify which perform best.
• We propose new models to improve performance and close gaps:
– We propose to extract concept and relation mentions from text using predicate-
argument analysis, which alleviates the effort of manually designing extraction
rules while achieving comparable or better extraction performance than previ-
ously created rule sets.
– We perform a case-study of porting a predicate-argument analysis tool from
English to German to obtain insights into how challenging it is to make concept
and relation extraction approaches available in additional languages.
– We propose new models for the subtasks of concept mention grouping, concept
importance estimation and subgraph selection, three essential steps in creating
summary concept maps that have received little attention in previous work,
leading to a first pipeline-based approach that can cover all steps of the task
and is the current state-of-the-art model for it.
– In order to model the task as a single end-to-end problem, we propose a set of
techniques that allow us to approach it with common sequence transduction
models based on neural networks.
– As an alternative, we propose an end-to-end model that is based on a novel
neural architecture that can map text sequences to labeled, directed graphs.
– We compare both end-to-end approaches in first experiments that evaluate their
performance and provide a detailed discussion of remaining challenges.
• We study the interactive downstream use of summary concept maps:
– We implement and present a first prototype application that demonstrates how
summary concept maps can support a user while browsing a document collec-
tion during exploratory search.
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1.2 Publication Record
The majority of the contributions outlined above have been published and presented at
peer-reviewed international conferences in the area of NLP. In the following paragraphs,
we describe these publications and point out which chapters of this thesis are based on and
reuse parts, including verbatim quotes, of these publications.
The concept map–based summarization task is first proposed in Falke and Gurevych
(2017a). Further, that publication also introduces evaluation metrics, a new benchmark cor-
pus together with the novel crowdsourcing technique as well as a first baseline for the task.
These contents are used partly in Chapter 3, in particular in Section 3.2 and Section 3.5.2,
and to a large extent in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4.
The publication by Falke and Gurevych (2017c) focuses on concept and relation extrac-
tion approaches. It reviews, reimplements and evaluates rule-based extraction techniques
proposed in previous work. In addition, it introduces our proposal of using predicate-
argument analysis tools for the extraction and includes them in the experimental com-
parison. In Section 5.2 of this thesis, we incorporate the content of that publication. The
case study of porting a predicate-argument analysis tool from English to German has been
published in Falke et al. (2016). Section 5.3 of this thesis is based on it.
Moreover, we published our improved methods for concept mention grouping, impor-
tance estimation and subgraph selection in Falke et al. (2017). The paper further contains a
description of the current state-of-the-art pipeline system that covers all steps of the task
and experimental comparisons against a range of techniques proposed in previous work.
The content of that paper, together with additional details and intermediate experimental
results, is the basis for Chapter 6 of this thesis.
And finally, the publication by Falke and Gurevych (2017b) presents an interactive doc-
ument exploration system based on concept maps. The publication focuses on the use of
the system for experimental comparisons of structured text representations in user studies.
Chapter 8 briefly describes the application. An additional joint publication with other re-
searchers, Zopf et al. (2018a), investigates the usefulness of different linguistic annotations
for the identification of summary-worthy content. The techniques for concept extraction
and grouping described in Chapter 6 are an annotation that this work contributed to the
joint project. However, the content of that publication is not part of this thesis.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The structure of the remainder of this thesis is as follows: We first provide the necessary
background on both user requirements and existing previous work in Chapter 2. In Chap-
ter 3, we introduce the central task of the thesis followed by corresponding evaluation cor-
pora in Chapter 4. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 then focus on different subtasks as well as pipeline-
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based and end-to-end approaches to the task. In Chapter 8, we briefly look at an application
scenario for concept maps and close with a summary and outlook in Chapter 9.
We start Chapter 2 by defining the application scenario that motivates this research and
illustrate it with several practical examples. Further, we review user studies that have been
carried out in this setting and derive a set of user requirements from it. We then compare
a range of text representation tools against these requirements to determine how well they
can support a user during exploratory search. Furthermore, we present one representation
with many desired properties — concept maps — in detail, discussing its origin, advantages
and applications in practice. In the final part of the chapter, we give an overview of existing
approaches to automatically create concept maps from natural language text as well as a
range of other NLP methods that attempt to support users during document exploration.
In Chapter 3, we formally define the central problem studied in this thesis, the automatic
creation of multi-document summaries in the form of concept maps. First, we motivate the
task based on the review of existing work and user requirements laid out in the previous
chapter. A formal definition of the task, a discussion of its challenges for computational
models and a comparison to existing tasks follows. We close the chapter by suggesting
several methods to evaluate and compare automatic methods for the task.
In Chapter 4, we look at the data that is needed to train and evaluate computational
methods for the newly proposed summarization task. We discuss requirements for suitable
corpora and show that corresponding data does not yet exist. Therefore, we describe two
different strategies to collect data — by automatically extending partial annotations and by
creating annotations from scratch with scalable methods — and present the corpora that
we obtained using these strategies.
In Chapter 5, we focus on the subtasks of concept and relation mention extraction. Us-
ing the datasets introduced in the previous chapter, we will present a series of experiments
that, for the first time, directly compare different extraction approaches proposed in previ-
ous work. Moreover, we will introduce the idea of using predicate-argument analysis for
concept and relation extraction and include such methods in the experimental comparison.
And finally, as most work on concept maps in the past has focused on the English language,
we will dedicate the second part of the chapter to studying how such extraction methods
can be ported to other languages.
In Chapter 6, we focus on the remaining subtasks, namely mention grouping, impor-
tance estimation and concept map construction. We first study each subtask in isolation
and propose new techniques to address its challenges. In the final part of the chapter, we
then combine techniques for all subtasks into a pipeline and evaluate its overall task per-
formance, the quality of the generated concept maps and the scalability of the pipeline.
In Chapter 7, we focus on alternative models that try to approach the task end-to-end
rather than with a pipeline of multiple steps. For various tasks in NLP, such approaches
have recently been very successful. We first discuss how sequence-to-sequence models
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can be applied. Then, we propose an alternative architecture which we call a sequence-to-
graph network. We evaluate both approaches experimentally to assess the applicability of
end-to-end modeling for the task.
In Chapter 8, we take a look at potential applications of the technology developed in this
thesis in exploratory search scenarios. Specifically, we present a corresponding prototype
application and report results from a first user study.
The final Chapter 9 summarizes the findings of the thesis and outlines promising direc-
tions for future research on structured summarization with concept maps.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we introduce relevant related work on exploratory search in document col-
lections. First, we define the application scenario that motivates this research and illustrate
it with several practical examples. Second, we review user studies that have been carried
out in this setting and derive a set of user requirements from them. We then compare a
range of text representation tools against these requirements to determine how well they
can support a user during exploratory search.
Furthermore, we present one representation with many desired properties — concept
maps — in detail, discussing its origin, advantages and applications in practice. In the final
part of the chapter, we give an overview of existing approaches to automatically create
concept maps from natural language text as well as a range of other NLP methods that
attempt to support users during document exploration.
2.1 Exploratory Search in Document Collections
2.1.1 Exploratory Search
Exploratory search is a common scenario faced by many people. It refers to information
seeking activities that go beyond the lookup of facts. Typical examples are activities aiming
at extending one’s knowledge about a topic, comparing or aggregating data or concepts,
gaining new insights and discovering conceptual boundaries (Marchionini, 2006).
While it is difficult to find a succinct and comprehensive definition of exploratory search
in the literature, White and Roth (2009) note that it can be characterized either by the nature
of a searcher’s goal or the process they use to reach that goal. The goal is usually complex,
open-ended and multi-faceted. Users aim to “develop enhanced mental capacities” (White
and Roth, 2009). Often, the information need cannot be clearly stated. Process-wise, ex-
ploratory search tasks require “opportunistic, iterative, multi-tactical” (White and Roth,
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2009) strategies, including “selection, navigation and trial-and-error tactics” (Marchionini,
2006). In contrast, lookup tasks, such as fact finding or question answering, can typically
be handled with one or several keyword queries to a traditional search engine (Marchion-
ini, 2006). Athukorala et al. (2016) empirically compare the search behavior of users with
exploratory and lookup tasks and observe differences in query length, scrolling depth and
task completion time. Given the different kinds of search behavior, they argue that more
tailored and adaptive search tools should be offered for this type of search.
For the purpose of this thesis, we are interested in exploratory search in a collection of
textual documents and define it, in line with previous work, as follows:
Definition 1: Exploratory Search in Document Collections
Exploratory search in a document collection is an information seeking activity with a
complex goal requiring the combination and synthesis of data from multiple sources
and multi-tactical search behavior to find relevant data in the documents.
There are many practical use cases in which people process large collections of textual
documents with a complex goal, some of which have been the subject of user studies and
other research. The following is a selection:
• Intelligence analysts regularly work with large sets of documents and process them
to assess threats and recommend actions. Several studies have been conducted to
understand their search behavior (Chin et al., 2009, Pirolli and Card, 2005).
• Investigative journalists process large document collections, such as those released
by WikiLeaks, in order to find newsworthy stories, which often requires to find con-
nections between facts across documents (Yimam et al., 2016, Kirkpatrick, 2015).
• Researchers have to monitor and read vast amounts of published scientific papers
to stay up to date. They try to find connections, differences and trends within that
content to guide their research (Jackson et al., 2016, Lee et al., 2005).
• Lawyers work with a wide range of legal documents such as legislation, case reports
and legal comments on a daily basis. They need to find relevant documents for a case
and process them to derive arguments and conclusions (van Noortwijk, 2017).
Clearly, the more documents one has to work with, the more difficult this search task
becomes due to information overload. Patterson et al. (2001) conducted a study on infor-
mation overload in which 10 analysts had to prepare a report on the causes of the Ariane
501 failure. The subjects were given 2000 documents, could use a simple keyword search
and worked against a time limit. A detailed analysis of the reports revealed that, although
being professionally trained analysts, all subjects missed relevant information and some
even included incorrect statements in their reports.
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In order to cope with the information overload problem in such scenarios, a wide range
of supporting software has been proposed and developed. In this thesis, we refer to such
support systems as exploratory search systems :
Definition 2: Exploratory Search System
An exploratory search system is a computer application with the goal to help a user
perform an exploratory search task in a document collection more efficiently.
The notion of exploratory search systems as defined above is very broad, covering many
applications that aim to support different parts of exploratory search with a variety of tech-
niques and successes. We review some of them in Section 2.3. In order to further narrow
down the goal of this thesis, we look at exploratory search in more detail.
The cognitive process of working with data to arrive at a result, e.g. a recommended
action, is known as sense-making . Based on their work with intelligence analysts, Pirolli
and Card (2005) define a prototypical sense-making process that spans four steps:
(1) gathering information
(2) structuring the information
(3) manipulating it to gain insights
(4) creating the final product (hypothesis, conclusion or action)
They also describe a more detailed version of this process with 16 different steps and ar-
tifacts produced along them. Going through this process, the amount of data an analyst
works with decreases due to filtering and aggregation activities, while the performed activ-
ities becomemore demanding, requiring the analyst to synthesize and reason with the data.
Given this typical sense-making process, we argue that the biggest potential to support peo-
ple lies in the first steps. While automatic computational methods can easily handle large
amounts of documents, freeing a user from the overload problem and the tedious process-
ing of all documents, the cognitively more challenging tasks later in the process can be left
to the user, as they would require higher-level natural language understanding capabilities
that cannot yet be automated (Marcus, 2018, Pearl, 2018, Battaglia et al., 2018).
The first steps in the sense-making process focus on gathering information and struc-
turing it to answerWho & What? and How are they related? questions (Pirolli and Card,
2005). Therefore, structured text representations which already reveal some structures of
interest can be helpful and can simplify this part of the process for a user.
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Definition 3: Structured Text Representations
A structured text representation presents (parts of) the content of a document col-
lection in an alternative form that reveals structures expressed in the documents. It
may be used instead of or in combination with the original representation.
Given the defined terms, we can state the research goal of this thesis and its practical
usage scenario more clearly: We aim to develop automatic methods that derive structured
text representations from document collections such that they can be used in exploratory
search systems to support users during exploratory search in the collection.
2.1.2 User Behavior and Requirements
In this section, we review the findings of a range of user studies to understand how a useful
text representation should look like. Although a plethora on text structuring algorithms
and exploratory search systems have been suggested in the literature (see Section 2.3), for
only a subset of these experiments have been conducted to verify if the proposed approach
is helpful. In those cases, the common setup is to compare the approach against a set of
simpler baselines to prove its added benefit. As a result, many systems and representations
have been shown to be useful in the sense of beating baselines, but which of them is most
helpful is largely unknown due to the lack of direct comparisons.
We circumvent this issue here by looking primarily at studies that observed how users
approach exploratory search naturally , i.e. when having none or only simple tools support-
ing them, and derive requirements from these observations. An experiment conducted by
Loizides and Buchanan (2009) looked at how users judge the relevance of scientific papers
and which parts of the documents they look at. Chin et al. (2009) observed professional
intelligence analysts during a staged threat assessment task, studying their information
seeking tactics. Kang et al. (2011) carried out an evaluation of an exploratory search sys-
temwith university students, including a control group using only pen and paper for which
detailed observations are reported. Yimam et al. (2016) report requirements of journalists
gathered via structured interviews.
Based on the observed user behavior, we derive the following set of requirements:
R1: Key Units The representation should clearly reveal the key units of information discussed
in the document collection. A common activity observed in all studies is that users try to
identify key elements such as facts, events, places, persons and organizations (Chin et al.,
2009, Kang et al., 2011, Yimam et al., 2016). A text representation that already identifies and
extracts these units from the original text can help a user, in particular, if the number of
documents is large and reading all of them would require a lot of time.
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R2: Relations The representation should make it easy to understand important relationships
between the key elements. In all studies, in accordancewith the sense-making process (Pirolli
and Card, 2005), users spend a considerable amount of time on identifying relationships be-
tween key elements to understand the content. The subjects captured these relationsmostly
by drawing graphs or networks, and sometimes also maps or timelines (Chin et al., 2009,
Kang et al., 2011). Likewise, journalists also report to be particularly interested in con-
nections (Yimam et al., 2016). If a structured representation already shows these relations
directly, a user has to spend less time on reading in order to discover them.
R3: Overview The representation should provide an aggregated view of the documents such
that a user can easily get an overview of its contents. To avoid that users have to process
all documents in a collection completely, even if they are irrelevant, which is the common
behavior when using no supporting tools (Chin et al., 2009, Kang et al., 2011), a focused
representation can provide an overview by leaving out irrelevant parts and aggregating re-
dundant and related information. Multi-document summarization systems, which attempt
to do this producing a non-structured representation, were found to be helpful during ex-
ploratory search (McKeown et al., 2005, Maña-López et al., 2004, Roussinov and Chen, 2001).
We note that traditional information retrieval systems cannot provide an overview of what
is in a collection, but only retrieve documents for a specified query. In exploratory search,
queries are difficult to define due to complex information needs (Marchionini, 2006).
R4: Detail The representation should allow a user to retrieve more detailed information for
any element provided in the overview. While the previous requirement is reasonable to en-
able efficient handling of large document collections, an aggregated view always has to
leave out detail information that might also be relevant. Kang et al. (2011) observed that
“overview first, filter and selection, and elaborate on details” was the most common search
strategy among their study participants. It is also a common guideline to design infor-
mation visualization tools (Shneiderman, 1996). A good structured representation should
make it easy to navigate from the overview to details and vice versa.
R5: Conciseness The representation should be as concise as possible such that a user can
process it quickly and without much effort. Loizides and Buchanan (2009) observed that their
subjects mainly focused on parts of the papers that can be easily processed, such as the title,
headings, pictures and the paper’s abstract, reading only small or no parts of the full text.
When searching in a document collection, many subjects added highlights or took notes
to represent relevant information more concisely (Chin et al., 2009, Kang et al., 2011). A
succinct representation allows a user to process information faster and is thus beneficial.
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R6: Intuitiveness The representation should be easy to understand and should not require
specific training or experience to use it. In order to be broadly applicable and accepted by
users, it should be intuitive to understand. As a negative example, clustering techniques,
both traditional document clustering (Sanderson and Lawrie, 2000) and topic models (Boyd-
Graber et al., 2017), have been criticized to sometimes yield hard to interpret clusters that
are more confusing than helpful for users. A good representation should avoid this.
While we are confident that these collected requirements are reasonable and supported
by empirical evidence, they are not necessarily complete. As we show in the next section,
they are useful to characterize differences between common text representation formats.
However, when trying to determine the best representation for a specific practical applica-
tion, additional requirements might need to be considered.
2.1.3 Structured Text Representations
Given the requirements, we can use them to compare popular structured text representa-
tions. Table 2.1 summarizes this qualitative analysis. We include the original full text of
a document collection as well as textual summaries as reference points in the comparison,
although they are not covered by our definition of structured text representations, lacking
explicit structure in the representation.
Full Text Apart from being intuitive to use (R6), full documents in their original form
meet none of the other requirements, since they neither explicitly show structure (R1, R2)
nor represent the content concisely (R5) or provide an overview (R3). They do provide all
details (R4), but no means to quickly navigate to the details of a specific aspect.
Textual Summary Multi-document summaries are representations of the content of a
document collection of limited size, containing only the key information (Nenkova and
McKeown, 2011). They are intuitive to use (R6) and provide an overview (R3). However,
such a shorter text is still not very concise (R5) as it still requires a user to parse and un-
derstand potentially long sentences. While it can be easier to find key units (R1) in the
summaries, they do not explicitly show relations (R2). No links between the summary’s
and document’s content allow to quickly navigate to details (R4).
Keyphrases Keyphrases are words or short phrases assigned to documents in order to
indicate their topic and index them for searching (Hasan and Ng, 2014, Gutwin et al., 1999).
The phrases can represent the key units of content (R1) and provide an overview (R3) in a
concise way (R5). The idea of keyphrases is intuitive and commonly known (R6). By linking
them with their mentions in the documents, access to a limited amount of details can be
provided (R4). However, with keyphrases alone, no relations can be represented (R2).
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Representation
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
Key Units Relations Overview Detail Concise Intuitive
Full Text(s) - - - + - +
Textual Summary o - + - o +
Keyphrases + - + o + +
Table-of-contents o o + + + +
Mind Map + o + + + +
Concept Map + + + + + +
Formal Map + + + + o -
Labeled Cluster o o + o + -
Table 2.1: Common text representations compared by user requirements. The symbols in each cell
denote full (+), partial (o) or no (-) support of the requirement. See text for explanations.
Table-of-contents A table-of-contents as included in almost every book shows the con-
tent of a document by arranging headlines in a hierarchical structure. Typically, they only
exist for single documents. Tables-of-contents are intuitive to use (R6) and their main pur-
pose is to provide an overview (R3) in a concise manner (R5) and allow navigation to de-
tails (R4). But they only partially satisfy R1 and R2 as they always show topics and their
hierarchical relations, which are different from the units and relations most people were
interested in as observed in the user studies.
Mind Map Mind maps (Buzan, 1984, 2002) are graphs with concepts as labeled nodes and
unlabeled edges indicating relations between them. They extend tables-of-contents in the
sense that relations do not have to be hierarchical, concepts are shown instead of headlines
and multiple documents can be covered. They therefore satisfy similar requirements, but
are also able to represent key units of arbitrary nature as concepts (R1). Their capability to
represent relations (R2) is still limited, as only one type of relation can be shown.
Concept Map A concept map (Novak and Gowin, 1984) extends the idea of a mind map
by adding labels to edges. Using different labels, many types of relations can be represented
in a single map (R2). The representation is concise (R5), easy to understand (R6) and it can
be used to show a limited number of key units (R1) to provide an overview (R3). Similar to
keyphrases and mind maps, concepts (and also relations) can be linked to mentions in the
document collection to facilitate access to details (R4).
Formal Map Several other graph-based representations that show concepts and relations
exist, including conceptual graphs (Sowa, 1984), topic maps (Parker, 2003) or ontologies
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based on semantic web standards such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web
Ontology Language (OWL) (Maedche, 2002, Breitman et al., 2007). The main difference
between them and concept maps is that all these representations have formally defined
syntax and semantics, which makes them machine-readable but less useful and intuitive
for humans not familiar with the syntax (R6).
Labeled Cluster Document clustering has been used repeatedly to facilitate browsing in
document collections, using for instance agglomerative clustering (Cutting et al., 1992) or
hierarchical topic models (Smith et al., 2014). It is well suited to provide an overview of a
collection (R3) and, when clusters have keyphrase-like labels, it is also a concise represen-
tation (R5) that can show key units (R1). However, relations beyond the topic-relatedness
of documents cannot be represented (R2) and access to fine-grained details is difficult (R4),
as most methods operate on the document level. And in addition, as mentioned earlier,
several studies have found users to have problems interpreting clusters (R6).
The comparison showed that concept maps, although less known than other structured
text representations, have several desirable properties and extend more common repre-
sentations in useful ways. From a user requirements’ point-of-view, it seems to be very
promising to study them as representations to support document exploration.
2.2 Concept Maps
2.2.1 Origin and Form
Concept maps have their origins in the area of learning psychology. They were invented in
the 1970s as part of Joseph Novak’s research at Cornell University where he and his team
studied how children understand science concepts and how that understanding changes
over time (Novak and Gowin, 1984). In order to document and visualize the conceptual un-
derstanding that a student has about a certain topic, they developed concept maps. Their re-
search programwas based on David Ausubel’s cognitive psychology (Ausubel, 1968) whose
fundamental idea is that a learner’s existing knowledge is organized into concepts and
propositions and that learning happens by assimilating new concepts and propositions into
that framework. Consequently, they created concept maps as a knowledge representation
formalism that closely resembles this cognitive structure (Novak and Cañas, 2007).
Figure 2.1 shows a concept map created by Novak and Cañas (2007) that describes con-
cept maps themselves. A concept map is a labeled graph with nodes and edges.
Every node represents a concept , which is defined as a “perceived regularity in events
or objects, or records of events or objects, designated by a label” (Novak and Cañas, 2008).
This notion of a concept is very broad and encompasses classes of persons, objects, ideas
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Figure 2.1: A concept map created by its inventor Joseph Novak that describes the idea of concept
maps (own visualization based on Novak and Cañas (2007)).
and activities at arbitrary levels of abstraction. It also includes, as the authors explicitly
mention, concepts at the most specific level, such as a particular person, if including it
is helpful. Note that this notion of a concept is broader than what is usually studied as
(named) entities in NLP. It is therefore possible to represent a wide range of different types
of information in a concept map.
Concepts are connected with edges representing relations . The relation labels should
describe the relationship between the connected concepts such that the triple of a con-
cept, relation and concept forms a meaningful proposition. In Figure 2.1, (concept maps -
represent - organized knowledge) is an example for a meaningful proposition. The labeled
relations are a key characteristic of concept maps that distinguish them from other repre-
sentations such as mind maps. Since concepts can be interpreted and understood in the
context of their relationships to other concepts, concept maps are a powerful tool for learn-
ing and knowledge representation in general.
To be a concept map, a graph of concepts and relations should satisfy the following
properties that Cañas et al. (2005) list as features of concept maps:
OpenVocabulary: Labels for concepts and relations can be chosen freely by the author and
can be any sequence of words. There is no predefined set of valid labels.
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Diverse Relations: The meaning of a relation is only defined by its label and there is no
limit to the types of relationships that can be represented in a single concept map.
Succinct Labels: Labels should be as short as possible while being descriptive enough to
be meaningful for a reader of the concept map.
Well-formed Propositions: Every triple of a concept, relation and concept should form a
meaningful statement and should not rely on other relations to make sense.
Hierarchical Organization: A concept map should be structured such that the most inclu-
sive concepts are at the top and more specific concepts organized beneath them.
Hoffman et al. (2005) introduced the term propositional coherence to describe a concept map
inwhich all propositions are well-formed, which is usually desired.5 Theactivity of creating
and working with a concept map is known as concept mapping .
Several software packages can be used to manually create and use concept maps, among
which CmapTools6 is arguably the most popular one. It has been developed at the Institute
for Human and Machine Cognition in Florida by a team led by Novak and Cañas and sup-
ports, in addition to the creation of concept maps, to also enrich them with images, video
content andweb links. Cross-links between different conceptmaps can be created andmaps
can be embedded into each other to create large maps spanning topics and subtopics. The
tool also features a web-based platform to store, share and collaboratively work on maps
with others over the internet (Cañas et al., 2005, Novak and Cañas, 2006).
Another important part of the concept mapping ecosystem is the biennial International
Conference on Concept Mapping (CMC) started in 2004. It features both papers on recent
research on concept maps and experiences from teachers applying concept maps during
their teaching activities. To a limited extent, computational approaches to concept mapping
have also been presented in this venue, which we will review in Section 2.3.1.
2.2.2 Applications
This section gives a broad, but not necessarily exhaustive, overview of applications of con-
cept maps that have been reported in the literature. Their first and most extensively studied
applications have been, due to their origin, in the area of education. Other applications in-
clude library access, ontology creation, expert training or web search.
Nesbit and Adesope (2006) performed an extensive meta-analysis on the effects of using
concept maps during teaching for which they selected 55 high-quality studies with a total
5Note that the example in Figure 2.1, although regularly used in introductions of concept maps, violates this
principle. The triple (perceived regularities or patterns - in - events (happenings)) (bottom left), among
others, depends on (concepts - are - perceived regularities or patterns) to be meaningful.
6https://cmap.ihmc.us/
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of 5,818 participants. In 25 studies, students created new ormodified existing concept maps.
With regard to knowledge retention and transfer, these activities were found to be more
effective than reading texts, attending lectures or classroom discussions and slightly more
effective than constructive activities such as writing summaries or outlines. These findings
were consistent across a broad range of educational levels, subject areas and experimental
settings. In the other 30 of the analyzed studies, students merely studied provided con-
cept maps rather than constructing them. Also in this setting, concept maps were found
to be more effective for knowledge retention than studying text passages, lists or outlines.
For both settings, the researchers point out that while the observed findings are significant,
more and larger-sized studies are needed to better understand the effects and the conditions
necessary to observe strong benefits. With regard to reasons for concept maps’ effective-
ness, they point out that the empirical findings are “consistent with theories that concept
maps lower extrinsic cognitive load by arranging nodes in two-dimensional space to repre-
sent relatedness, consolidating all references to a concept in a single symbol, and explicitly
labeling links to identify relationships” (Nesbit and Adesope, 2006).
An alternative application of concept maps in education is as a testing tool. Edwards
and Fraser (1983) performed an early experiment with 24 nineth-grade students in which
they assessed the student’s science knowledge by letting them write reports or create con-
cept maps on a given topic. They compared the assessments to the results of interviews, a
technique which is known to be most accurate (but time-consuming) to evaluate a students’
understanding of science concepts. They found that the reports mostly underestimated the
students’ understanding as determined by the interviews, because students gave incorrect,
incomplete or ambiguous written answers. Using concept maps, they were able to more
clearly express their understanding and the results aligned better with the interviews.
Later work by McClure et al. (1999) further strengthens the argument to use concept
mapping as an assessment tool in schools. The authors conclude that scoring concept maps
created by students yields reliable evaluation scores and that the required effort, consist-
ing of training the students in concept mapping, having them create concept maps on the
test topic and letting a teacher score the maps, is comparable to other testing methods.
However, they observed that the reliability of the scores depends on the technique used to
score the student maps. In addition to the examples outlined here, many more studies have
been conducted on using concept maps for educational purposes, including most papers
presented at the aforementioned biennial International Conference on Concept Mapping.
Besides the educational domain, concept maps have been regularly used to structure
information repositories and provide means of easy access and navigation to users. Carnot
et al. (2001) conducted a first study that compared the performance of 62 students who were
given questions on developmental psychology. All students had access to the contents of
an introductory book chapter on that topic, which was provided either as a concept map,
as a simple text with hyperlinks covering the same content or as a multimedia-enriched
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and more verbose web page. Concept map users answered significantly more questions
correctly, leading the authors to conclude that concept maps successfully support users
that try to navigate and find information. The group using the reduced text interface did
not perform better than the one using the more verbose web pages, indicating that it is not
only the reduction of content but also the form of the concept map that is helpful. A similar
study by Valerio et al. (2012) observed large improvements in response time at only small
drops in accuracy when answering questions given a concept map instead of the source
text, even when the map had been automatically generated from the text.
Practical applications have been reported by Hoffman et al. (2001), who created concept
maps to represent expert knowledge about weather forecasting and to provide access to a
repository of learning materials for their employees, and by Briggs et al. (2004), who used
concept maps to provide access to a large multimedia repository explaining the NASA’s
activities to explore Mars. The Mars concept maps were made available online and the
authors report a large interest from the public. Gaines and Shaw (1994) report using concept
maps, in addition to other knowledge representation techniques, to collaboratively capture
shared knowledge in large research projects. The work by Shen et al. (2003) and Richardson
and Fox (2005) proposes to use concept maps to provide access to library contents and
describes their ongoing efforts. They argue that concept maps created for books or book
chapters would be easier for a user to consume than an abstract and that they can be used
to effectively provide an overview and summarize contents. They also express their desire
to use automatic methods to create the concept maps and later report on first steps that
they have taken in that direction (Richardson and Fox, 2007).
Carvalho et al. (2001) use a concept map as the context for a traditional web search
and develop algorithms that rerank retrieved web pages based on the content and structure
of the concept map. Lee (2004) also uses concept maps in the area of search engines and
presents a system that lets a user organize queries and their results in a concept map that is
constructed throughout the search session. However, what they call a concept map is very
different from a Novakian concept map. Leake et al. (Leake et al., 2003, 2004, Cañas et al.,
2004) propose to use search engines to support users creating a concept map. They develop
several algorithms that construct queries from the content of a partial concept map in order
to retrieve documents that help the user find additional concepts and relations for the map.
Another application domain is writing support, which Villalon et al. study in their
research (Villalon and Calvo, 2008, 2009, Villalon, 2012). Their idea is that concept maps
constructed from student essays can be a valuable tool for the students to improve their
writing, as the maps provide a visualization of the content and structure of the essay. To-
wards that goal, they develop algorithms to automatically create conceptmaps from student
essays, annotate a corpus for the task, propose evaluation metrics and integrate their meth-
ods into larger writing support systems. We will revisit the different parts of their work in
detail in later chapters of this thesis.
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Due to their similarity with formal knowledge representations, automatic methods to
create concept maps from text have also been applied to create domain ontologies. For that
purpose, algorithms as presented in Section 2.3.1 can be combined with additional filtering
and conversion steps, partly automating a laborious process that is usually done manually
by domain experts (Zouaq and Nkambou, 2008, 2009, Zouaq et al., 2011).
2.2.3 Manual Creation
Since this thesis investigates the automatic creation of concept maps, a look at how humans
perform this task can give valuable insights. The following procedure is the established
best-practice that is recommended by Novak and Cañas (2007, 2008):
(1) Define the topic of the map, ideally as a focus question that should be answered.
(2) Identify key concepts for the topic. A set of 15 to 25 concepts is usually sufficient.
(3) Order the set of concepts (approximately) from most general to most specific. The
concept map will be build from this list known as the parking lot .
(4) Create a preliminary map by adding concepts from the parking lot and adding rela-
tions between them. Make use of the ordering to ensure the map is hierarchical.
(5) Iteratively revise the map by
• adding concepts still available in the parking lot,
• adding non-hierarchical relations, known as cross-links ,
• adjusting the layout to make the growing map easier to read.
Edwards and Fraser (1983) report giving similar instructions to the participants of their
experiment. Novak and Cañas (2007) note that it often happens that some concepts turn
out to be difficult to connect to the rest and therefore remain in the parking lot. They also
point out that good maps need many revisions and are rarely created right away.
Villalon et al. (2010) describe an annotation study of concept maps that gives further
insights into how humans create concept maps. Their work is different from the general,
unrestricted concept mapping use case assumed by the instructions above in the sense that
they require users to create a map that precisely reflects the content of a given text. This
setup is particularly relevant for this thesis, as it is this setup that a computational approach
to create concept maps from text faces.
In their experiment, two annotators created concept maps for 42 student essays with an
average length of 468 words. The annotators used an annotation tool that forced them to
choose concept and relation labels extractively from the given essay and that only allowed
them to add relations if both concepts and the relation label occurred within the same
paragraph. In this restrictive setup, the authors observed high agreements of around 80%.7
7The authors measure the fraction of overlapping concepts between concept maps from two annotators and a
second metric computing the relation overlap of relations connecting shared concepts. The observed agree-
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The created concept maps have on average 21 concepts and 12 relations and it takes an
annotator 27 minutes to create one. Based on a constituency parse of the text, the authors
find that 81% of the text passages selected to label concepts are noun phrases, followed by
adjectival phrases (8%) and verb phrases (7%). This shows that while noun constructions are
by far the most dominant linguistic category for concept labels, the notion of a concept is
broader and not limited to nouns. For relations, 47% of the selected labels are verb phrases,
21% noun phrases and 8% adjectival phrases, showing an even more diverse distribution
among phrase categories. Further observations are that the frequency with which selected
concepts occur in the source text follows Zipf’s law, such that a few concepts occur fre-
quently but most only once or twice. For 92% of the propositions in the created concept
maps, both concepts and the relation have labels taken from a single sentence.
2.3 NLP Methods Supporting Document Exploration
While the previous sections focused on exploratory search and structured text representa-
tions from a user’s point-of-view, we now look at existing computational methods to create
such structures. By automating this process, it becomes possible to handle large document
collections. Given our focus on concept maps, we first review automatic methods to cre-
ate them, and then move to the related tasks of summarization and information extraction.
We also give a brief overview of computational methods pursuing other directions, e.g.
different representations, and finish presenting existing exploratory search systems that
integrate these computational methods into end user applications.
2.3.1 Concept Map Mining
The automatic creation of concept maps from an unstructured text has been studied in sev-
eral areas8 and is often referred to as concept mapmining . Different techniques towards that
goal have been suggested for single documents (Oliveira et al., 2001, Valerio and Leake, 2006,
Villalon and Calvo, 2009, Kowata et al., 2010, Aguiar et al., 2016) and for sets of documents
(Rajaraman and Tan, 2002, Zouaq and Nkambou, 2008, Zubrinic et al., 2012, Qasim et al.,
2013), spanning a broad range of text genres including scientific papers (Qasim et al., 2013),
legal documents (Zubrinic et al., 2012), news articles (Kowata et al., 2010), student essays
(Villalon and Calvo, 2009) and general web pages (Rajaraman and Tan, 2002). Most of that
work focuses on processing English texts, with notable exceptions that target Portuguese
(Kowata et al., 2010) and Croatian (Zubrinic et al., 2012).
ment is 62% and 27% for the first annotation run and 77% and 85% after refining the guidelines and the tool,
introducing the described extractiveness requirements (Villalon, 2012).
8Being published in different communities, the work follows various scientific standards and practices. As
a result, some papers do not provide the level of detail and experimental rigorousness common in the NLP
community nowadays, which makes it hard to compare and reproduce such work.
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Figure 2.2: Subtasks of concept map mining and their dependencies.
Typically, computational methods approach the task with a pipeline of several steps
that turn the input text(s) into a concept map. Within this thesis, we will use the com-
prehensive list of subtasks depicted in Figure 2.2. It subsumes most other suggested lists,
e.g. by Villalon and Calvo (2008), and provides a framework to structure and compare pro-
posed techniques. Concept and relation mention extraction refer to the tasks of identifying
spans in the input documents that describe concepts and relations between them, while
the subtask of mention grouping deals with determining which of the extracted mentions
refer to the same concept or relation. The subsequent steps of concept and relation label-
ing and importance estimation assign labels to concepts and relations and determine how
relevant these elements are. Finally, a concept map is constructed from (a subset of) them.
In Section 3.3, we discuss these subtasks and their challenges in detail. Some methods also
establish a hierarchical organization of the concepts to satisfy Novak’s hierarchy require-
ment (see Section 2.2.1), but since this is strongly connected to the visual layouting of the
concept map, it is usually seen to be out of scope of the concept map mining task.
Existing work on concept map mining used a variety of evaluation protocols to study
the effectiveness of their proposed methods, ranging from qualitative expert judgments
(Kowata et al., 2010, Zubrinic et al., 2015, Qasim et al., 2013) to automatic comparisons
against manual annotations (Aguiar et al., 2016, Villalon, 2012) and extrinsic, task-based
evaluations (Rajaraman and Tan, 2002, Valerio et al., 2012). The exact evaluation procedure
and data varies from paper to paper and the number of concept maps evaluated is usually
small (often <5). While some evaluate their proposed approach in isolation, others com-
pare it against baselines. However, we are not aware of a single paper that makes a direct
comparison to any of the other works discussed in this section. This is a serious problem of
the research on concept map mining so far, as it remains unclear which method performs
best and how absolute and relative performances might differ depending on text genres,
document types or other influencing factors.
We want to briefly mention additional work that is related to concept map mining, but
does not produce concept maps as defined by Novak. For instance, de la Chica et al. (2008)
focus on extracting sentence-long concept descriptions, making their work, although aimed
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at concept maps, essentially multi-document summarization (see Section 2.3.2). Olney et al.
(2011) propose a method that uses concepts and relations from pre-defined lists for biology
education rather than the text, which makes it laborious to apply the method to other do-
mains. Kof et al. (2010) extract concepts from two different documents and try to align them
with each other, a process they refer to as “concept mapping”. There is also work on the
creation of mind maps that uses the term concept map despite creating unlabeled relations,
such as papers by Chen et al. (2006), Tseng et al. (2010), Chen and Bai (2010) and Lee et al.
(2015). The applicability of these techniques to concept map mining is very limited, as most
of them assume given concepts and solely focus on creating unlabeled relations.
2.3.1.1 Concept Mention Extraction
Given a set of documents, the goal of concept mention extraction is to identify all mentions
of concepts, i.e. sequences of words in the input documents referring to a concept. All
existing work for this subtask relies on automatic syntactic annotations to identify con-
cept mentions, in particular part-of-speech tags and constituency (Marcus et al., 1993) or
dependency (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) parse trees.
Rajaraman and Tan (2002) and Kowata et al. (2010) both use regular expressions to define
relevant sequences of part-of-speech tags. They both target noun phrases, covering nouns
with optional preceding adjectives and noun phrases nested via prepositions. Valerio and
Leake (2006) and Valerio et al. (2008) propose to use constituency parse trees instead of just
part-of-speech tags and extract “minimal noun phrases”, i.e. noun phrases that do not have
smaller noun phrases within them. Aguiar et al. (2016) define regular expression patterns
over constituency parse trees. Likewise, earlier work by Oliveira et al. (2001) claims to rely
on parse trees, but does not provide details.
As an alternative approach, Qasim et al. (2013) define patterns over dependency syn-
tax representations. They target two-token concept mentions and extract sequences such
as electronic commerce or semantic web. Using a short list of six patterns, covering adjec-
tival and adverbial modifiers, noun compounds, prepositional constructions, conjunctions
and simple, single-token nouns, they report good performance on their corpus. Zouaq and
Nkambou (2008, 2009) pursue a similar direction and define 33 patterns. However, they only
provide examples and do not reveal the full list of patterns. A slightly different approach
has been suggested by Villalon (2012), who first applies a list of five transformations to a
dependency tree and then selects all nodes containing a noun as concepts. The transforma-
tion operations merge nodes together based on the relation between them, yielding similar
noun constructions as Qasim et al. (2013)’s method.
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2.3.1.2 Relation Mention Extraction
The relation mention extraction subtask is about finding mentions of relations in the input
documents and, similar to concept mention extraction, most approaches rely on syntactic
structures for this. In addition to its span in the text, a relation mention also references
two concept mentions whose relationship it describes. All work we are aware of requires
these three mentions to co-occur in the same sentence and does not extract relations that
are expressed across sentence boundaries.
In line with their concept extraction strategies, Kowata et al. (2010) and Rajaraman
and Tan (2002) use regular expressions over part-of-speech tags, targeting constructions
around verbs, Valerio and Leake (2006) and Oliveira et al. (2001) select verb phrases from
constituency parses, but do not reveal the exact selection algorithm, and Zouaq and Nkam-
bou (2008, 2009) define patterns over dependency structures. Both Qasim et al. (2013) and
Zubrinic et al. (2015) find relations by extracting verb phrases that connect two concept
mentions via subject and object dependencies. Using their transformed dependency parse
tree, Villalon (2012) selects the tokens along the shortest path between two concept men-
tions. Olney et al. (2011) rely on semantic role labeling (SRL) in addition to a dependency
parse, but, as mentioned earlier, in order to map predicates to a set of pre-defined relations
rather than to find the actual words used to mention the relation.
Moreover, some authors also attempt to extract hyponymy relations between concepts
that are not explicitly mentioned in the text. Qasim et al. (2013) rely on lexico-syntactic
patterns such as “A including B and C”, known as Hearst patterns (Hearst, 1992), to derive
that a hyponymy relation between (A, B) and (A, C) holds. Zubrinic et al. (2015) use a simple
heuristic that assumes hyponymy if A is a substring of B, e.g. concept map is a hyponym of
map. They also add additional hyponymy relations from a domain thesaurus. Since these
relations lack a specific mention in the text, a default label such as “is type of” is typically
used when these relations are included in the concept map.
2.3.1.3 Concept and Relation Mention Grouping
Havingmentions identified, the goal of conceptmention grouping is to groupmentions of the
same concept together. Similarly, relation mention grouping attempts this for relations. A
simple baseline approach for this task is to group together all mentions that are exactly the
same, e.g. all occurrences of children. More sophisticated approaches should also recognize
morphological variants, such as child, or synonyms, such as kids, to be mentions of the
same concept (or the same relation).
Towards that goal, Villalon (2012) uses stemming to unify morphological variations and
Valerio and Leake (2006) merge mentions if one is a substring of another, ignoring tokens
that are not tagged as nouns or adjectives. In order to also capture synonyms without
any lexical overlap, a popular approach is to lookup such relationships in WordNet (Miller
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et al., 1990), as suggested by Oliveira et al. (2001). Villalon (2012) does this to check equiva-
lence on a per token basis, while Aguiar et al. (2016) use Lin (1998)’s algorithm to compute
a similarity based on WordNet and merge mentions if the similarity is above a thresh-
old. Zubrinic et al. (2015) additionally use a domain-specific thesaurus. As an alternative,
resource-independent approach, Rajaraman and Tan (2002) propose a clustering method
using term-frequency-based vector representations of concept mentions. All these works
apply their methods to concept mentions, but none attempts to group relation mentions,
although the techniques might be partially applicable for that as well.
The grouping subtask can be seen as a special case of coreference resolution (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009, Chapter 21.3ff), in which we are mainly interested in coreferences be-
tween noun phrases, as these are the phrases mostly extracted during concept extraction.
Some work tries to resolve pronominal anaphora before concept extraction to increase re-
call (Oliveira et al., 2001, Qasim et al., 2013, Aguiar et al., 2016). However, we are not aware
of any work that uses existing coreference resolution systems for the grouping task.
2.3.1.4 Concept and Relation Labeling
Having grouped the mentions together, an additional step is to choose one of them per
group as the representative label that will be used in the concept map. Rajaraman and Tan
(2002) use the most frequent mention when counting exactly repeated mentions within
a group. For instance, if a concept has the mentions {children, child, children, kids},
then children is most frequent as it occurs twice. All other work, even if using a grouping
strategy, does not report how labels are selected.
2.3.1.5 Importance Estimation and Concept Map Construction
In the final subtask of concept map construction, a labeled graph, the final concept map, has
to be created. The graph’s nodes are concepts and they are labeled with the representative
mentions selected in the previous step. Similarly, edges are relations with their labels.
The majority of existing work simply takes everything that was extracted and adds it
to the concept map. To be more selective and create maps of reasonable size even if the
input is large, several authors proposed to score concepts — here referred to as importance
estimation — and then use only a fixed amount or fixed fraction that score highest. Valerio
and Leake (2006) compute term frequencies for all stemmed nouns and adjectives in the in-
put document and score a concept with the maximum frequency of its terms. An adaption
of the popular TF-IDF scoring model (Spärck Jones, 1972) that works on the level of con-
cepts, called CF-IDF, is used by Zubrinic et al. (2015). Villalon (2012) builds a term-sentence
matrix, applies latent semantic analysis (LSA) to it to obtain scores for every sentence and
uses only concepts and relations from the highest-scoring sentences. Instead of the input
document, Aguiar et al. (2016) use the graph of all concepts and relations for scoring. They
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calculate concept scores with the Hub Authority Root Distance (HARD) model (Leake et al.,
2004), choosing concepts that are central and highly connected. With regard to relation se-
lection, Qasim et al. (2013) choose among multiple relations for the same pair of concepts
with a VF-ICF metric, preferring verbs that often occur (verb frequency) but only co-occur
with a small number of concepts (“inverse co-occurrence frequency”).
All the scoring strategies described above aim at determining the importance or rele-
vance of a concept (or relation) to select a subset that is representative for the input. The
map construction becomes more difficult if one also tries to optimize for other objectives,
such as producing a well-connectedmap. Simply selecting themost important concepts can
yield many unconnected ones, as there might not be any relations between them. Zubrinic
et al. (2015) try to avoid this: They pre-select a subset of the 100 most important concepts
according to their CF-IDF metric, build a graph from them and then iteratively remove
nodes with the lowest degree until reaching a target size of 25 to 30 concepts. Choosing by
node degree, their approach tries to keep the concept map as connected as possible.
2.3.2 Text Summarization
If a concept map should be created to provide an overview of a set of documents, the selec-
tion of representative concepts and relations, as discussed in the previous section, becomes
a crucial part of the task. A large body of research exists for this problemwhen the overview
should be provided in textual form, a task known as text summarization.
The goal of automatic text summarization is to create a short, limited-size text that de-
scribes the most important contents of a given text document or set of documents (Nenkova
and McKeown, 2011). The size limit is usually defined as the maximal number of words the
summary text can have. Within that size limit, a good summary should provide as much
information about the input document(s) as possible, should prefer the more important
aspects of the content and should be a fluent and natural text.
Different variations of this task have been studied in the NLP community. Single-
document summarization (SDS) deals with a single document that should be summarized,
multi-document summarization (MDS) with creating a summary for several input docu-
ments. Other variations are query-focused summarization, where only contents relevant
to a given query should be part of the summary (Dang, 2005), and update summarization,
where the existing knowledge of a user is specified as a set of documents and should not
be repeated when creating a summary for another, overlapping set of documents (Dang
and Owczarzak, 2008). Many computational approaches for these tasks have been devel-
oped, presented and evaluated in the Document Understanding Conference (DUC)9 and
Text Analysis Conference (TAC)10 series (Over et al., 2007).
9http://duc.nist.gov
10http://tac.nist.gov
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In the remainder of this section, we present the main computational approaches to the
summarization problem and point to seminal or exemplary papers for each direction. For
a comprehensive review of all related work, we refer the reader to the surveys by Nenkova
and McKeown (2011), Yao et al. (2017) and Gambhir and Gupta (2017).
2.3.2.1 Extractive Summarization
Extractive summarization systems produce summaries reusing parts —mostly complete sen-
tences — taken from the input documents without modifications. More formally, let𝐷 be a
set of documents, 𝒮(𝐷) the set of all sentences in𝐷 andℒ themaximal length of the desired
summary. The task is then to select a subset of sentences𝑆 ⊂ 𝒮(𝐷)with∑
𝑠∈𝑆
𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑠) ≤ ℒ,
where 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑠) is the length of 𝑠 in words. Two subtasks, importance estimation and sentence
selection, are usually modeled to create extractive summaries.
Importance Estimation In order to include themost important information in a summary,
the importance 𝑖(𝑠) of each sentence 𝑠 ∈ 𝒮(𝐷) needs to be estimated. Luhn (1958), the very
first work on automatic summarization, used word frequencies to derive importance esti-
mates for sentences. Almost 60 years later, summarization systems using frequency as the
only indicator for importance still yield competitive results (Boudin et al., 2015). Edmund-
son (1969) added the position of a sentence in the document and the presence of predefined
cue words as additional indicators. Among many other metrics explored in later work, im-
portance estimates derived from graph structures with the PageRank algorithm (Page et al.,
1999) had a particularly large impact. Both TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004), which
uses a graph representing co-occurring words, and LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), using
a graph of sentence similarities, have been regularly used as benchmarks. A commonality
of all these approaches is that they use a hand-designed indicator (or several ones) to derive
importance estimates, which makes these approaches unsupervised summarization models.
Given the large number of suggested metrics that indicate importance, supervised sum-
marization systems that use annotated data to learn how to combine different indicators
to make the best estimate have been explored as well. Early work in this direction was by
Kupiec et al. (1995), who combine several features in a Bayesian binary classifier trained to
decide if a sentence should be in a summary or not. Later work modeled the problem with
probabilistic models such as hidden Markov models (Conroy and O’Leary, 2001) or logistic
regression (Hong and Nenkova, 2014) and with support vector machines in classification
(Yang et al., 2017) and regression (Li et al., 2007) setups. Typical features include term and
document frequencies, sentence lengths, sentence positions, unigrams, bigrams, parts-of-
speech, named entities, capitalization and stopwords (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011, Hong
and Nenkova, 2014, Li et al., 2016a, Yang et al., 2017).
Recently, neural supervised models for importance estimation have been proposed by
several authors. Cheng and Lapata (2016) use a combination of convolutional neural net-
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works (CNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and attention to classify sentences for
SDS. Cao et al. propose a regression model based on recursive neural networks for MDS
(Cao et al., 2015) and a CNN-based model with attention and a ranking loss for query-
focused summarization (Cao et al., 2016). A two-layer RNN with a set of hand-crafted
features is developed by Nallapati et al. (2017). Al-Sabahi et al. (2018) propose a similar hi-
erarchical encoder in combination with an attention mechanism. Compared to traditional
supervised models, all of these approaches seem to benefit from the powerful distributed
representations that neural networks can learn (Goldberg, 2017). A common trend is the
use of an attention mechanism. Apart from that, a broad range of neural architectures has
been proposed and none of them has so far been identified as being consistently superior.
Sentence Selection Once importance estimates for all sentences are available, the remain-
ing task is to select the subset 𝑆 ⊂ 𝒮(𝐷) that makes the best summary. This is usually
formulated as an optimization problem maximizing the importance within the size limit:
𝑆 = argmax
𝑆⊂𝒮(𝐷)
∑
𝑠∈𝑆
𝑖(𝑠) s.t. ∑
𝑠∈𝑆
𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑠) ≤ ℒ
In other words, one tries to include as many important sentences as possible while not
exceeding the size limit. This optimization is difficult, as one has to decide whether it is
better to add an important and long sentence to the summary or instead a less important
but also shorter sentence, leaving more space for additional sentences. To make the best
decision, one has to consider the full search space of all subsequent decisions, i.e. optimize
globally. The optimization problem is known as the 0-1 knapsack problem and is NP-hard
(McDonald, 2007). In the case of MDS, an additional challenge is that sentences from dif-
ferent documents might contain the same information. Thus, only one of them should be in
the summary — although all of them are estimated to be equally important. This is typically
handled by adding a redundancy penalty to the objective function, leading to an optimiza-
tion problem that is also NP-hard (McDonald, 2007).11
Carbonell and Goldstein (1998) proposed a greedy optimization approach called max-
imal marginal relevance (MMR). Sentences are added iteratively until the length limit is
reached, choosing them based on their importance and redundancy with what is already
in the summary. That does not necessary yield the optimal subset, but was shown to work
well in practice. Other approaches, such as Hatzivassiloglou et al. (2001), rely on sentence
clustering to first group redundant sentences together and then use only one sentence per
cluster in the summary. Lin and Bilmes (2011) point out that the objective functions dis-
cussed here are submodular. For submodular objective functions, greedy optimization al-
11For the easier version without the redundancy term, there is a pseudo-polynomial algorithm (Kellerer et al.,
2010). However, it cannot solve the extended MDS problem including redundancy (McDonald, 2007).
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gorithms with provable lower bounds exist that guarantee that a greedy solution is at most
a constant factor worse than the optimal solution.
Exact solutions can be found by formulating the problem as an integer linear program
(ILP), for which a broad range of off-the-shelf solver software exists. McDonald (2007) pi-
oneered this approach, but also showed that it is much more computationally expensive
than the greedy alternatives. Gillick and Favre (2009) proposed a new objective function
that computes importance and redundancy in terms of included concepts rather than sen-
tences. This has the advantage that the importance and redundancy terms simplify to a
single term and yields ILPs that are more efficient to solve.
2.3.2.2 Abstractive Summarization
Extractive summarization methods have several problems. Using just the existing sen-
tences, they might need to include unimportant details in a summary if something more
important only occurs in a sentence together with these details. Moreover, extractive sum-
maries can lack fluency and clarity, as the selected sentences might contain unresolvable
pronouns or miss important context. Ordering the sentences in the most coherent way is
a difficult problem on its own (Nenkova and McKeown, 2011). Abstractive summarization
methods try to circumvent these problems by going beyond the set of existing sentences.
Sentence Modification Most of the early work has focused on compressing single or fus-
ing multiple of the original sentences. By dropping unimportant parts from the sentences,
the length budget of the summary can be used more efficiently. Both rule-based (Jing, 2000,
Zajic et al., 2007) and learned (Knight and Marcu, 2002, Clarke and Lapata, 2007) models
were proposed to compress sentences. Sentence fusion techniques (Barzilay andMcKeown,
2005, Filippova and Strube, 2008) have also been explored since compressing only can lead
to having unnaturally many short sentences in a summary. Rather than using these tech-
niques as preprocessing for extractive models, joint models for selection and compression
have also been proposed (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011, Chali et al., 2017).
Traditional Generation A summarization paradigm differing more radically from extrac-
tion is the generation of completely new sentences. Such models typically first parse the
input documents into a symbolic meaning representation, then summarize that representa-
tion and finally generate a realization of the summary from it. While this approach gives a
system more freedom to produce a good summary, a crucial point is that the intermediate
representation offers enough representational capacity as well as good enough parsing and
generation models. An early attempt in this direction was the system of Vanderwende et al.
(2004) in DUC 2004. Li (Li, 2015, Li et al., 2016a) proposes an entity-based graph represen-
tation well-suited for news documents from which they successfully generate summaries.
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Liu et al. (2015) used abstract meaning representation (AMR) as their intermediate repre-
sentation, but left the generation step for future work. A proposition-based representation
was shown to work well for educational texts, covering the full pipeline of parsing, sum-
marization and generation (Fang and Teufel, 2016, Fang et al., 2016).
Neural Generation In recent years, the use of neural network models and large-scale
training data led to improved performance in various NLP tasks, including text genera-
tion tasks such as language modeling (Mikolov, 2012) or machine translation (Cho et al.,
2014, Sutskever et al., 2014). The predominant approach of generating text with word-level
RNNs has been first applied to summarization by Rush et al. (2015). Their framework of
using RNN encoder and decoder modules with attention was quickly adopted and refined
(Nallapati et al., 2016, Chopra et al., 2016, Wang and Ling, 2016). These models are able to
produce much more fluent summaries than previous generative models, and thereby sub-
stantially renewed the interest in abstractive summarization. Important extensions to this
architecture are copy mechanisms that allow a model to include unknown words from the
input in the summaries (Gu et al., 2016, See et al., 2017) and strategies to avoid repetitions
in the generated sequences (Suzuki and Nagata, 2017, See et al., 2017). The greatest lim-
itation so far is that most work focuses on SDS from a few sentences to short headlines,
as training models for bigger inputs and outputs requires huge amounts of computational
resources. In addition, no large-scale training corpora are available for MDS. Very recently,
strategies such as pre-summarizing documents with extractive methods (Tan et al., 2017,
Liu et al., 2018) or hierarchical encoders (Cohan et al., 2018, Celikyilmaz et al., 2018, Zhang
et al., 2018) have been proposed to improve the scalability. These neural models are able
to handle SDS examples with on average 5,000 input and 220 output words (Cohan et al.,
2018) and MDS examples with 10k input and 100 output words (Liu et al., 2018).
2.3.3 Information Extraction
In order to create a concept map from natural language text, concept and relation mentions
have to be extracted from the text. In the NLP community, these and other extraction tasks
that try to obtain structured data from unstructured text are studied as information extrac-
tion (Jurafsky andMartin, 2009, Chapter 22). Traditionally, information extraction has been
modeled as named entity recognition followed by relation classification (Doddington et al.,
2004). Such techniques yield pairs of entities with relations between them, a structure that
is already very similar to pairs of concepts and their relations needed for a concept map.
However, a limitation of classic information extraction is that relation extraction ismod-
eled as a classification task, requiring a pre-defined list of supported relations and anno-
tated training data for each of them. As Banko et al. (2007) points out, this renders these
approaches impractical when applied to a large body of arbitrary text such as pages on the
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web, for which it is impossible to anticipate all types of relations expressed in them. In
our use case, a similar problem arises, as we want to create concept maps from documents
before we know their content. The set of relations should thus not be constrained a priori.
The idea of an open vocabulary for concepts and relations is a feature of a concept map
(Novak and Cañas, 2008) that should be supported by the extraction mechanism.
As a solution, Banko et al. (2007) proposed open information extraction (OIE) , a variant
of information extraction following the open vocabulary paradigm. OIE systems extract
tuples such as (Barack Obama - graduated from - Havard Law), consisting of two arguments
connected by a relation, in which all parts are taken directly from the text. Every extraction
has to be asserted by the text and arguments and relations should be as short as possible.
Several extractions can be made from a single sentence.
Existing OIE systems can be classified along several dimensions:
Learned vs. Rule-based All OIE systems derive their extractions from the syntactic struc-
ture of a sentence. A key difference is whether the extraction patterns operating on the syn-
tax are learned from data or have been hand-engineered. TextRunner (Banko et al., 2007),
the first OIE system, uses a binary classifier to detect patterns. WOE (Wu and Weld, 2010)
extends this idea by using Wikipedia infoboxes as supervision. Another learning approach
is bootstrapping, employed by OLLIE (Mausam et al., 2012) and NestIE (Bhutani et al., 2016),
which iteratively extends a set of initial seed patterns. Recent work by Stanovsky et al.
(2018) showed that the task can also be formulated as a sequence tagging problem. Despite
these successful attempts at learning patterns, a similarly large amount of OIE systems have
been proposed that use carefully hand-crafted patterns based on linguistic insights. ReVerb
(Fader et al., 2011), KrakenN (Akbik and Löser, 2012), ClausIE (Del Corro and Gemulla,
2013), Exemplar (Mesquita et al., 2013), OpenIE4 (Mausam, 2016), PropS (Stanovsky et al.,
2016b) and Graphene (Cetto et al., 2018) are examples for this line of work.
Parsing vs. Part-of-SpeechTagging Due to Banko et al. (2007)’s initial motivation of using
OIE to extract relations from all of the web, scalability has been an important design crite-
rion. Early systems, such as TextRunner (Banko et al., 2007), WOE𝑝𝑜𝑠 (Wu and Weld, 2010)
and ReVerb (Fader et al., 2011), rely only on part-of-speech tags to avoid the more costly
dependency parsing used in most other systems. Therefore, these systems can achieve
high processing speeds by sacrificing precision. In more recent work, this idea has been
largely abandoned, presumably since better parsing algorithms and cheaper computational
resources lowered the cost of dependency parsing.
Extraction Format While early work focused only on extractions of verb-mediated rela-
tions with two arguments, this was soon deemed to be too narrow to extract all relevant
relations from text. KrakeN (Akbik and Löser, 2012) introduced the idea of n-ary extrac-
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tions, adopted in most of the following work. OLLIE (Mausam et al., 2012) added context
annotations, indicating that an extraction is only valid in a given context. NestIE (Bhutani
et al., 2016) achieves the same by nesting extractions. Other extensions are including noun-
mediated relations (Yahya et al., 2014) and minimizing argument spans (Angeli et al., 2015).
Language The large majority of work on OIE targets the English language. ExtrHech
(Zhila and Gelbukh, 2013), a rule-based system for Spanish, is a first exception. Later work
by Gamallo and Garcia (2015) led to ArgOE, a system that can process five different lan-
guages with the same set of rules. Following the same idea, PredPatt (White et al., 2016)
develops a rule set working with universal dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016), making their
system scale to potentially all of the 71 languages that are currently covered by the tree-
banks annotated with universal dependencies.12 Their evaluation covers five languages.
More details on the various systems can be found in a recent survey by Niklaus et al.
(2018). An important challenge for OIE has been the evaluation of systems due to the
lack of annotated data, making most work rely on post-hoc manual evaluations. Recently,
efforts by Stanovsky and Dagan (2016b) and Schneider et al. (2017) introduced the necessary
evaluation data and tested a range of published systems. They found ClausIE and OpenIE4
to be the best performing systems according to their benchmarks.
OIE systems, in particular rule-based methods working with dependency parses, are
very similar to the methods developed for concept and relation extraction in the concept
map mining literature (see Section 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2). However, we are not aware of any
direct applications of existing OIE systems for the task of concept map mining.
2.3.4 Other Methods
In Section 2.1.3, we compared different structured text representations and pointed out
differences between concept maps and alternative representations. While the previous sec-
tions introduced computational methods that are directly or indirectly related to concept
maps, we now briefly look at automatic methods that have been developed for other struc-
tures. In fact, for most alternative representations, much more research than for concept
maps has been carried out in the past. Given the large body of work, we focus on pointing
out prominent examples for each direction.
As Marchionini (2006) pointed out, pure information retrieval methods (Manning et al.,
2008) are not sufficient to support the interactive user behavior of exploratory search. To
augment search engines for this use case, Crestan and de Loupy (2004) add lists of automat-
ically extracted concepts and named entities to provide an overview of the documents and
allow for quick follow-up queries. More generally, the concept of faceted search (Hearst
12Version 2.2 (July 2018) contains 122 treebanks spanning 71 languages (http://universaldependencies.org).
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and Stoica, 2009) has been developed to add filtering and navigation capabilities to search
results, sometimes automatically extracted from the documents.
The automatic extraction of keyphrases has been studied extensively, with the KEA
sytem (Witten et al., 1999) being a prominent early example. Hasan and Ng (2014) provide
a comprehensive survey. In general, methods for keyphrase extraction are very similar to
concept extraction (see Section 2.3.1.1) and summarization (see Section 2.3.2) methods.
In order to automatically generate a table-of-contents , most methods employ a multi-
step approach: First, segments in the input document are detected, for which cues such as
paragraph breaks can often be used. Second, the hierarchical structure of the segments is
determined (Yaari, 1998, Eisenstein, 2009, Erbs et al., 2013, Erbs, 2015, Pembe and Güngör,
2015). And finally, headlines for each segment are extracted from the document (Langer
et al., 2004, Branavan et al., 2007, Nguyen et al., 2009, Pembe and Güngör, 2015). We are
not aware of work that attempts to do this across multiple documents.
Another line of work studies concept hierarchies (also called taxonomies), which are
trees — as tables-of-contents — but show concepts, similar to mind maps and concept
maps. Early work extracted such hierarchies based on term co-occurrences (Sanderson
and Croft, 1999, Sanderson and Lawrie, 2000), language models (Lawrie et al., 2001) or with
clustering (Kummamuru et al., 2004). More recent approaches rely on refined notions of
co-occurrences (Li et al., 2013, Kang et al., 2016), Hearst patterns (Kozareva and Hovy, 2010)
or semantic similarity measures (Yang, 2012, 2015). Adler et al. (2012) pursue a different di-
rection and construct hierarchies of statements and entailment relations between them. Yet
another idea is the work by van Ham et al. (2009), who construct graphs of entities related
by a specific, user-defined phrase, such as X at Y or X and Y.
The work of Luo et al. (2012) uses event extraction to structure documents and presents
the development of events and their importance on a timeline. In a similar spirit, Shahaf
and Guestrin (2010) visualize the connections between different news articles, derived from
lexical overlap measures, as metro maps (Shahaf et al., 2012b), which can also be applied to
scientific papers (Shahaf et al., 2012a). For scientific papers, another interesting structure
can be obtained from a citation analysis , as done for instance by Lee et al. (2005) or Chou
and Yang (2011), which reveals influential papers and authors.
Another, extensively studied approach to structure document collections is clustering .
Clustering methods group similar documents together, using for instance partitional clus-
tering (Cutting et al., 1992) or self-organizing maps (Kohonen et al., 2000), and often, to
increase interpretability, also assign labels to the obtained clusters (Kim et al., 2015). Ag-
garwal and Zhai (2012) review common text clustering techniques in their survey.
A particularly popular clustering method are topic models created via latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), a probabilistic model that detects topics and derives
a distribution over these for each document. To make such clusterings easier accessible,
visualization tools for topic distributions (Chaney and Blei, 2012), topic development over
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time (Dou et al., 2011, Liu et al., 2012) and hierarchical topic models (Griffiths et al., 2004,
Smith et al., 2014) have been developed.
2.3.5 Exploratory Search Systems
To support a user during exploratory search in a document collection, the algorithms for
text structuring discussed above need to be ultimately integrated into an end-user facing
application, an exploratory search system. Typically, such systems combine a variety of text
structuring and analysis tools with different visualization and interaction capabilities to
provide a user all necessary functionality for a complex exploration task.
Since such applications target real world users and are meant to be used in practice,
their development is mostly a commercial endeavor. Nevertheless, a few exploratory search
systems have been built in academia and described in the literature. After all, the availabil-
ity of these applications is inevitable to ultimately validate the practical usefulness of text
analysis and structuring methods developed and studied by NLP research.
The Jigsaw system (Görg et al., 2013) is a freely available application for exploratory
search in documents developed at Georgia Tech. It can load a set of documents and auto-
matically creates summaries, clusters the documents and extracts keyphrases, entities and
co-occurrence relations between them. The results of these analysis steps are presented in
a range of lists, bar charts and plots that are interactively connected. A user can work with
these visualizations and the documents, augmented with highlights, to navigate in the data
and look at the content from different perspectives.
In a user study with 16 subjects (Kang et al., 2011), the system was compared against
three baselines: the use of just the printed documents, of electronic documentswith a search
function and of the electronic documents with highlights for entities and keyphrases added.
Subjects using Jigsaw performed substantially better during the staged intelligence analysis
task, creating higher quality results while reading less, searching less and taking fewer
notes. However, other work criticized the system for its complexity, stating that it “received
little attention from journalists due to its unintuitive user interface” (Yimam et al., 2016).
New/s/leak (Yimam et al., 2016, Benikova et al., 2014) is a tool targeted at investigative
journalists working with large collections of leaked documents. Its central visualization is
a graph of named entities, including persons, organizations and locations, connected based
on co-occurrence statistics. The graph can be used to interactively explore the content
and is accompanied by a search function, document filtering, statistics about metadata as
well as timeline and map visualizations. The tool has been developed in collaboration with
journalists and found to be intuitive in a first user study.
Event Registry (Leban et al., 2014) is centered around events covered in news articles.
In contrast to other systems, users cannot provide their own data, instead, a large and
daily updated collection of news articles from around 75k providers is used. From these
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articles, events are automatically extracted, clustered and matched across languages. For
the resulting unique events, information such as a title, description, date and location is
extracted. The web application allows a user to search in the growing event database and
offers several visualizations of trending topics, concepts, categories and locations of events,
providing an overview of the large news article collection.
NetLens (Kang et al., 2006) is an exploratory search system focusing on scientific publi-
cations. Using paper metadata such as authors, institutions, countries, topics and citations,
it provides a range of connected lists and bar chart visualizations that can be used to in-
teractively explore collections of papers. Papers can be accessed directly in the tool and
interesting papers can be added to a personal list, allowing researchers to explore a re-
search field and discover and collect relevant work.
2.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced and defined exploratory search in document collections, a
task that journalists, researchers, intelligence analysts, lawyers and many other people face
regularly. Analyzing a set of user studies, we found that users are particularly interested in
key elements such as persons, organizations or facts and the relationships between them
when trying to answer complex questions from textual data. A variety of computational
models have been developed to automatically extract such structured representations from
natural language text. When they are combined with visualizations as well as navigation
and search functionalities to build exploratory search systems, they can support users dur-
ing exploratory information seeking activities. In particular, the automatic extraction of
relevant elements, concise overviews and easy navigation allow users to process collec-
tions far larger than what they could handle without such aids.
Conceptmaps, labeled graphs depicting concepts and their relations, are a form of struc-
tured text representation that is particularly useful. They can provide a concise overview
of a collection that reveals key concepts and relationships while also allowing easy ac-
cess to details. We argued that these properties make them specifically useful to sup-
port exploratory search and differentiate them from representations such as summaries,
keyphrases, tables-of-content or mind maps. They have been successfully used in many
application scenarios in education as well as knowledge and information structuring.
Furthermore, we reviewed existing concept map mining techniques that aim to auto-
mate the generation of concept maps from text. The task is usually approached in a step by
step manner, starting with the extraction of concept and relation mentions from the text,
grouping coreferent mentions together and then selecting a subset of them to construct a
concept map. Pattern-based concept and relation extraction from syntactic structures, sub-
string and WordNet-based concept grouping and frequency-based selection of important
concepts have been explored. However, as existing work is spread across communities and
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uses varying evaluation protocols, it remains unclear which of these techniques perform
best. Additionally, we reviewed existing techniques for automatic text summarization and
information extraction, two well-studied areas in NLP. Despite their overlap with subtasks
of concept map mining, only the most basic methods developed in these areas have been
applied to concept maps yet, while the concept map mining task itself has received little
attention in the NLP community so far.
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Structured Summarization
with Concept Maps
In this chapter, we will introduce the central problem studied in this thesis, the automatic
creation of multi-document summaries in the form of concept maps. First, we motivate the
task based on the review of existing work and user requirements laid out in the previous
chapter. A formal definition of the task, a discussion of its challenges for computational
models and a comparison to existing tasks follows. We close the chapter by suggesting
several methods to evaluate and compare automatic methods for the task.
3.1 Motivation
As we discussed in detail in the previous chapter, supporting users during exploratory
search in documents is an important problem. Providing an overview, offering navigation
capabilities and revealing important elements and relationships are key functionalities to
make exploratory search more efficient. Summaries in the form of concept maps can offer
all of these features and are therefore a promising text representation in this scenario.
While there is existing work on concept map mining, reviewed in Section 2.3.1, with
papers going back to 2001, we argue that research in this area is still at its beginning:
• The amount of existing work on concept map mining is very limited. In our literature
review, we cite 23 distinct papers. In the NLP community in particular, almost no
work on the task exists. A search in the ACLAnthology13 yields 8 results for “concept
map” and 14 for “concept mapmining”, of which 3 are papers written by the author of
this thesis and only one other is relevant. In contrast, querying for “summarization”
returns 668 papers, “named entity recognition” 735 and “event extraction” 172.
13https://aclanthology.info/
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• In addition to the small amount of work in general, there is also no agreed upon eval-
uation protocol for proposed methods and no common evaluation data. As a result,
a range of concept map mining techniques have been proposed, but no information
about how they compare to each other in terms of performance exists. This makes it
impossible for researchers to make measurable progress and also difficult for practi-
tioners to decide which algorithms to implement in downstream applications.
• The existing work has been published in a range of different communities and venues,
including information science (Qasim et al., 2013), expert systems (Zubrinic et al.,
2012), learning technologies (Villalon and Calvo, 2009, Zouaq and Nkambou, 2008),
knowledge management (Rajaraman and Tan, 2002, Zouaq and Nkambou, 2009) and
concept mapping (Aguiar et al., 2016, Kowata et al., 2010, Valerio and Leake, 2006).
Only one related paper appeared in an NLP venue (Olney et al., 2011). The fact that
there is no single community that “owns” the task seems to contribute to the lack of
comparability and common evaluation protocols.
• Although the core challenges of concept map mining are clearly natural language
processing problems, little work from the NLP community has been applied to the
task. As we showed in Section 2.3.2, for automatic summarization, powerful super-
vised feature-based and neural network-based models have been developed to deter-
mine which parts of a document should be included in a summary. For the related
selection problem in concept map mining, only simple unsupervised frequency mea-
sures have been explored. Similarly, as Section 2.3.3 has shown, much effort has been
invested in designing (open) information extraction systems that can process large
and heterogeneous collections of text. Existing work on concept map mining largely
ignored these efforts and hand-designed own extraction methods from scratch, often
tailored to very specific domains and text types.
Overall, we think that the research on extracting concept maps from text is still in its begin-
ning and that with increased attention, in particular within the NLP community, computa-
tional methods for the task can be greatly improved. Given this observation, in combination
with the fact that concept maps are a promising representation for exploratory search from
a user requirements’ point-of-view, the research of such methods is the goal of this thesis.
In particular, we reformulate the task as a variant of MDS where the summary has the
form of a concept map, thus combining traditional MDS with information extraction and
coreference resolution challenges. In the context of exploratory search in large document
collections, the summarization aspect is important, as the amount of information to process
can be huge. Starting with the research described in this thesis, we hope that this new task
gains increased attention in the summarization and NLP communities. It is an interesting,
application-oriented task at the intersection of several existing NLP tasks that allows re-
searchers to test existing models and to start developing new approaches that target the
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unique challenges of the task, all with exploratory search as the real-world use case that
motivates the work and that can also serve as a testbed.
3.2 Task Definition
In this section, we precisely define the research problem of this thesis and introduce a
few notational conventions. In Section 2.2, we summarized the concept map literature to
describe what a concept map is, what it should look like and what makes a good map. Here,
we extend this description by adding a more formal definition in terms of graph theory:
Definition 4: Concept Map
A concept map is a labeled, directed graph 𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅) that has
• nodes 𝐶, with each 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 representing a concept with a unique label 𝑙(𝑐),
• and edges 𝑅, where each 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 is a directed edge from a source to a target
node with a label 𝑙(𝑟) describing the relation between those concepts.
Labels, assigned by 𝑙whichmaps to sequences of words, should be as short as possible
and relations should create well-formed propositions (see Section 2.2.1).
If a concept map is extracted from documents𝐷, concepts and relations can be repre-
sented as sets of mentions, i.e. subsequences of 𝐷 referring to them. A concept map
is an extractive concept map if all labels are taken exclusively from the mentions of
the corresponding concept or relation, otherwise, it is an abstractive concept map .
In the common definition of a directed graph, there can be at most one edge between two
concepts 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 (and one from 𝑐2 to 𝑐1), but no so-called multi-edges. This is also gener-
ally assumed to be the case for concept maps, where authors typically choose to represent
the most important relation between two concepts.
We further note that the purpose of having directed edges is solely to aid a user inter-
preting the relations. A triple of two concepts and their relation forms a meaningful propo-
sition when read in that direction, such as (concept maps - represent - organized knowledge)
(see the concept map in Section 2.2.1). In particular, the direction depends only on the spe-
cific surface form used in the relation label. One could easily imagine another concept map
in which the same conceptual relationship is expressed as (organized knowledge - can be
represented by - concept maps), changing the direction of the edge.
Based on this notion of a concept map, we can formally define the task for which we
aim to study and develop algorithmic approaches in this thesis:
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Definition 5: Concept Map–based Multi-Document Summarization
The goal of concept map–based multi-document summarization (CM-MDS) is, given
• documents 𝐷 and
• size limits ℒ𝐶 and ℒ𝑅,
to create a concept map 𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅) that
(1) represents the most important concepts and relations in 𝐷,
(2) has no more concepts and relations than the limit, |𝐶| ≤ ℒ𝐶 and |𝑅| ≤ ℒ𝑅,
(3) and is a connected graph.14
We will refer to the output of this task as a summary concept map .
The different parts of Definition 5 ensure that the output of the task is a structured
text representation that is useful for exploratory search. While (1) requires the concept
map to provide a representative overview of the documents, (2) makes sure that it is not
arbitrarily large but indeed a summary. Since the summary has the form of a concept
map, key concepts and their relations can be shown explicitly. Concept maps have concise
labels and are meant to be easily interpretable for users (see Section 2.1.3). We add (3) to
ensure that many useful relations are included and each concept can be related to the others
by at least one path through the map.15 Since automatic methods for CM-MDS identify
mentions when extracting the map from the documents, navigation to details can be easily
implemented by allowing a user to click on concepts and relations to access the parts of
the document collection around the mentions, effectively using the concept map similar to
a table-of-contents. But in contrast to a normal table-of-contents, the concept map covers
the content of multiple documents and can link from concepts and relations to multiple
locations. Overall, CM-MDS therefore produces a structured text representation that is in
line with all requirements laid out in Section 2.1.2.
Similar to SDS and MDS, one can distinguish an extractive and abstractive variant of
CM-MDS based on Definition 4. In this thesis, we mostly focus on the extractive variant,
but also explore methods that are capable of producing abstractive concept maps in Chap-
ter 7. In line with most previous work, we do not consider the hierarchical arrangement
of a concept map to be part of CM-MDS. We leave this — as well as the connected task of
14A graph is connected if there is a path between every pair of nodes in the graph. As we pointed out earlier,
the direction of an edge in a concept map depends only on the label used for the relation. For the purpose
of connectedness, we only care whether there is a relation between two concepts at all, and therefore use
the undirected version of the graph to assert connectedness.
15Note that without (3), a valid summary concept map would be𝐺 = (𝐶, ∅), i.e. a list of concepts. That would
be at odds with the user studies cited in Section 2.1.2 that showed that relationships are what many users
are particularly interested in.
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visualizing a concept map — as a subsequent step that can be approached independently,
in particular within the visualization community.16
3.3 Subtasks and Challenges
In order to create a summary concept map for a collection of documents, multiple subtasks
have to be solved. We will illustrate these tasks and their challenges for computational
approaches based on the example shown in Figure 3.1.
3.3.1 Concept Mention Extraction
Given the input documents 𝐷, the first task is to identify all mentions of concepts in the
text of these documents. We will denote the set of mentions as𝑀.
Mentions of concepts can be of various syntactic types as the annotation study by
Villalon et al. (2010) (see Section 2.2.3) already showed. Examples shown in the upper
part of Figure 3.1 are nouns such as hypnosis and caffeine, proper nouns such as ginkgo
biloba, more complex noun phrases like the core symptoms of ADHD but also verb phrases
that describe activities such as eating a healthy, nutritious diet. In addition, concepts are
often referred to using pronouns, as in sentence (6) of the example.
A main challenge of this subtask is to find an extraction approach with a good trade-off
between precision and recall. A perfect method would exactly identify the highlighted
spans of Figure 3.1. In practice, however, most methods are not perfect. If the precision
is high, i.e. all identified spans are indeed mentions of concepts, some constructions are
usually missed, lowering the recall. On the other hand, methods trying to obtain a higher
recall might extract too manymentions, including false positives. In light of the subsequent
steps, a high recall is important, as concepts that are missed here can never make it into
the summary, but a very large set of extracted mentions also makes the later selection of
summary-worthy elements harder in terms of the number of options to select from. An-
other challenge is generalizability: Extracting spans of a certain syntactic structure might
yield only correct mentions on the text it was designed for, but may be too broad and cover
many undesired spans on other types of text. Ideally, we want a method that is broadly
applicable to many types of text.
3.3.2 Concept Mention Grouping
Having identified all concept mentions 𝑀, the next subtask is to group mentions of the
same concept together. More formally, we want to find a partitioning 𝐶 of 𝑀 such that
16A vast amount of past and ongoing research exists on visualizing graphs. Surveys such as Di Battista et al.
(1998), Herman et al. (2000), Katifori et al. (2007) and Liu et al. (2014) can serve as entry points into this field.
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Concept Mention Extraction and Grouping
(1) Caffeine , which is a mild CNS stimulant , reduces ADHD symptoms .
(2) Hypnosis has little to no effect on the core symptoms of ADHD .
(3) Herbal supplements such as ginkgo biloba have been used to treat the symptoms of ADHD .
(4) Hypnotherapy might help with common ADHD symptoms .
(5) However, it seems that it is not a very effective means of controlling ADHD symptoms .
(6) Eating a healthy, nutritious diet can clearly benefit all children .
𝑀 = {Caffeine, a mild CNS stimulant,ADHD symptoms,Hypnosis,… }
𝐶 = {{Caffeine}, {ADHD symptoms,… }, {Hypnosis,Hypnotherapy, it},… }
Relation Mention Extraction and Grouping
(1) Caffeine, which is a mild CNS stimulant, reduces ADHD symptoms.
(2) Hypnosis has little to no effect on the core symptoms of ADHD.
(3) Herbal supplements such as ginkgo biloba have been used to treat the symptoms of ADHD.
(4) Hypnotherapy might help with common ADHD symptoms.
(5) However, it seems that it is not a very effective means of controlling ADHD symptoms.
(6) Eating a healthy, nutritious diet can clearly benefit all children.
𝑂 = {(Caffeine, is, a mild CNS stimulant), (Caffeine, reduces,ADHD symptoms),… }
𝑅 = {(𝑐4, {has little to no effect on, is not a very effective means of controlling}, 𝑐1),… }
Importance Estimation
𝑐1 = {ADHD symptoms,… } 0.9 ({Hypnosis,… }, ?, {ADHD symptoms,… })
𝑐2 = {ginkgo biloba} 0.3 {might help with} 0.3
𝑐3 = {all children} 0.8 {has little to no effect on, is not a very …} 0.8
… …
Concept Map Construction
reduces
is
has little
to no
effect on
have been
used to treat
such as
can clearly
benefit
caffeine
mild CNS
stimulant
ADHD
symptoms
hypno-
therapy
herbal
supplements
ginkgo
biloba
children
eating a healthy,
nutritous diet
Figure 3.1: Subtasks of CM-MDS illustrated by examples. Six sentences are used as input. Men-
tions of concepts and relations are highlighted, color indicates groupings. Lightly drawn parts of
the graph are not part of the summary. Note that the input sentences were picked to illustrate
specific challenges, a real input text would be more coherent and have more complex sentences.
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every subset of 𝐶 contains mentions of a single, unique concept. The main challenge of
this subtask is the variety of expressions that can be used to refer to the same concept.
While several mentions of a concept can use exactly the same words, such as ADHD symptoms
in (1) and (5) of the example, the same concept can also be mentioned using synonyms or
paraphrases like the symptoms of ADHD or using a pronoun.
In addition to mentions that clearly refer to the same concept, one might also want to
groupmentions of slightly different concepts. Examples include concepts with a hyponymy
relation, such as the symptoms of ADHD and the core symptoms of ADHD, or a meronymy rela-
tion, such as hypnotherapy and hypnosis. Since the ultimate goal is to create a summary
of restricted size, the differentiation between them might not be needed. Ideally, such a
merging decision has to be made considering the propositions that should be expressed by
the final summary map, as they define the necessary concept granularity. And of course,
one has to avoid that this leads to propositions that are not asserted by the text. For in-
stance, if the second concept mention in sentence (6) would be some children, grouping it
with other mentions to a concept children would be problematic, since the (hypothetical)
sentence would not assert that eating a healthy diet is good for (all) children.
Finally, a scalability challenge arises if the methods that determine whether two men-
tions refer to the same concept are based on pairwise comparisons, causing a quadratic, i.e.
𝒪(𝑛2), runtime complexity. Such approaches can therefore only scale to a certain number
of concept mentions and consequently only to document collections of a limited size.
3.3.3 Relation Mention Extraction
The goal of relation extraction is to identify all mentions of relations 𝑂, where each ele-
ment 𝑜 ∈ 𝑂 is a tuple (𝑚1, 𝑞,𝑚2) with 𝑞 expressing the relationship between the concepts
referred to by𝑚1 and𝑚2. We refer to the tuple as a proposition.
17
Similar to concept extraction, challenges of this subtask are the variety of expressions
that are used to describe relationships and finding a good trade-off between precision and
recall while ensuring generalizability. For relation mentions, the dominant class of verb-
mediated expressions, such as reduces or might help with in Figure 3.1, accounts for only 47%
of mentions in Villalon et al. (2010)’s annotation study. Other examples are prepositional
phrases or adjectival phrases like such as in sentence (3). Moreover, some relations might be
expressed across sentence boundaries and are therefore more difficult to extract. However,
if one tries to go beyond sentence boundaries, an additional scalability challenge might
arise, as any of the 𝑛2 pairs of concept mentions in scope could be the source and target of
a beyond-sentence relation mention. Within a sentence, 𝑛 is typically so small (𝑛 ≤ 5) that
this does not constitute a challenge.
17We use the term proposition both on the document level, referring to a tuple of two concept mentions and
a relation mention, and on the concept map level, referring to a tuple of two concepts and a relation.
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Furthermore, since this subtask introduces propositions, the assertedness of them by
the text has to be ensured. As negative examples, consider the following two sentences:
No studies prove that chiropractic helps with symptoms of ADHD.
Some people think diet supplements improve symptoms of ADHD.
Here, because both sentences consist of several nested statements, the inner propositions
(chiropractic, helps with, symptoms of ADHD) and (diet supplements, improve, symptoms of
ADHD) should not be extracted, as they are not valid without their context. Using them for
CM-MDSwould introduce false statements into the concept map. However, as both concept
and relation labels of the concept map should be as concise as possible, we want to drop
unnecessary nested clauses such as, for instance, non-essential relative clauses. A careful
understanding of sentence structure is necessary to satisfy both goals.
3.3.4 Relation Mention Grouping
Similar to concept grouping, the goal of this subtask is to partition mentions of the same
relation together. In contrast to concepts, we first group all mentions 𝑂 by the pairs of
concepts they were extracted for and then partition the mentions per pair. The result is a
set𝑅 of relations, containing tuples (𝑐1, {𝑞1, 𝑞2,… }, 𝑐2) that consist of two concepts 𝑐1, 𝑐2
— both sets of concept mentions — together with a set of relation mentions describing a
unique relation between the two concepts.
As an example, consider sentences (2), (4) and (5) in Figure 3.1, each of them contain-
ing a mention of a relation between the concepts hypnosis (which itself has three different
mentions) and ADHD symptoms (having five mentions in total). During relation grouping, we
want the mentions in (2) and (5) to form a relation, as they express the same idea, while
mention (4) is a different relation. Figure 3.1 shows the desired result. The challenges here
are similar as for concepts, stemming mainly from the variety of ways in which the same
relation can be expressed. In contrast to concepts, the scope and thereby also the relevance
of this subtask is much smaller though because the partitioning is done per pair. That makes
the sets of mentions that have to be partitioned substantially smaller, such that in practice
comparison-based quadratic approaches are also more feasible.
3.3.5 Concept and Relation Labeling
In 𝐶 and𝑅, both concepts and relations are represented as sets of mentions. To show them
in a concept map, a representative label is needed. Formally, this is a function 𝑙 mapping
from 𝐶 ∪ 𝑅 to sequences of words. One approach is to select one of the mentions as
the representative label. For the concept map in Figure 3.1, ADHD symptoms has been chosen
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among the differentmentions of that concept. And for the relationmention group discussed
above, has little to no effect on is used as the representative label.
Themain goal of labeling is to have concise labels. There can be cases where, in order to
achieve that goal, we want to go beyond the available mentions, as for example the concept
labeled children, which has only one, slightly longer mention all children. Note that this is
a first step towards abstractive concept maps, but a shortened mention is still a sequence of
words present in the source text. Similar as for concept grouping, shortening mentions can
introduce propositions that are not asserted by the text. If we had a concept with the single
mention some children, labeling it as children would make the propositions it participates
in more general than sanctioned by the text.
3.3.6 Importance Estimation
Since the summary concept map, being a summary, should typically only contain a subset
of all concepts 𝐶 and relations 𝑅 found in the previous steps, the importance of these
elements has to be determined. The subsequent and final step can then use this information
to construct a map that contains only the most important concepts and relations. One
way to model this is as a function 𝜈 assigning real-valued scores to elements in 𝐶 ∪ 𝑅.18
Figure 3.1 shows examples for this approach, givingmore importance to the concept labeled
ADHD symptoms but less to ginkgo biloba. Correspondingly, relations also receive scores.
A challenging factor of this subtask is the size of𝐶 and𝑅. The bigger these sets are, the
more options one has to chose from, which tends to make the selection harder. Often, de-
ciding whether a concept is important and should therefore be part of the summary requires
external knowledge in addition to what is in the source text, e.g. common sense knowl-
edge. In addition, these decisions can also be user-specific. Factors such as the specific
information need of a user, their personal background knowledge and subjective feelings
and opinions can influence which content should be part of a useful summary.
Discussing the challenges of concept and relation extraction earlier, we pointed out that
a higher recall might make this subtask more difficult. A similar, but contrary relationship
between these tasks exists with regard to precision: If the extraction approach has a non-
perfect precision, introducing some erroneously extracted concepts and relations, they can
still be filtered out during the selection, compensating the earlier mistakes. Thus, a notion
of quality can be an additional criterion when scoring concepts and relations.
3.3.7 Concept Map Construction
Finally, having concepts, relations and estimates of their importance, we have to construct
the summary concept maps. Due to the grouping of concept and relation mentions before,
18Note that element-wise scoring is not the only possible approach to this problem. See Section 6.3 and
surveys such as Liu (2009) for alternative ways to model this subtask.
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propositions that mention the same concept are connected, yielding a graph 𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅).
According to Definition 5, the summary concept map has to satisfy the size and connected-
ness constraints while providing as many important aspects of the text as possible. Thus,
this subtask amounts to selecting a subgraph 𝐺′ = (𝐶′, 𝑅′) with 𝐶′ ⊆ 𝐶 and 𝑅′ ⊆ 𝑅
from 𝐺 with respect to this goal and the constraints.
Figure 3.1 illustrates some challenges that this subtask entails. First of all, the size-
constrained selection problem, i.e. choosing a subset 𝐶′ ⊆ 𝐶 such that |𝐶′| ≤ ℒ𝐶, already
poses the problem of combinatorial explosion. For ℒ𝐶 = 3, there are 92 possible subsets
of 𝐶. In general, ∑ℒ𝐶
𝑘=1
(|𝐶|𝑘 ) subsets exist among which one would need to find the best
according to some criterion, e.g. the sum of importance estimates of the selected elements.
Second, the connectedness requirement makes the search for the best subset difficult, as it
renders some subsets invalid. For instance, subgraphs can only contain mild CNS stimulant
if caffeine is also included. Rather than simply adding the highest-scoring concepts, one
might need to add some with a lower importance estimate in order to be able to include
other high-scoring ones. Moreover, the graph 𝐺 can consist of several completely discon-
nected components, as shown in the example. ADHD symptoms and children, both concepts
deemed to be important, cannot be in a connected subgraph with the others.
We can formulate the selection as a constrained optimization problem. Given the graph
𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅), importance estimates 𝜈 ∶ 𝐶 ∪ 𝑅 → ℝ≥0 and size restrictions ℒ𝐶, ℒ𝑅, we
want to find the subgraph 𝐺′ = (𝐶′, 𝑅′) that maximizes importance:
argmax
𝐺′
∑
𝑐∈𝐶′
𝜈(𝑐) + ∑
𝑟∈𝑅′
𝜈(𝑟) (3.1)
s.t. |𝐶′| ≤ ℒ𝐶 ∧ |𝑅
′| ≤ ℒ𝑅 ∧ 𝐺
′ is connected
Here, the objective function prefers subgraphs containing more important elements while
the constraints ensure connectedness and size. As a simpler formulation, one can also just
select a subset of concepts 𝐶′ and let𝐺′ be the node-induced subgraph of𝐺, i.e. the graph
with nodes 𝐶′ and all edges that exist between these nodes in 𝐺.
argmax
𝐺′
∑
𝑐∈𝐶′
𝜈(𝑐) (3.2)
s.t. |𝐶′| ≤ ℒ𝐶 ∧ 𝐺
′ is connected
In this second formulation, only the importance estimates for concepts are used in the
objective function. While it does not ensure that the number of relations is below the limit,
it is still of practical relevance, as we will show later.
The complexity of optimization problems similar to Equation 3.2 has been studied by
several authors. An unconstrained version of the problem, i.e. without |𝐶′| ≤ ℒ𝐶, was
studied by Álvarez-Miranda et al. (2013) and El-Kebir and Klau (2014) and shown to be NP-
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hard. A version with an exact cardinality constraint, i.e. |𝐶′| = ℒ𝐶, is the subject of Backes
et al. (2012)’s work. Conrad et al. (2007) study a more general version of the problem with
costs per node and a constraint on the total cost, of which Equation 3.2 is a special case
with a cost of one for every node. That problem has also been proven to be NP-hard.
In addition to the subgraph selection problem, a last challenge is pairwise relation se-
lection. Given 𝐶 and 𝑅, we can have multiple relations connecting a pair of concepts,
making 𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅) a directed graph with multi-edges. As discussed earlier, a concept
map can only have one relation per pair of concepts, thus, we need to select among them.
This could be handled as a preprocessing step to the optimization problem or approached
jointly as a part of it. In Figure 3.1, pairwise relation selection is necessary for the concept
pair (hypnosis, ADHD symptoms). Among the two available relations (obtained from merging
three relation mentions), we need to select one. Similar to the general concept and relation
selection task, importance estimates can be used for that. As indicated by the example, this
problem can become particularly relevant if the potential relations contradict. Recognizing
these cases requires a precise understanding of semantic relationships, specifically entail-
ment, between the relations and the corresponding propositions. Moreover, resolving the
conflict to the correct option — if applicable —might require access to external knowledge.
3.3.8 Task-Level Complexity
In addition to the challenges of each subtask, further complexity arises from the fact that
some subtasks use the output of a previous subtask as their input. Figure 2.2 introduced
earlier illustrates these dependencies. If the output of one subtask is imperfect, e.g. it
has a non-perfect recall, the achievable performance of a subsequent step is limited. This
challenge, known as error propagation, can lead to task-level performances much lower
than the average per-subtask performance. For instance, if concepts are extracted, grouped
and selected with 80% recall each, the final summary will only have a concept recall of 51%.
3.4 Relations to Existing Tasks
The task proposed in Definition 5 is closely related to several NLP tasks discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3. In this section, we will point out commonalities and differences.
3.4.1 Concept Map Mining
Obviously, CM-MDS is closely related to concept map mining (see Section 2.3.1), as it is
also our goal to automatically create concept maps from text. Given the limitations of the
existing research, discussed at the beginning of this chapter, studying concept map mining
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already seems to be warranted. Yet, we want to emphasize that CM-MDS differs from
concept map mining in several aspects, making it an even more relevant task.
First, by formulating the task as a variant of MDS, we add a particular focus on the
summarization aspect. In exploratory search scenarios, document collections are typically
huge, requiring effective techniques to reduce the content to a small overview. Existing
work for concept map mining mostly focused on the extraction subtasks, paying only little
attention to summarization. For instance, we are not aware of any previous work that
explicitly included a size restriction in their task formulation. Second, the concept map
construction subtask has been largely ignored, with only Zubrinic et al. (2015) proposing a
first heuristic algorithm. No work has explicitly formulated an optimization problem with
an objective function and constraints as described in the previous section.
In addition to this new focus, we want to emphasize that also the other subtasks, namely
extraction, grouping and labeling, are far from being solved. With the already explored
techniques reviewed in Section 2.3.1, most of the challenges discussed in the last section
cannot be handled well enough for the approaches to be broadly applicable in practice.
3.4.2 Text Summarization
Given Definition 5, several obvious parallels to the task of MDS (see Section 2.3.2) are vis-
ible: Both tasks work with multi-document inputs, both have a restricted size budget and
both require producing the best possible summary within that budget. The main difference
is that the summaries have different forms, one being a text, while the other is a concept
map. For the latter, applying known MDS techniques alone is thus not sufficient, as the
content also has to be structured into concepts and relations. While we are not aware of
any work from the summarization community that produces summary concept maps, other
types of structured summaries have been explored. Most notably, Haghighi and Vander-
wende (2009), Christensen et al. (2014) and Tauchmann et al. (2018) all propose forms of
hierarchically organized textual summaries covering different parts of a collection, giving
a user, similar as with our concept map–based approach, more navigation capabilities.
Both MDS and CM-MDS require some form of importance estimation. As the existing
work on concept map mining in this regard is limited (see Section 2.3.1.5), the application
of techniques from MDS is an interesting direction to explore. In contrast to most extrac-
tive MDS work, the importance of concepts and relations, rather than sentences, has to be
estimated. MDS approaches working with bigrams (Gillick and Favre, 2009, Boudin et al.,
2015) or entities (Li, 2015, Li et al., 2016a) are closest to that requirement.
With regard to selection, twomain differences are important. First, the notion of redun-
dancy, a central topic in MDS, is less relevant for CM-MDS. As we work with smaller units,
concepts and relations, and since redundant mentions of them are already grouped together
in previous steps, no redundancy should exist among the elements considered during sub-
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graph selection. Explicitly modeling redundancy reduction as an objective is therefore not
necessary. The MDS work of Gillick and Favre (2009) goes in a similar direction by making
selections based on bigrams instead of sentences. However, the set of bigrams can still con-
tain different bigrams with the same meaning, such that redundancy remains a challenge.
Second, the selection problems are different optimization problems. The MDS selec-
tion problem is difficult due to the mismatch of cost (length budget used by a sentence)
and utility (contributed important content) per element, resulting in the NP-hard knapsack
problem. For CM-MDS, the cost is always one, as only a cardinality restriction is defined,
such that one can optimize by simply selecting by utility. However, the additional connect-
edness requirement introduces a new restriction, making an optimal selection still difficult.
Due to the different constraints, sentence selection techniques discussed in Section 2.3.1.5
cannot be directly applied. More similar is the work on abstractive summarization by Li
et al. (2016a) and Liu et al. (2015), who summarize graphs obtained by semantic parsing
methods, resulting in a similar subgraph selection problem.
As challenges of the importance estimation, we mentioned the dependence on world
knowledge and user-specific information. While these ideas apply to MDS as well, most of
the existing work ignores them and deals only with generic summarization, i.e. using only
information from the source documents. Notable exceptions are Louis (2014) and Peyrard
(2018), who aim to integrate background knowledge, and P.V.S. and Meyer (2017), who
propose an interactive summarization system that tailors a summary to a specific user.
3.4.3 Information Extraction
While summarization, as discussed above, has similarities with the importance estimation
and concept map construction subtasks of CM-MDS, the remaining subtasks, in particu-
lar mention extraction and grouping, are essentially information extraction tasks. As we
already pointed out in Section 2.3.3, due to the open vocabulary property of concept map
labels, open information extraction is closest to the mention extraction subtasks.
In both tasks, we identify relations between two arguments in text and use labels taken
from that text to describe that proposition. Conciseness and assertedness are desired in
both cases. One difference is that the notion of an OIE argument is typically broader than
that of a concept, such that not all propositions extracted by OIE are relations between two
concepts.19 And second, several OIE systems, in particular more recent ones, extract n-
ary tuples. A concept map, however, can by definition only represent binary relationships
between pairs of concepts and can therefore not use all OIE extractions directly.
To the best of our knowledge, despite the high similarity between OIE and concept
and relation mention extraction, no work has yet explored the application of OIE to the
latter. Similarly, a large body of work on coreference resolution exists, surveyed for instance
19For more details and examples, see step 2 of the corpus creation described in Section 4.3.2.
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by Zheng et al. (2011), but only rudimentary techniques have been used for concept and
relation grouping. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we therefore compare existing information
extraction methods against techniques that were specifically designed for concept maps.
3.4.4 Knowledge Graphs
Concept maps have some similarity with more formal knowledge representations, of which
many have been developed and used in the past. One example are knowledge bases such
as Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2009) or WikiData (Tanon et al., 2016), which are databases
of facts about real-world entities like politicians, celebrities, countries, organizations or
places. Much work has been done in the NLP community to populate these databases au-
tomatically from text, for example as part of the automatic knowledge base construction
workshops (Pujara et al., 2016). Projects like Cyc (Lenat et al., 1986), which are mainly
driven by the knowledge representation and reasoning community, have a different fo-
cus as they aim to formally capture common-sense knowledge that is rarely represented
in text. Within the semantic web community, the construction of domain ontologies has
been studied extensively (Breitman et al., 2007). Rather than facts about real-world entities,
ontologies model general concepts, their properties and relationships. Methods to automat-
ically extract ontologies from text are studied as ontology learning (Maedche, 2002). More
recently, the term knowledge graph became popular, encompassing both knowledge bases
and ontologies, but it still lacks a clear definition (Ehrlinger and Wöß, 2016).
As pointed out in Section 2.1.3, a main difference to concept maps is that knowledge
graphs are more formal. Whereas concept maps follow the open label paradigm and are
meant to be interpretable by humans, knowledge graphs are more strictly typed — accord-
ing to a predefined schema — as their purpose is to be machine-readable. Ontology learning
and knowledge base construction methods are therefore not directly applicable. However,
the work by Zouaq et al. (2011) showed that the similarities between the tasks can be lever-
aged by using concept map mining as a preprocessing step for ontology learning.
Another difference is that the ultimate goal of ontology learning and knowledge base
construction is to create high-quality knowledge graphs. Therefore, the focus is on making
high-confidence extractions or on finding concepts and relations still missing in the graph.
Whether all the information present in a specific text is captured by extraction methods is
less relevant, as the techniques could also just be applied to additional documents to grow
the knowledge graph. In contrast, for CM-MDS, fully covering a given text is much more
important, as only then an accurate summary can be produced.
The recently proposed open knowledge graphs (Wities et al., 2017) are a knowledge rep-
resentation that is less formal than the representations discussed above and follows, similar
to concept maps and OIE, an open label paradigm for its elements. Open knowledge graphs
depict entities and propositions describing their relationships, both being the result of an
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extraction and grouping process of coreferent mentions. The authors apply the represen-
tation to redundant tweets about news topics, achieving great amounts of consolidation
by grouping coreferent mentions. As an additional feature, the representation also derives
lexical entailment relations between elements of a coreference set.
While this effort is by far the closest to our work from the area of knowledge graphs,
there are a few notable differences: First, although the authors position their representation
as a form of text summarization (Shapira et al., 2017), its summarization capability stems
solely from the consolidation of redundant mentions. Higher degrees of compression that
require the selection of a subset of the content, as typically attempted by MDS and also
CM-MDS, are not a goal of that work. Second, it has so far only been applied to tweets
about events reported in news articles, leaving it unclear howwell the representationworks
for genres with a broader variety of entities and propositions. And third, while a large
body of user studies on various usages of concept maps have been carried out in the past
and outlined concept maps’ advantages (see Section 2.2.2), the effectiveness of this newer
representation is — due to its recent invention — not yet as well understood.
3.5 Evaluation
Evaluation metrics are indispensable to determine which one among alternative compu-
tational approaches for a task performs best and whether newly proposed techniques in
fact constitute progress. Towards that goal, at least three different types of evaluations are
commonly used across the different tasks studied in the NLP community:
(1) Automatic comparison against references
(2) Manual (comparative) quality judgments
(3) Task-based (comparative) evaluations in end user applications
3.5.1 Evaluation Methods for Text Summarization
ForMDS, an example for (1) is the ROUGEmetric (Lin, 2004). In general, automatic methods
require both an appropriate method to quantify the correspondence between the machine-
generated output and the reference as well as evaluation datasets that come with high-
quality reference outputs. The advantages are cheap, fast and repeatable evaluations, since
they can be done fully automatic after the references have been created once.
A problem with (1) is that as long as the problem of automatic natural language under-
standing is not fully solved, outputs of tasks like summarization can never be completely
accurately compared by automaticmethods. Ametric like ROUGE,which is based on count-
ing lexical overlaps, would give low scores to a summary that contains the same content
as the reference but expressed in different words. Methods of category (2) are therefore
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regularly used in conjunction with automatic methods. For MDS, one such method is the
pyramid method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004, Nenkova et al., 2007), which scores sum-
maries after manually matching content units against the reference summary. Other ap-
proaches are to show generated summaries to humans, which are then asked to score them
or to express a preference between two alternative summaries. Recent examples applying
this evaluation include the work of Celikyilmaz et al. (2018), asking for overall summary
quality, and Paulus et al. (2018), asking specifically about readability. The DUC conference
(Dang, 2005) developed a catalog of dimensions such as grammaticality, non-redundancy,
coherence or responsiveness according to which such manual quality judgments are made.
Finally, as none of the aforementioned methods can determine whether generated sum-
maries are actually useful, evaluations of type (3) assess that. Typically, these are user
studies in which subjects perform a task for which summaries are supposed to be helpful.
Different groups of subjects receive summaries produced by different approaches and the
subjects’ performance in the task is compared across groups. While only this type of eval-
uation can show whether automatic methods are ultimately useful in practice, it also has
challenges: Compared to other evaluations, type (3) requires much more effort, is not easily
reproducible and needs a careful study design to avoid confounds. Examples for MDS are
Maña-López et al. (2004), McKeown et al. (2005) and Roussinov and Chen (2001).
3.5.2 Proposed Evaluation Methods for CM-MDS
Given the advantages and limitations of each of the evaluation types, we propose to also
use a combination of all of them for CM-MDS. In fact, examples for all three categories have
previously been used to assess concept map mining techniques. Villalon (2012) and Aguiar
et al. (2016) use automatic comparisons against references (type 1), Kowata et al. (2010),
Qasim et al. (2013) and Zubrinic et al. (2015) let experts judge the quality of concept maps
(type 2) and Rajaraman and Tan (2002) and Valerio et al. (2012) evaluate them in task-based
user studies (type 3). The main problems limiting the comparability of that existing work
is that the exact procedures and data differ from work to work.
We hope to reduce that problem in the future by proposing standardized evaluation
procedures for CM-MDS. In the following, we outline these procedures for evaluations of
type (1) and (2). When results of these evaluations are published, subsequent work can
simply run the same evaluations following the description here to compare their approach.
For evaluations of type (3), comparisons can typically only be made within one experiment,
and we therefore do not give specific recommendations here.
3.5.2.1 Automatic Metrics
In Section 2.2.2, we mentioned the study of McClure et al. (1999), which analyzed different
manual scoring methods for concept maps in the context of student testing. They compared
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holistically scoring amap, scoring its structure and scoring each proposition independently,
all with a master concept map as the reference. The latter method was found to be most
reliable and showed the highest correlation with the true assessment of the student maps
(obtained through a more laborious manual analysis). Inspired by these findings, we also
designed proposition-level metrics to score concept maps.
Given input documents 𝐷, a reference summary concept map 𝐺𝑅 = (𝐶𝑅, 𝑅𝑅) and a
system-generated summary concept map 𝐺𝑆 = (𝐶𝑆, 𝑅𝑆), we create sets of propositions
𝑃𝑥 = { 𝑙(𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒(𝑟𝑖)) 𝑙(𝑟𝑖) 𝑙(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑟𝑖)) | 𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑥} (3.3)
where 𝑥 indicates either the reference or system map and the functions 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 and 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
assign a relation to its source and target concepts. To score a generated concept map, we
then calculate the overlap between the sets 𝑃𝑆 and 𝑃𝑅.
For evaluation purposes, we distinguish between two different task settings: One where
the size of the summary concept map is restricted by both ℒ𝐶 and ℒ𝑅 and a second where
only ℒ𝐶 is given. In the first setting, similar to the traditional MDS setting, the summary
size is bound and most systems will try to fully use that budget. It is therefore sufficient to
compute only recall when comparing 𝑃𝑆 and 𝑃𝑅. In the second setting, while the number
of concepts is still constrained, the number of relations and thus the size of 𝑃𝑆 can differ.
By reporting both precision and recall, a fair comparison between systems can be made in
this setting. In fact, we think that the second setting is more interesting, as it gives models
the flexibility to either focus on high precision or high recall.20
METEOR Our first metric is based on METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014), which has
the advantage that it takes synonyms and paraphrases into account21 and does not solely
rely on lexical matches (as it is the case for ROUGE). For each pair of propositions 𝑝𝑠 ∈ 𝑃𝑆
and 𝑝𝑟 ∈ 𝑃𝑅 we use METEOR
22 to calculate a match score 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑜𝑟(𝑝𝑠, 𝑝𝑟) ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
precision and recall per map are computed as:
𝑃𝑟 =
1
|𝑃𝑆|
∑
𝑝∈𝑃𝑆
𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑜𝑟(𝑝, 𝑝𝑟) | 𝑝𝑟 ∈ 𝑃𝑅} (3.4)
𝑅𝑒 =
1
|𝑃𝑅|
∑
𝑝∈𝑃𝑅
𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑜𝑟(𝑝, 𝑝𝑠) | 𝑝𝑠 ∈ 𝑃𝑆} (3.5)
20Note that the size restrictions ℒ𝐶 and ℒ𝑅 only limit the size of the graph, but not the size of its content.
A possible adversarial attack against the metric would be to create a concept map with very long labels, in
the extreme case containing all of 𝐷. The recall would be 100%. Obviously, such a concept map is not a
summary and the labels would not be concise. It illustrates that automatic evaluation metrics typically have
limitations. A comprehensive evaluation should therefore also rely on manual inspections. Note also that
this attack does not work in the second setting, where the high recall would come with low precision.
21As determined using WordNet (Miller et al., 1990) and PPDB (Pavlick et al., 2015).
22We use METEOR version 1.5 with default settings.
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The F1-score is the equally weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. Scores per
map are macro-averaged over all instances of a dataset.
ROUGE As a second metric, we compute ROUGE (Lin, 2004). We concatenate all propo-
sitions of a map into a single string, 𝑠𝑆 and 𝑠𝑅, and separate propositions with a dot to
ensure that no bigrams span across propositions and the metric is therefore independent
of how propositions are ordered. We run ROUGE 1.5.523 with 𝑠𝑆 as the peer summary and
𝑠𝑅 as a single model summary to compute the ROUGE-2 score, the most commonly used
variant of the ROUGE metric family.
Significance Testing An important step when using automatic metrics is to determine
whether a difference in the average scores that two methods A and B achieve on a dataset
is meaningful or only due to chance. The smaller the difference is, the more relevant this
question becomes. Statistical tests can be used to determine if a difference is in fact signif-
icant . Following suggestions for other NLP tasks, we propose to rely on sampling-based
tests, which, in contrast to commonly used parametric tests like Student’s t-test, do not
make any assumptions on the distribution of the evaluation scores or evaluation data (Dror
et al., 2018). Since such assumptions do not hold for many NLP metrics, such as precision,
recall and F-scores, using parametric tests is problematic (Yeh, 2000, Dror et al., 2018).
We propose to use a permutation or randomization test (Noreen, 1989), as also sug-
gested for machine translation by Riezler and Maxwell (2005). Let A and B be two alter-
native methods with evaluation scores of 𝐸𝐴 = (𝑎1, 𝑎2, ⋯ , 𝑎𝑛) and 𝐸𝐵 = (𝑏1, 𝑏2, ⋯ , 𝑏𝑛)
over 𝑛 instances of an evaluation dataset. The average performance difference is then
𝑑(𝐸𝐴, 𝐸𝐵) = ∣
1
𝑛
∑
𝑎𝑖∈𝐸𝐴
𝑎𝑖 −
1
𝑛
∑
𝑏𝑖∈𝐸𝐵
𝑏𝑖 ∣ . (3.6)
For the randomization test, we create 𝑁 samples by swapping evaluation scores between
A and B at each position with probability 0.5, yielding 𝑁 new pairs of score lists such as
𝐸′𝐴 = (𝑏1, 𝑎2, 𝑏3, ⋯) and 𝐸
′
𝐵 = (𝑎1, 𝑏2, 𝑎3, ⋯). The p-value is then defined as
𝑝 =
1 + # samples with 𝑑(𝐸′𝐴, 𝐸
′
𝐵) ≥ 𝑑(𝐸𝐴, 𝐵𝐴)
1 + 𝑁
. (3.7)
If 𝑝 is sufficiently small, we reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference between
A and B and conclude that A and B differ significantly. The permutation test, in contrast,
checks all 2𝑛 possible ways of swapping scores between𝐸𝐴 and𝐸𝐵 rather than just draw-
ing 𝑁 samples out of them. While being more accurate, it can be prohibitively expensive
to compute for large 𝑛, such that in practice one mostly relies on the approximate ran-
23We run ROUGE with parameters -n 2 -x -m -c 95 -r 1000 -f A -p 0.5 -t 0 -d -a
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domization test. In this thesis, we make use of the permutation test when possible and
otherwise rely on the randomization test. We use thresholds of 0.01 and 0.05 to determine
significance, but also report the actual 𝑝-values for greater transparency.
3.5.2.2 ManualQuality Dimensions
For manual evaluations of type (2), we experimented with several setups and recommend
using pairwise comparisons of different summary concept maps rather than assessing their
quality in isolation. Most recent works on MDS, for instance Celikyilmaz et al. (2018), use
this pairwise approach, as it makes it easier to discover differences between summaries.
A difficulty that arises is the layouting of conceptmaps. Differentways of presenting the
concept map graph can greatly influence a rater’s perception of the map’s quality, and since
layouting is a non-trivial issue, it is difficult to automatically create layouts for different
maps that are “equally good”. As the goal is to evaluate the output of CM-MDS approaches,
we do not want the layout quality to influence the evaluation. As the solution, we propose
to not present the conceptmaps in a graphical form at all, but instead as lists of propositions.
Such lists can be easily shown side by side and allow a fair comparison of the content. In
addition, when showing propositions, even raters unfamiliar with concept maps can easily
perform the evaluation, as a proposition is essentially just a short sentence.
Given two summary concept maps, we show their propositions side by side and ask
raters to pick their preferred list according to the following dimensions:
Meaning The sentences should be understandable and express meaningful facts.
Grammaticality The sentences should be grammatical, without missing or unrelated frag-
ments or other grammar-related problems that make them difficult to understand.
Non-Redundancy There should be no unnecessary repetition within the list, neither of
whole sentences nor of partial facts.
Focus The sentences should be focused; sentences should only contain information that is
related to the given topic description.
The dimensions are inspired by the (more fine-grained) list used during the DUC competi-
tions (Dang, 2005). The first two dimensions assess the quality of the extraction subtasks
by checking whether concept and relation labels form meaningful and grammatical propo-
sitions. The third dimension focuses on non-redundancy, assessing whether the grouping
subtasks were handled successfully. Finally, the fourth dimension evaluates the summa-
rization aspect, i.e. which content has been selected for the summary concept map.
We note that the automatic evaluation described before mainly focuses on whether a
summary contains the same content as a reference summary, whereas the procedure de-
scribed here captures more aspects of summary quality. However, the evaluation of content
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selection is more limited in this setup: Since raters have no access to the full source docu-
ments or a reference summary, but see only a topic description, they can only assess how
much of a map’s content is relevant, but do not know if there is other more relevant con-
tent. Nevertheless, we believe if both evaluation techniques are used in combination, such
shortcomings are compensated as both techniques complement each other very well.
3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the central problem studied in this thesis. Based on the review
of user requirements in the previous chapter, we argued that concept maps are a useful
text representation to support users during exploratory search. Given the limited amount
of existing work on extracting concept maps from text, more research in this direction is
necessary. As a result, we proposed concept map–based multi-document summarization
(CM-MDS), a reformulation of concept map mining with a focus on summarization.
We formally defined the different subtasks of CM-MDS, which are mention extraction,
grouping and labeling for concepts and relations followed by importance estimation and
concept map construction. Moreover, we presented a comprehensive example and illus-
trated the challenges for computational models for each subtask. For extraction and group-
ing, these include handling the variety of ways in which mentions can be expressed, find-
ing extraction approaches that generalize to many text types and that successfully trade-off
precision and recall, determining appropriate concept granularities, ensuring assertedness,
scaling to large inputs and finding concise labels. Further challenges are potentially large
numbers of extracted concepts and relations, external and user-specific factors influencing
importance, the combinatorial complexity of the subgraph selection, in particular due to its
connectedness requirement, and resolving contradictions between propositions.
In addition, we discussed relations to existing work, pointing out that the task is es-
sentially a combination of text summarization with information extraction. Other relations
exist to work on knowledge graphs, but clear differences exist. In order to evaluate com-
putational models for the task, we proposed two automatic metrics based on METEOR and
ROUGE. To account for the limitations of automatic methods and to better cover aspects
beyond content selection, we further suggest to also manually compare different automat-
ically created concept maps against each other with regard to their meaningfulness, gram-
maticality, non-redundancy and focus and to ultimately also evaluate the usefulness of the
created maps in downstream applications by conducting user studies.
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Creation of Benchmark Corpora
In this chapter, we will look at the data that is needed to train and evaluate computational
methods for CM-MDS. We discuss requirements for suitable corpora and show that corre-
sponding data does not yet exist. Therefore, we describe two different strategies to obtain
data — by automatically extending partial annotations and by creating annotations from
scratch with scalable methods — and the corpora that we obtained using these strategies.
4.1 Motivation and Challenges
In order to evaluate methods for CM-MDS with the automatic methods discussed in the
previous chapter, datasets with appropriate annotations are necessary. As we argued be-
fore, being able to run such automatic evaluations is not only important to compare to other
work, but also to guide the development of new methods. In addition, such data is also es-
sential to develop any kind of supervised model for the task or to tune hyper-parameters
of supervised and unsupervised models.
Specifically, we need datasets of pairs (𝐷,𝐺)where𝐷 is a collection of documents and
𝐺 is a high-quality reference concept map that summarizes𝐷 according to Definition 4 and
Definition 5. The pairs should satisfy the following requirements:
• 𝐺 should be a valid concept map and an appropriate summary of 𝐷.
• Using the information in 𝐷, it should be possible to create a map close to 𝐺.
• The dataset should have enough pairs to observe statistically significant differences
between evaluated approaches.
• Ideally, to deal with the inherent subjectiveness of summarization, 𝐺 should be a
consensus of several annotators or multiple alternative maps 𝐺 should be used.
Table 4.1 shows the datasets used in existing work on concept map mining that made use
of reference annotations. Unfortunately, none of these datasets can meet all of our require-
ments. In fact, most of them violate even several: Some are of very small size (Qasim et al.,
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Author Pairs Per Pair
Maps Concepts Relations Docs Tokens
Valerio and Leake (2006) 80 1 1 – 1 8821
Qasim et al. (2013) 1 1 370 – 65 ?
Zouaq et al. (2011) 1 1 1286 1797 36 36008
Aguiar et al. (2016) 1 10 ? ? 1 617
Villalon (2012) 42 1 21 12 1 468
Table 4.1: Datasets with reference annotations used for automatic evaluations of concept map
mining. Values in the last five columns are averages over all pairs, ? indicates values not reported.
2013, Zouaq et al., 2011, Aguiar et al., 2016), some provide only concept annotations but no
relations (Valerio and Leake, 2006, Qasim et al., 2013) and some contain single-document
rather than multi-document summaries (Valerio and Leake, 2006, Aguiar et al., 2016, Vil-
lalon, 2012). In addition, Villalon (2012)’s corpus, which comes closest to our requirements,
is not available for other researchers to use.24 Thus, to enable automatic evaluations for
work on CM-MDS, we have to create new corpora.
The manual creation of such a dataset is very time-consuming, as the annotation in-
cludes many laborious subtasks. Essentially, an annotator would need to perform exactly
the subtasks outlined in Section 3.3 to create a reference concept map for a set of source
documents. For a full dataset with many pairs, the corresponding effort would be huge.
An additional challenge lies in the nature of summarization: Summaries should be much
smaller than their source documents and contain only the most important parts. However,
in order to create the summary concept map 𝐺, a human annotator has to read all doc-
uments 𝐷 and find and group mentions of concepts and relations in them to obtain the
building blocks for 𝐺. In the final annotation product 𝐺, only a fraction of the identified
mentions are used, such that most of the mention annotation work is in a sense “wasted”
effort but cannot be avoided. The bigger the size difference between 𝐷 and 𝐺 is, i.e. the
more we want to summarize, the bigger this problem becomes.
To overcome these challenges, we explore two different directions in this thesis. First,
we make use of existing datasets that provide annotations for parts of the task and explore
different ways of automatically extending them to a full benchmark corpus for CM-MDS.
Due to the automation, nomanual effort is needed. As a second option, we develop a corpus
creationmethod that effectively combines automatic preprocessing, scalable crowdsourcing
and high-quality expert annotations to make the annotation more efficient. We describe
both directions and the resulting datasets in the remainder of this chapter.
24It is not available for download anywhere right now and, in personal communication, the authors of the
corpus also pointed out that they are not able to change that in the future.
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4.2 Automatic Corpus Creation
To create benchmark corpora automatically, we use two different techniques. We make
use of a collection of manually created concept maps and match them with corresponding
documents, resulting in the Biology dataset. And second, we use documents with existing
concept annotations and extend them to create the Wiki and ACL datasets.
4.2.1 Using Existing Concept Maps
As the starting point for Biology, we use a collection of 464 concept maps25 that were
manually created by experts as teaching materials for biology. They were previously used
by Olney et al. (2011) to evaluate their concept map mining technique. Since the maps have
been created independently of a specific text, we have to add appropriate source documents
to obtain the desired pairs. We match each of the maps automatically with a corresponding
article in Wikipedia. Every map is a star-like graph centered around a central concept,
e.g. protein, and hence has a similar topical focus as an encyclopedic article. We manually
correct wrong assignments and make sure that no article is assigned twice.
To ensure that the concept maps indeed cover the same content as the matched article,
we apply several additional measures. We prune all concepts from the maps that are not
mentioned in the article and completely ignore maps that have fewer than 4 concepts after
this step. This reduces the average number of concepts per map from 8.8 to 7.0. On the
text side, we remove all sections from the articles that do not mention a concept other than
the central concept of the map. Thereby, we remove aspects from the articles that are not
covered by the maps, yet, by working on the section level, we still maintain coherent text.
Unfortunately, a similar approach is not possible to ensure extractiveness of the relation
labels, as that would have left us with almost no data. Instead, we manually relabel the
relations with mentions that occur together with their concepts in a sentence of the article.
Out of 1083 relations in the remaining maps, we assigned a new label to 618 (57%) relations,
but could not find appropriate mentions for the remaining 465 (43%).
The resulting dataset has 183 pairs of a concept map and a Wikipedia article. Figure 4.1
shows one of the maps that has been paired with the article Atom. Note that in this dataset,
maps are centered around a focus concept and concept labels are rather short. The example
also shows that relations are sometimes not expressed in the most natural way, which is a
consequence of ensuring that all labels are mentions in the paired article.
25Available at http://web.archive.org/web/20120106232123/http://www.biologylessons.sdsu.edu/ta/toc.html
(select Lessons SemNet for a specific topic to access the concept maps).
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Figure 4.1: Summary concept map from Biology on the topic “atom”.
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4.2.2 Using Existing Concept Annotations
As the starting point for Wiki, we use a recently published MDS corpus created by Zopf
et al. (2016b). They took the introductory sections of featuredWikipedia articles, which tend
to be good summaries of the topic due to theWikipedia guidelines for featured articles, and
matched them with web pages that described different aspects covered by the summary in
detail. Their corpus consists of 91 pairs of documents 𝐷 and a textual summary 𝑆.
For our corpus, we make use of the fact that these summaries 𝑆, being Wikipedia arti-
cles, contain many links to other Wikipedia pages. For each 𝑆, we create a set of concepts
𝐶 by collecting the names of the linked articles and the main article itself. Since they are
linked in the summary, they tend to be important concepts for the topic. Further, we run
an existing OIE system26 over the source documents 𝐷 to extract binary propositions. To
construct a summary concept map𝐺 for a document set𝐷, we then iterate over all extrac-
tions and identify those that mention a concept out of 𝐶 in both of their arguments. We
apply a range of rules to filter out spurious matches, e.g. concept mentions that are just a
small part of a very long argument or extractions containing unresolved pronouns. If an
extraction passes all tests, it is added to a set 𝑅, forming the concept map 𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅).
Since the map 𝐺 has been created based on the set 𝐶 derived from 𝑆, it covers similar
content as the summary and is thus an adequate summary for 𝐷. To ensure that it is
also connected, as required by Definition 5, we reduce the obtained graph to its biggest
connected component. Finally, we remove all pairs where the resulting concept map has
fewer than 7 concepts. After these steps, Wiki consists of 38 pairs of documents and a
summary concept map. One of them is shown in Figure 4.2.
For the third dataset, ACL, we use the ACL RD-TEC 2.0 corpus (QasemiZadeh and Schu-
mann, 2016). It consists of 300 abstracts taken from papers in the ACL Anthology in which
two annotators marked concepts. As abstracts are good summaries of a paper, these con-
cepts tend to be the central concepts discussed in the papers. We use Apache Tika27 to
extract the full texts, excluding the abstracts, from the PDF version of the corresponding
papers. We filter out papers where the extraction fails. These texts are then paired with the
annotated concepts as the gold concepts. We obtain 255 pairs. Note that we cannot use this
corpus to evaluate relation extraction, as such annotations are not available.
4.2.3 Comparison and Limitations
All three datasets, compared in Table 4.2, could be created mostly automatic with minimal
manual effort, circumventing the challenges of manual annotation that were discussed at
the beginning of this chapter. And, compared to most of the existing datasets presented in
26OpenIE4 (Mausam, 2016), a state-of-the-art system according to Stanovsky and Dagan (2016b).
27https://tika.apache.org/
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Dataset Pairs Concept Map Source
Concepts Tokens Relations Tokens Documents Tokens
Biology 183 6.9 ± 4.0 1.2 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 3.0 1.9 ± 1.2 1.0 ± 0.0 2620.9
Wiki 38 11.3 ± 5.2 1.9 ± 0.4 13.8 ± 8.4 5.0 ± 1.2 14.6 ± 3.1 27065.6
ACL 255 10.9 ± 5.5 1.9 ± 0.9 – – 1.0 ± 0.0 4987.5
Table 4.2: Corpus statistics for automatically created benchmark corpora. All values are averages
over pairs with their standard deviation indicated by ±. ACL does not contain relations.28
Table 4.1, all three are substantially bigger. But Table 4.2 also reveals that the datasets do
not yet satisfy all requirements.
Both Biology and ACL only provide summaries for single documents, whereas wewant
to have summaries for document sets. In addition, ACL does not have real concept maps,
but only concepts, and thus can only be used to evaluate concept mention extraction, but
not the full task. Biology, while having relations, provides only very small concept maps,
with especially few relations. Given the average number of relations (3.5) and concepts
(6.9) per map, one can also easily see that the graphs are disconnected.
Wiki comes closest to our requirements because it provides multi-document summaries
that are bigger and connected concept maps. Its main weakness are the relations, which
have been obtained fully automatically. Since no annotator was involved, we do not have a
guarantee that they express relationships in the same way a human would. The large size of
their labels, compared to Biology (5.0 vs. 1.9 tokens), indicates that they follow a different
style. The example in Figure 4.2 also reveals that some relations are rather complex clauses.
During evaluations, this dataset might also unfairly favor CM-MDS approaches that use
similar OIE-based techniques for relation extraction.
In light of these limitations, we explore other techniques to create more high-quality
datasets with reasonable effort in the next part of this chapter. That being said, we want to
emphasize that the automatically created datasets can still be of use in experiments where
their limitations are less relevant or if they are taken into account when interpreting quan-
titative results. In this thesis, we will use the Biology and ACL datasets to evaluate concept
and relation extraction approaches in Section 5.2 and the Wiki dataset as a second corpus
to evaluate pipelines for the full task in Chapter 6.
28The values reported here differ slightly from those in (Falke and Gurevych, 2017c, Table 1) where statistics
for the test split rather than the whole dataset are shown.
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4.3 Manual Corpus Creation
4.3.1 Importance Annotation via Crowdsourcing
A major bottleneck for the manual creation of summary concept maps is the high effort
connected with determining the important elements of a document collection. For docu-
ment sets of around 40 documents, just reading all of them once takes already more than
8 hours.29 And second, the notion of importance, or in other words, the decision of what
to include in a summary, can be very subjective. While this is to some extent the nature of
the summarization task, we aim to avoid subjectiveness as much as possible to ensure that
a data collection can be reliably repeated, even with different annotators, and that it results
in consistent annotations that are useful to train and evaluate models.
We explore crowdsourcing as a means to perform this task more efficiently and to collect
a broad range of individually (potentially) subjective annotations that can be aggregated to
a consensus. Crowdsourcing allows us to distribute the work to a large pool of annotators
of which each has to do only a small task. Starting with the seminal work of Snow et al.
(2008), annotations for many NLP tasks have been successfully collected in the past. Lloret
et al. (2013) describe several experiments to crowdsource textual reference summaries. In
their study, workers are asked to read 10 documents and then select 10 summary sentences
from them for a reward of $0.05. They discovered several challenges, including poor work
quality and the subjectiveness of the annotation task, and conclude that crowdsourcing is
not useful for this type of data collection.
To that end, we introduce a new task design, low-context importance annotation, to de-
termine summary-worthy parts of documents. Compared to Lloret et al.’s approach, it is
more in line with crowdsourcing best practices, as the tasks are simple, intuitive and small
(Sabou et al., 2014) and workers receive reasonable payment oriented at the minimumwage
(Fort et al., 2011). Most importantly, it is also much more efficient and scalable, as it does
not require a single worker to read all documents in a cluster to create a summary.
4.3.1.1 Task Design
We let crowdworkers perform the task of importance annotation per proposition30 rather
than full sets of documents. The goal of that data collection is to obtain a score for each
proposition that indicates its importance in a document cluster, such that a ranking accord-
ing to the score would reveal what is most important and should be included in a summary.
In contrast to other work, we do not show the documents to the workers at all, but provide
29For the corpus creation, we use sets of 40 documents that have on average 97,880 words. At a typical reading
speed of 200 words per minute, it would take 8.16 hours to read them.
30The propositions used here are the same as in a concept map, a triple of concepts and a relation that form a
meaningful statement. In Section 4.3.2, we describe how the data for crowdsourcing is generated.
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Imagine you want to learn something about student loans without credit history.
How useful would the following statements be for you?
(P1) students with bad credit history - apply for - federal loans with the FAFSA
 Extremely  Very Moderately  Slightly  Not at all
(P2) students - encounter - unforeseen financial emergencies
 Extremely  Very Moderately  Slightly  Not at all
Figure 4.3: Likert-scale crowdsourcing task with topic description and two example propositions.
only a description of the document cluster’s topic along with the propositions. This ensures
that tasks are small, simple and can be done quickly (see Figure 4.3).
As another crucial aspect of the crowdsourcing task, we try to make it as intuitive as
possible. This is important since crowdworkers typically do not bring specific skills for the
task, cannot be trained beforehand and also avoid reading lengthy guidelines (Sabou et al.,
2014). Instead of trying to define what is meant by “importance”, we therefore embed the
annotation task into a real-world scenario, ask the workers to imagine an information need
and to then judge the usefulness of a statement in that scenario.
In preliminary tests, we found that this design, despite the minimal context, works
reasonably well. As an example, consider Figure 4.3: One can easily say, just given the topic
description and the statements, without reading the documents, that P1 is more useful and
should rather be in a summary than P2.
We distinguish two variants of the crowdsourcing task:
Likert-Scale Tasks Instead of enforcing binary importance decisions on whether some-
thing should be in the summary or not, we use a 5-point Likert-scale to allow more fine-
grained annotations. The responses obtained from the interface shown in Figure 4.3 are
translated into scores (5…1) and the average of all scores for a proposition is used as an
estimate for its importance. This follows the idea that while single workers might find the
task subjective, the consensus of multiple workers, represented in the average score, tends
to be less subjective due to the “wisdom of the crowd”. We create a single crowdsourcing
task by combining five randomly selected propositions from the same document set.
ComparisonTasks As an alternative, we use a second task design based on pairwise com-
parisons. Comparisons are known to be easier to make and more consistent (Belz and Kow,
2010), but also more expensive, as the number of pairs grows quadratically with the num-
ber of objects.31 To reduce the cost, we group five propositions into a task and ask workers
to order them by importance per drag-and-drop. From that ordering, we derive pairwise
31Even with intelligent sampling strategies, such as the active learning in CrowdBT (Chen et al., 2013), the
number of pairs is only reduced by a constant factor according to recent experiments by Zhang et al. (2016).
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comparisons and use TrueSkill (Herbrich et al., 2007) to obtain importance estimates for
each proposition. TrueSkill is a Bayesian model that induces a ranking (and corresponding
scores) from pairwise comparisons of a set of elements. In a recent comparison of models
for this task, it was found to be among the best performing ones (Zhang et al., 2016).
4.3.1.2 Pilot Experiment
To verify the proposed approach, we conducted a pilot study on AmazonMechanical Turk32
using data from TAC 2008 (Dang and Owczarzak, 2008). We collected importance estimates
for 474 propositions extracted from the first three document sets33 using both task designs.
Each Likert-scale task was assigned to 5 different workers and we paid each of them $0.06.
For comparison tasks, we also collected 5 labels each, paid $0.05 per task and sampled
around 7% of all possible pairwise comparisons. We submitted them in batches of 100 pairs
and selected pairs for subsequent batches based on the confidence of the TrueSkill model
given the data collected so far.
Quality Control Following the observations of Lloret et al. (2013), we established several
measures for quality control. First, we restricted our tasks to workers from the US with
an approval rate of at least 95%. Second, we identified low quality workers by measuring
the correlation of each worker’s Likert-scores with the average of the other four scores.
The worst workers (at most 5% of all labels) were removed. In addition, we included trap
sentences, similar as in Lloret et al. (2013), in around 80 of the tasks. In contrast to Lloret
et al.’s findings, both an obvious trap sentence (This sentence is not important) and a less
obvious but unimportant one (Barack Obama graduated from Harvard Law) were consistently
labeled as unimportant (1.08 and 1.14), indicating that the workers do the task properly.
Agreement and Reliability For Likert-scale tasks, we follow Snow et al. (2008) and cal-
culate agreement as the average Pearson correlation of a worker’s Likert-score with the
average score of the remaining workers.34 This measure is less strict than exact label agree-
ment and can account for close labels and high-scoring or low-scoring workers. We observe
a correlation of 0.81, indicating substantial agreement. For the comparison tasks, the ma-
jority agreement, i.e. the fraction of the collected pairwise preferences that agree with the
majority decision per item, is 0.73. To further examine the reliability of the collected data,
we followed the approach of Kiritchenko and Mohammed (2016) and simply repeated the
crowdsourcing for one of the three topics. Between the importance estimates calculated
from the first and second run, we found a Pearson correlation of 0.82 (Spearman 0.78) for
32https://www.mturk.com/
33D0801A-A, D0802A-A, D0803A-A
34Because workers are not the same across all items, we create five meta-workers by sorting the labels per
proposition.
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Peer Scoring Pearson Spearman
Modified Pyramid 0.4587 0.4676
ROUGE-2 0.3062 0.3486
Crowd-Likert 0.4589 0.4196
Crowd-Comparison 0.4564 0.3761
Table 4.3: Correlation of manual responsiveness scores on TAC2008 topics 01-03 with ROUGE,
Pyramid and peer summary scores derived from crowdsourced proposition importance.
Likert-scale tasks and 0.69 (Spearman 0.66) for comparison tasks. This shows that the ap-
proach, despite the subjectiveness of the task, allows us to collect reliable annotations.
Peer Evaluation In addition to the reliability studies, we extrinsically evaluated the anno-
tations in the task of summary evaluation. For each of the 58 peer summaries of participants
in TAC 2008, we calculated a score as the sum of the importance estimates of the propo-
sitions it contains. Table 4.3 shows how these peer scores, averaged over the three topics,
correlate with the manual responsiveness scores assigned during TAC in comparison to
ROUGE-2 and Pyramid scores.35 The results demonstrate that with both task designs, we
obtain importance annotations that are similarly useful for summary evaluation as pyramid
annotations or gold-standard summaries (used for ROUGE).
Based on the pilot study, we conclude that the proposed crowdsourcing setup allows
us to obtain reliable importance annotations. Since workers are not required to read all
documents, the annotation is much more efficient and scalable as with traditional methods.
4.3.2 Scalable Manual Corpus Creation
This section presents our new corpus creation process, as outlined in Figure 4.4, which com-
bines the scalable crowdsourcing setup described in the previous section with automatic
preprocessing techniques and high-quality expert annotations. Using it, summary concept
maps can be created even for larger document sets with much less effort than in the fully
manual annotation process. For every document of the corpus we created, we spent about
$150 on crowdsourcing and 1.5h of expert annotations, while just a single annotator would
already need over 8 hours to read all documents of a topic once.
As a starting point, we used the DIP corpus (Habernal et al., 2016a), a collection of 49
clusters of 100 web pages on educational topics (e.g. bullying, homeschooling, drugs) with a
35Correlations for ROUGE and Pyramid are lower than reported in TAC because we used only 3 instead of all
48 topics in the pilot study.
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Proposition
Extraction
Proposition
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Importance
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Figure 4.4: The five-step process of our scalable manual corpus creation approach.
short description of each topic. It was created from a large web crawl using state-of-the-art
information retrieval. We selected 30 of the topics for which we created summary concept
maps as described in the following sections.
4.3.2.1 Proposition Extraction
Since concept maps consist of propositions expressing the relation between concepts, we
need to impose such a structure upon the plain text in the document sets. This could be
done by manually annotating spans mentioning concepts and relations, however, the size
of our document sets makes this a huge effort: 2,288 sentences per topic (69k in total) need
to be processed. Therefore, we resort to an automatic approach.
As we pointed out earlier, OIE can extract tuples from sentences that are already very
similar to propositions in a concept map. For instance, from
Students with bad credit history should not lose hope and apply for federal
loans with the FAFSA.
an OIE system can extract the following tuples
(students with bad credit history - should not lose - hope)
(students with bad credit history - apply for - federal loans with the FAFSA)
While the relation is similar to a relation in a concept map, many arguments in these tuples
represent useful concepts. For the corpus creation, we used OpenIE4 (Mausam, 2016) to
automatically process all sentences of the 30 document sets. After removing duplicates,
we obtained 4137 unique extractions per topic. Since we want to create a gold-standard
corpus, we have to ensure that we produce high-quality data. We therefore made use of the
confidence assigned to every extraction to filter out low quality ones. To ensure that we do
not filter too aggressively (and miss important aspects in the final summary), we manually
annotated 500 tuples sampled from all topics for correctness. On the first 250 of them, we
tuned the filter threshold to 0.5, which keeps 98.7% of the correct extractions in the unseen
second half. After filtering, a topic had on average 2,850 propositions (85k in total).
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4.3.2.2 Proposition Filtering
Despite the similarity of OIE extractions, not every extracted tuple is a suitable proposition
for a concept map. To reduce the effort in the subsequent steps, we therefore want to filter
out unsuitable ones. A tuple is only suitable if it
(1) is a correct extraction,
(2) is meaningful without any context and
(3) has arguments that represent proper concepts.
We created a guideline explaining when to label a tuple as suitable for a concept map and
performed a small annotation study. Three annotators independently labeled 500 randomly
sampled tuples. The agreement was 82% (𝜅 = 0.60). We found tuples to be unsuitable
mostly because they had unresolvable pronouns, conflicting with (2), or arguments that
were full clauses or propositions, conflicting with (3), while (1) was mostly taken care of by
the confidence filtering in the previous step.
Due to the high number of tuples we decided to automate the filtering step. We trained
a linear support vector machine (SVM) using the majority vote of the annotations as super-
vision. As features, we used the extraction confidence, length of arguments and relations
as well as part-of-speech tags. To ensure that the automatic classification does not remove
suitable propositions, we tuned the classifier to avoid false negatives. In particular, we in-
troduced class weights, improving precision on the negative class at the cost of a higher
fraction of positive classifications. Additionally, we manually verified a certain number of
the most uncertain negative classifications to further improve performance. When 20% of
the classifications are manually verified and corrected, we found that our model trained on
350 labeled instances achieves 93% precision for negative classifications on the unseen 150
instances. We found this to be a reasonable trade-off of automation and data quality and
applied the model to the full dataset.
The classifier filtered out 43% of the propositions, leaving 1,622 per topic. We manually
examined the 17k least confident negative classifications and corrected 955 of them. We
also corrected positive classifications for certain types of tuples for which we knew the
classifier to be imprecise. Finally, each topic was left with an average of 1,554 propositions
suitable to be part of a concept map (47k in total).
4.3.2.3 Importance Annotation
Given the propositions identified in the previous step, we now applied our crowdsourcing
scheme as described in Section 4.3.1 to determine their importance. To cope with the large
number of propositions, we combine the two task designs: First, we collect Likert-scores
from five workers for each proposition, clean the data and calculate average scores. Then,
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using only the top 100 propositions36 according to these scores, we crowdsource 10% of
all possible pairwise comparisons among them. Using TrueSkill, we obtain a fine-grained
ranking of the 100 most important propositions.
For Likert-scores, the average agreement over all topics is 0.80, while themajority agree-
ment for comparisons is 0.78. We repeated the data collection for three randomly selected
topics and found the Pearson correlation between both runs to be 0.73 (Spearman 0.73)
for Likert-scores and 0.72 (Spearman 0.71) for comparisons. These figures show that the
crowdsourcing approach works on this dataset as reliably as on the TAC documents.
In total, we submitted 53k scoring and 12k comparison tasks to Amazon Mechanical
Turk for a price of $4,425.45 including fees to perform the annotation. From the fine-grained
ranking of the 100 most important propositions, we select the top 50 per topic to construct
a summary concept map in the subsequent steps.
4.3.2.4 Proposition Revision
Having a manageable number of propositions, an annotator then applied a few straightfor-
ward transformations that correct common errors of the OIE system. First, we break down
propositions with conjunctions in either of the arguments into separate propositions per
conjunct, which the OIE system sometimes fails to do. And second, we correct span errors
that might occur in the argument or relation phrases, especially when sentences were not
properly segmented. As a result, we have a set of high quality propositions for our concept
map, consisting of, due to the first transformation, 56.1 propositions per topic.
4.3.2.5 Concept Map Construction
In the final step, we connect the set of important propositions to form a graph. For instance,
given the following two propositions
(student - may borrow - Stafford Loan)
(the student - does not have - a credit history)
one can easily see, although the first argument differs slightly, that both labels describe the
concept student, which allows us to build a conceptmapwith the concepts student, Stafford
Loan and credit history. The annotation task thus involves deciding which of the available
propositions to include in the map, which of their concepts to merge and, when merging,
which of the labels to use. As these decisions highly depend upon each other and require
context, we decided to use in-house annotators rather than crowdsource the subtasks.
Annotators were given the topic description and the most important, ranked propo-
sitions. Using a simple annotation tool providing a visualization of the graph, they could
36We also add all propositions with the same score as the 100th, yielding 112 propositions on average.
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Dataset Pairs Source Documents
Tokens Documents Tokens/Doc Rel. Std.
Educ 30 97,880 ± 50,086.2 40.5 ± 6.8 2,412.8 ± 3,764.1 1.56
DUC 2006 50 17,461 ± 6,627.8 25.0 ± 0.0 729.2 ± 542.3 0.74
DUC 2004 50 6,721 ± 3,017.9 10.0 ± 0.0 672.1 ± 506.3 0.75
TAC 2008A 48 5,892 ± 2,832.4 10.0 ± 0.0 589.2 ± 480.3 0.82
Table 4.4: Source documents of Educ in comparison to classic MDS evaluation datasets. All values
are averages over pairs with their standard deviation indicated by ±. Rel. Std. shows the standard
deviation of tokens per document divided by average document length to provide a measure of how
much the document length varies independent of the typical document size.
connect the propositions step by step. Theywere instructed to reach the size of 25 concepts,
the recommended maximum size for a concept map (Novak and Cañas, 2007). Further, they
should prefer more important propositions and ensure connectedness. When connecting
two propositions, they were asked to keep the concept label that was appropriate for both
propositions. To support the annotators, the tool used ADW (Pilehvar et al., 2013), a method
to compute semantic similarity, to suggest possible connections. The annotation was car-
ried out by graduate students with a background in NLP after receiving an introduction into
the guidelines and tool and after annotating a first example. If an annotator was not able to
connect 25 concepts, they were allowed to create up to three synthetic relations with freely
defined labels, making the maps slightly abstractive. On average, the constructed maps
have 0.77 synthetic relations, mostly connecting concepts whose relation is too obvious to
be explicitly stated in text (e.g. between Montessori teacher and Montessori education).
To assess the reliability of this annotation step, we had the first three maps created by
two annotators. We casted the task of selecting propositions to be included in the map as
a binary decision task and observed an agreement of 84% (𝜅 = 0.66). Second, we modeled
the decision which concepts to join as a binary decision on all pairs of common concepts,
observing an agreement of 95% (𝜅 = 0.70). And finally, we compared which concept labels
the annotators decided to include in the final map, observing 85% (𝜅 = 0.69) agreement.
Hence, the annotation shows substantial agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977).
4.3.3 Corpus Analysis and Experiments
In this section, we describe the newly created corpus, Educ. In addition to having sum-
maries in the form of concept maps, it differs from traditional summarization corpora in
several aspects that make it both challenging and unique.
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Figure 4.5: Excerpt from a summary concept map from Educ for the topic “students loans without
credit history ”. The full map has 25 concepts and 28 relations.
4.3.3.1 Source Documents
The corpus consists of document sets for 30 different topics. Each of them contains around
40 documents with on average 2,413 tokens, which leads to an average cluster size of 97,880
tokens. With these characteristics, the document sets are 15 times larger than typical
DUC clusters of ten documents and five times larger than the 25-document-clusters (see
Table 4.4). In addition, the documents are also more variable in terms of length, as the
(length-adjusted) standard deviation is twice as high as in the other corpora. With these
properties, the corpus represents an interesting challenge towards real-world application
scenarios, in which users typically have to deal with many more than ten documents.
Because we used a large web crawl as the source for the corpus, it contains documents
from a variety of genres. To further analyze this property, we categorized a sample of 50
documents. Among them, we found professionally written articles and blog posts (28%),
educational material for parents and kids (26%), personal blog posts (16%), forum discus-
sions and comments (12%), commented link collections (12%) and scientific articles (6%).
This makes the corpus particularly challenging, as extraction techniques cannot rely on
genre-specific properties such as the fact that in news articles, the most important content
tends to be at the beginning and the least important at the end of the document.
In addition to the variety of genres, the documents also differ in terms of language.
To capture this property, we follow Zopf et al. (2016b) and compute, for every topic, the
average Jensen-Shannon divergence between the word distribution of one document and
the word distribution in the remaining documents. The higher this value is, the more the
language differs between documents. We found the average divergence over all topics to
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Part-of-Speech Concepts Relations
Heads Tokens Heads Tokens
NOUN 81.8 49.3 5.3 10.5
VERB 14.5 8.7 93.8 50.8
ADJ 2.9 14.5 0.1 4.9
ADP 0.1 9.5 0.8 16.1
ADV 0.1 2.1 – 5.4
DET – 6.0 – 2.9
CONJ – 3.4 – 0.6
PNCT – 3.0 – 0.2
PRT – 1.6 – 7.9
other 0.6 1.9 – 0.7
Table 4.5: Part-of-speech distribution in concept and relation labels of Educ, shown among all
tokens and just head tokens. Part-of-speech according to the universal tagset (Petrov et al., 2012).
be 0.3490, whereas it is 0.3019 in DUC 2004 and 0.3188 in TAC 2008A. Again, this indicates
that the new corpus is challenging and requires dealing with more diverse language.
4.3.3.2 Summary Concept Maps
Each of the 30 reference concept maps has 25 concepts and between 24 and 28 relations.
Labels have on average of 3.2 tokens. Figure 4.5 shows a subset of one of the maps.
To obtain a better impression of what kind of text spans have been used as labels, we
automatically tagged them with their part-of-speech and determined their head with a de-
pendency parser.37 Results are shown in Table 4.5. Concept labels tend to be headed by
nouns (82%) or verbs (15%), while they also contain adjectives, prepositions and determin-
ers. Relation labels, on the other hand, are almost always headed by a verb (94%) and contain
prepositions, nouns and particles in addition. These distributions are very similar to those
reported by Villalon et al. (2010) for their (single-document) concept map corpus.
Analyzing the graph structure of the maps, we found that, in line with the instructions
given to annotators, all of them are connected graphs. They have on average 7.2 central
concepts with more than one relation, while the remaining ones occur in only one propo-
sition. During the annotation, we found that achieving a higher number of connections
would mean compromising importance, i.e. including less important propositions, and de-
cided against it to maintain the summary aspect of the maps.
37Tagging and dependency parsing was performed with spaCy v1.3.0 (https://spacy.io).
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Metric Precision Recall F1-Score
METEOR 15.12 19.49 17.00
ROUGE-2 6.03 17.98 8.91
Table 4.6: Performance of the baseline on the Educ test set.
4.3.3.3 Baseline Experiments
Alongwith the corpus creation, we implemented a first baseline approach for CM-MDS. It is
a pipeline that approaches each of the subtasks with a simple method inspired by previous
work on concept map mining. For a document set 𝐷, it performs the following steps:
(1) Extract all noun phrases as concept mentions𝑀.
(2) Group mentions whose labels match after stemming to unique concepts 𝐶.
(3) For each pair of concepts whose mentions co-occur in a sentence, select the tokens
in between as a relation mention if they contain a verb. This directly yields 𝑅, as no
explicit relation grouping is done.
(4) If a pair of concepts has more than one relation, select the one with the shortest label.
This subset ?̂? ⊆ 𝑅 is used to build the graph 𝐺 = (𝐶, ?̂?).
(5) Assign an importance score 𝑖(𝑐) to every concept in 𝐶.
(6) Find a connected subgraph of𝐺 that has no more thanℒ𝐶 concepts with high scores.
For (5), we train a binary classifier to identify the important concepts in the set of all poten-
tial concepts. We use common features for summarization, including position, frequency
and length, and Weka’s Random Forest (Hall et al., 2009) implementation as the model. At
inference time, we use the classifier’s confidence for a positive classification as the impor-
tance score 𝑖(𝑐) for a concept.
In step (6), we start with the full graph 𝐺 and use a heuristic to find a subgraph that is
connected, satisfies the size limit ℒ𝐶 and has many high-scoring concepts: We iteratively
remove the lowest-scoring concept until only one connected component ofℒ𝐶 concepts or
less remains, which is used as the summary concept map. This approach guarantees that
the concept map is connected, but due to its heuristic nature, it might not find the subset
of concepts that has the highest total importance score while being connected.
For the experiment, we used a 50:50 split of the Educ corpus, using one half for devel-
opment and training the random forest model and the other half for evaluation. Table 4.6
shows the performance of the baseline, evaluated using the METEOR and ROUGE metrics
introduced in Section 3.5.2 and the relation-unrestricted setting with ℒ𝐶 = 25, the size of
the reference concept maps. In terms of METEOR, the baseline achieves an F1-score of 17%,
while it is around 9% for ROUGE-2. For traditional summarization tasks and corresponding
corpora, state-of-the-art performance is at around 24% ROUGE-2 recall for SDS on DUC
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2002 (Al-Sabahi et al., 2018), at 19% on DUC 2002 and 10% on DUC 2003 for MDS (Peyrard
and Eckle-Kohler, 2016) and, measured in ROUGE-2 F1-score, at 19% on CNN/DailyMail
and 31% on the New York Times corpus (Celikyilmaz et al., 2018), which are both also SDS
corpora. A comparison across datasets, as already illustrated by the performance differ-
ences between the different traditional summarization corpora, is not very meaningful. A
comparison of our baseline results against these state-of-the-art performances is therefore
of only very limited value, as not just the data, but also the task and evaluation protocols
differ. Nevertheless, it at least indicates that the task represented by our dataset is neither
trivially simple nor extremely hard, but in the range of existing summarization work.
A detailed analysis of the single pipeline steps revealed that there is room for improve-
ment in all the pipeline steps. First, we observed that only around 76% of gold concepts are
covered by the extracted mentions (step 1) and after grouping concepts (step 2), showing
that better extraction methods are needed. For relations, the recall is considerably lower.
After estimating the importance of concepts (step 5), the top 25 concepts contain only 17% of
the gold concepts. Hence, content selection is a major challenge, stemming from the large
cluster sizes in the corpus. The propagation of errors along the pipeline further contributes
to low performance. Overall, the baseline experiments confirm that the task is complex and
cannot be solved with simple techniques.
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we addressed the lack of suitable corpora to train and evaluate computa-
tional models for CM-MDS. We briefly reviewed the limited amount of datasets that have
been used for concept map mining in the past and showed that they cannot be used for
our purposes. While this shows that the creation of a new corpus is inevitable, we also
pointed out that the fully manual annotation of the required summary concept maps is a
very time-consuming and complex effort. As alternatives, we explored two different direc-
tions: the automatic extension of existing partial annotations and the use of a new scalable
annotation process that relies on crowdsourcing.
With regard to the first direction, we showed how existing concept maps can be used
by matching them with corresponding documents to obtain the necessary pairs for eval-
uation, leading to the Biology corpus. As a second approach, we used documents with
existing annotations for concept mentions from two datasets based on Wikipedia and the
ACL Anthology to derive additional evaluation data. The Wiki and ACL corpora are the
results of these efforts. While these approaches led to corpora of a reasonable size with
almost no manual effort, the resulting data does not fulfill all of our requirements. Biology
and ACL provide only single-document summarization scenarios, with ACL also lacking
relation annotations, whereas Wiki covers the full task but is not of a high enough quality
to serve as a reference for human-level performance on the task.
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Dataset Pairs Concept Map Source
Concepts Tokens Relations Tokens Documents Tokens
Educ 30 25.0 ± 0.0 3.2 ± 0.5 25.2 ± 1.3 3.2 ± 0.5 40.5 ± 6.8 97880.0
Biology 183 6.9 ± 4.0 1.2 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 3.0 1.9 ± 1.2 1.0 ± 0.0 2620.9
Wiki 38 11.3 ± 5.2 1.9 ± 0.4 13.8 ± 8.4 5.0 ± 1.2 14.6 ± 3.1 27065.6
ACL 255 10.9 ± 5.5 1.9 ± 0.9 – – 1.0 ± 0.0 4987.5
Table 4.7: Corpus statistics for all benchmark corpora used in the thesis. Values for Biology, Wiki
and ACL are the same as in Table 4.2 and are repeated for easy comparison to Educ.
As the second direction, we developed a new corpus creation method that effectively
combines automatic preprocessing, scalable crowdsourcing and high-quality expert anno-
tations. Its crucial component is a novel crowdsourcing scheme called low-context impor-
tance annotation. In contrast to traditional approaches, it allows us to determine important
elements in a large document set without requiring annotators to read all documents, mak-
ing it feasible to crowdsource the task and overcome quality issues observed in previous
crowdworking attempts. We showed that the approach creates reliable data for our sum-
marization scenario and, when tested on traditional summarization corpora, creates anno-
tations that are similar to those obtained by earlier data collection efforts. Using this new
corpus creation method, we can avoid the high effort for annotators, which allows us to
scale to document sets that are 15 times larger than in traditional summarization corpora.
We created a new corpus, Educ, with 30 topics, each with around 40 source documents on
educational topics and a summarizing concept map that is the consensus of many workers.
Table 4.7 summarizes the corpora created in this chapter. All of them will be used
throughout the remainder of this thesis. While Educ, offering the highest-quality annota-
tions, will be the main evaluation corpus, we will use the automatically created Biology
and ACL corpora for concept and relation extraction experiments in Section 5.2 and the
Wiki corpus as a second dataset for the task-level experiments carried out in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Concept and Relation Extraction
In this chapter, we will focus on the CM-MDS subtasks of concept and relation mention
extraction. Using the datasets introduced in the previous chapter, we will present a series
of experiments that, for the first time, directly compare different extraction approaches pro-
posed in previous work. Moreover, we will introduce the idea of using predicate-argument
analysis for concept and relation mention extraction and include such methods in the ex-
perimental comparison. And finally, as most work on concept maps in the past has focused
on the English language, we will dedicate the second part of the chapter to studying how
such extraction methods can be ported to other languages.
5.1 Motivation and Challenges
In Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.3, we outlined the challenges of concept and relation men-
tion extraction: the variety of expressions that can be used to mention concepts or relations
in text, the need to find a good trade-off between precision and recall when trying to cover
that variety and the desire to design extraction methods that work well across different
types of text. A range of extraction techniques has been proposed for this subtask, which
we reviewed in Section 2.3.1.1 and Section 2.3.1.2. They all use a syntactic representation of
the input text — in the form of part-of-speech tags, constituency parse trees or dependency
parses — and extract sequences of tokens that follow certain patterns. Corresponding sets
of patterns have been hand-designed to cover the targeted mentions.
We also mentioned before that a weakness of previous work is the lack of comparative
experiments, leaving it unclear which of the proposed extraction methods perform best. As
the first contribution of this chapter, we therefore carry out such a comparison by reimple-
menting representative approaches from previous work and evaluating them on the new
corpora introduced in the previous chapter. This will provide valuable insights into the
performance of the different approaches and open issues that still have to be addressed.
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As a second contribution, we propose to design mention extraction methods based on
predicate-argument structures instead of dependency representations. To illustrate this
idea, consider the following example and its syntax as given in a dependency tree:
Herbal supplements can reduce the symptoms of ADHD .
root
amod
nsubj
aux det
dobj
prep pobj
punct
To extract the concept mentions Herbal supplements and the symptoms of ADHD, patterns ex-
tracting nsubj- and dobj -dependencies can be used to find the relevant spans of tokens in
the dependency representation. However, these patterns cannot extract anything from the
passive variant of the sentence because the tokens now have other grammatical functions:
The symptoms of ADHD can be reduced by herbal supplements .
root
det
nsubjpass
prep pobj
aux
auxpass prep amod
pobj
punct
Additional patterns would be necessary to identify the same concept mentions in the pas-
sive sentence. Due to the variety of natural language, such pattern-based approaches are
either limited in coverage or require a very large and carefully designed set of patterns to
cover every possible way in which propositions of concepts and relations can be expressed.
To eliminate the high effort associated with the pattern definition, we propose to utilize
predicate-argument structures instead of more fine-grained representations such as depen-
dency trees because the former already abstract away frommany syntactic variations. Con-
tinuing the example, a representation that simply marks reduce as a predicate and herbal
supplements and the symptoms of ADHD as its arguments would be desirable. Being indepen-
dent of a specific realization, it would be an appropriate representation of both the active
and passive syntactic variant of the example, requiring no separate handling of the cases.
Using such a unified representation based on predicates and arguments, mention extraction
approaches no longer need to carefully define large sets of patterns, but can instead make
use of existing predicate-argument analysis tools.
Finally, as the third contribution of this chapter, we address the language dependency
of concept and relation extraction methods. Most previous work on concept map mining
focused on text in English and designed extraction patterns specifically for the syntax of
English. Unfortunately, also the predicate-argument analysis tools we propose as an alter-
native are mainly focused on English. To gain more insight into how difficult and costly it
is to also create predicate-argument analysis tools for other languages, we present a case-
study of porting an existing system to German. We discuss the different challenges of such
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a porting approach that arise from differences between the source and target languages and
evaluate the proposition extraction performance of the resulting system for German.
5.2 Extraction with Predicate-Argument Analysis
To assess the usefulness of predicate-argument analysis for concept and relation mention
extraction, we test three different representations: PropBank semantic role labeling (SRL)
(Hajič et al., 2009), PropS (Stanovsky et al., 2016b) and OIE (see Section 2.3.3). This se-
lection is motivated by the fact that the three representations are examples for different
degrees of abstraction from dependency trees: OIE identifies predicates and arguments in
the dependency tree, PropS additionally unifies a certain number of syntactic variations and
PropBank SRL maps tokens to a syntax-independent lexicon of predicates and arguments.
In the next section, we describe in detail how we derive concept and relation mentions
from the three predicate-argument representations. In the subsequent section, we then
present experiments that compare extraction performance between these representations
and concept map mining approaches from previous work.
5.2.1 Predicate-Argument Structures
We will demonstrate how predicate-argument structures can be leveraged for mention ex-
traction using sentence (1) from the example in Figure 3.1:
Caffeine, which is a mild CNS stimulant, reduces ADHD symptoms.
If we have a representation that identifies reduces as a predicate and Caffeine and ADHD symp-
toms as the arguments of that predicate, this predicate-argument-triple could be directly
used as a proposition in a concept map. The central idea is that there is a direct correspon-
dence between a predicate and its arguments and a relation and its concepts in a concept
map. Thus, we simply use all identified predicates as relation mentions and their arguments
as concept mentions. The only restriction is that we need to obtain tuples of a predicate
with exactly two arguments from the predicate-argument structure because relations (and
the resulting propositions) in a concept map are always binary.
5.2.1.1 Semantic Role Labeling
PropBank SRL takes as input a sentence and its dependency parse tree. It then maps all
verbs in the sentence to their correct sense in the PropBank lexicon (Palmer et al., 2005)
and identifies the head tokens of their arguments. We prefer PropBank SRL (Palmer et al.,
2005) over FrameNet andVerbNet because of its robustness andmaturity.The lexicon defines
which arguments (fulfilling which roles) a specific verb can have, but not all of them are
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necessarily present in a sentence. For our example sentence, the resulting representation
looks like this:
Caffeine , which is a mild CNS stimulant , reduces ADHD symptoms .
be.01 reduce.01
root
nsubj
punct nsubj
rcmod det
amod
nn
xcomp
punct
amod
dobj
punct
R-A1
A1 A2
A0 A1
Arcs above the tokens show syntactic dependencies. Below the tokens, the two sense-
disambiguated predicates be.01 and reduce.01 are shown with arcs pointing to the heads
of their arguments and role names describing the arguments’ function. A small set of role
names, such as A1 and A2, exist in PropBank. They can have slightly different meanings
for different predicates which are defined in the lexicon. For reduce.01, the A0-argument
describes the agent and the A1-argument the logical subject.
This approach is the most sophisticated type of analysis in our study, as it tries to map
a natural language sentence to another layer of abstract semantic representation defined
by the predicate and argument role inventory. Because that inventory is independent of
specific syntactic realizations, predicates and arguments are always mapped to the same
symbols. For instance, in both Caffeine reduces ADHD and ADHD is reduced by caffeine, the
predicate reduce.01 is found and has an argument caffeine with role A0 . The different re-
alizations of the same underlying proposition are thus unified in the SRL representation,
allowing us to handle both cases with the same extraction logic. However, the SRL rep-
resentation also has disadvantages: First, spans of roles are strictly bound to full subtrees
in the dependency parse, as shown in the example, where the relative clause becomes part
of the A0-argument of the predicate reduce, although the proposition would also be valid
without that part. And second, predicates and arguments that are not covered by the lexi-
con cannot be represented and thus can also not be extracted for a concept map.
For our experiments, we use the SRL functionality of Mate Tools (Björkelund et al.,
2009), a freely available system thatwas one of the best in the CoNLL 2009 shared task (Hajič
et al., 2009). To obtain binary predicates from the representation, we ignore predicates that
have just one argument, and if more than two are present, we form propositions with all
pairs of them. We further ignore referential arguments (e.g. role R-A1), as only a direct
mention of an argument is useful for a concept map. For the example sentence, this strategy
yields the following propositions:
(1) (Caffeine - is - a mild CNS stimulant)
(2) (Caffeine, which is a mild CNS stimulant, - reduces - ADHD symptoms)
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5.2.1.2 PropS
As the second approach, we use PropS, a rule-based converter that turns dependency trees
into typed predicate-argument graphs (Stanovsky et al., 2016b). In addition to identify-
ing predicates and arguments, it also canonicalizes the representation of propositions, e.g.
by unifying variations such as active and passive or copula and appositive constructions.
However, compared to SRL, PropS works exclusively on the lexical level and does not map
tokens to any symbols from an external inventory. That has the advantage that the repre-
sentation can always cover the full content of a given sentence, as opposed to SRL. PropS
also classifies predicate-argument relations into a small set of labels such as subj and dobj .
For the example sentence, PropS yields the following graph representation:
Caffeine be mild CNS stimulant reduce ADHD symptoms
subj
comp
mod
subj
dobj
mod
Here, it identified two predicates (dark nodes) that both have two arguments with different
roles (subj , dobj and comp). Similar to SRL, arguments can be trees of several tokens, but
due to the transformations applied to the dependency tree, its original structure is typically
largely simplified. In the example, punctuation and determiners have been dropped and
the noun compound has been collapsed into a single graph node. In the graph, predicates
are represented by their lemmas, but the original surface form is stored for later use.
To create binary predicates, we traverse the graph from every predicate node and select
as its arguments the subgraphs of the directly connected argument nodes. We remove unary
predicates and break down higher-arity predicates by creating all possible pairs except if
they have the same edge label (e.g. two objects). As mentions, we use the original surface
forms of predicates and arguments. We obtain the following propositions for the example:
(1) (Caffeine - is - a mild CNS stimulant)
(2) (Caffeine - reduces - ADHD symptoms)
5.2.1.3 Open Information Extraction
As the third approach for predicate-argument analysis, we use OIE. As we already described
in Section 2.3.3, OIE systems extract tuples that represent propositions from a given sen-
tence. Every tuple consists of a relation phrase and two arguments, which is already exactly
the representation in which we need concept and relationmentions. In contrast to the other
two approaches, OIE systems in general do not create an intermediate representation of a
specific type. However, they still serve our purpose as the direct creation of propositions
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also alleviates the need for mention extraction approaches to deal with different syntactic
realizations when looking for concepts and relations.
In our experiments, we use OpenIE4 (Mausam, 2016). It is one of the state-of-the-art
OIE systems (Stanovsky and Dagan, 2016b). Using it, the extracted propositions for the
example sentence are the same as for PropS:
(1) (Caffeine - is - a mild CNS stimulant)
(2) (Caffeine - reduces - ADHD symptoms)
With regard to the motivation of avoiding laborious definitions of large sets of rules,
we note in passing that PropS as well as many OIE systems do indeed make their extrac-
tions using hand-written rules. Thus, relying on them for concept and relation mention
extraction does not completely remove the need for rules, instead, it shifts the responsibil-
ity for rule creation from researchers working on the specific task of concept and relation
extraction to the authors of more generally applicable predicate-argument analysis tools.
5.2.2 Experiments
We conduct several experiments to study the usefulness of the three predicate-argument
analysis tools in comparison to the techniques specifically developed for concept maps.
5.2.2.1 General Experimental Setup
For the experiments, we use Educ, our high-quality dataset, as the main evaluation corpus.
We also run additional evaluations on Biology andACL for concept extraction and Biology
for relation extraction. Being based on Wikipedia articles and scientific papers, they add
additional text genres that allow us to assess how well extraction approaches work across
domains and genres. As Wiki is from a similar domain as Biology and of lower size, we
do not include it. We use the standard 50:50 split of the Educ corpus and a 10:90 split into
development and test set for the other two. Since no tuned or supervised models are used in
these experiments, we only use the training/development sets to verify the implementations
and report results on the respective test sets.
For all experiments, we preprocess the documents with DKPro Core (Eckart de Castilho
and Gurevych, 2014)38, using tokenization, part-of-speech tagging and constituency pars-
ing from the Stanford NLP tools and Snowball for stemming. Constituency parse trees are
converted into collapsed and propagated dependencies (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008),
to which we will refer as dependency graphs since this version of dependencies is not guar-
anteed to be a tree. These preprocessing steps are shared by all approaches that make use
of such annotations, while OpenIE4 uses its own internal preprocessing.
38DKPro Core version 1.8.0 (https://dkpro.github.io/dkpro-core/).
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5.2.2.2 Reimplementation of PreviousWork
From the previous work reviewed in Section 2.3.1, we selected and reimplemented39 several
representative examples for concept and relation mention extraction techniques. As the
descriptions of these methods in the respective papers are often missing relevant details,
we had to make a few assumptions on how exactly a method should work. To ensure full
reproducibility, we document the exact implementation used for the experiments here.
Valerio et al. (2006) As an example for extraction approaches that rely on constituency
parse trees, we reimplement Valerio and Leake (2006). Following them, we extract as con-
cept mentions all NP-constituents that do not contain any smaller NPs and that have at
least one token tagged as a noun (tag N*) or adjective (tag J*). Their proposed approach for
relation extraction is unfortunately less clear: they write that they extract a relation for “all
pairs of concepts that have an indirect dependency link through a verb phrase.” Our specific
implementation of that idea looks for NPs followed by a VP containing another NP, where
both NPs have previously been identified as concept mentions. In that case, the tokens from
the beginning of the VP until the start of the inner NP form the relation mention.
Qasim et al. (2013) We reimplement the method proposed by Qasim et al. (2013) as an ex-
ample for dependency-based extraction, as they provide the most comprehensive descrip-
tion of their work. For concept mention extraction, we implement Algorithm 1 of their
paper (Qasim et al., 2013). It extracts mentions consisting of two tokens that are connected
by nn (noun compound) or amod (adjectival modifier) dependencies and single tokens that
are the child of a nsubj (noun subject) dependency. In addition, for the two collapsed depen-
dencies conj_and (conjunction) and prep_of (preposition), both tokens with the additional
conjunction or preposition in between are extracted.
For relation extraction, we followQasim et al. (2013) and extract all verbs that are parent
tokens of a nsubj, nsubjpass, xcomp or rcmod dependency, including preceding auxiliaries
(aux, auxpass). Then, we determine pairs of concept mentions that co-occur in a sentence
with one of the verbs. As an additional criterion, one of the concept mentions has to act
as a subject (child token of a *subj* dependency) and the other as an object (child of a
*obj* or parent of a cop dependency). If all these conditions are satisfied, the verb is used
as a relation mention for that pair of concept mentions.40
39There is no previous work that makes their implementation available.
40If several verbs co-occur with a pair of concepts and all occurrences fulfill the subject-object-criteria, we
select among them by frequency, using a VF-ICF metric that favors verbs occurring often but not with many
other concepts. We refer to Qasim et al. (2013) for the exact formula. For our experiments, this detail is less
relevant as such a selection is rarely necessary. We also note that the full approach by Qasim et al. (2013)
uses an additional complex clustering step that further restricts the number of pairs of concepts that are
considered for relations at all. It is not part of our reimplementation.
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Villalon (2012) Villalon (2012) proposed a different method to extract mentions from de-
pendency parses that we include in our experiments as well. Given the dependency graph,
the method first applies the following operations that merge or remove graph nodes:
• If two nodes A and B are connected with an amod, nn, number or num dependency
and they are directly adjacent in the text, merge them into a single node A B.
• If two nodes A and B are connected with a advmod, aux or auxpass dependency, they
are directly adjacent in the text and their part-of-speech tags are VB*, merge them
into a single node A B.
• If two nodes A and B are connected with a conj_and or prep_of dependency, they have
a distance of 2 in the text and their part-of-speech tags are NN*, merge them into a
single node A and B or A of B.
• If a node has a det dependency to its parent, remove it.
After this set of transformations, all nodes that have at least one NN* part-of-speech tag
are extracted as concept mentions. Note that due to the merging operations, these can be
multi-tokenmentions. While the extraction procedure is slightly different fromQasim et al.
(2013)’s approach, one can easily see that both methods use a similar set of patterns. What
differs more is the relation extraction approach: Here, for each pair of concept mentions in
a sentence, the shortest path between them in the transformed graph is calculated and the
tokens along that path are used as a relation mention. If another concept is crossed on that
path, the method tries to find the shortest path excluding that concept.
5.2.2.3 Concept Extraction
In the first experiment, we test the performance of concept mention extraction for the
three techniques from previous work described above and the three approaches based on
predicate-argument analysis introduced earlier.
Experimental Setup To evaluate the coverage of concept mention extraction, we compare
extracted concepts 𝐶 with the concepts 𝐶𝑅 of the reference concept maps. The two main
metrics, recall and yield, are defined as:
Recall =
|𝐶 ∩ 𝐶𝑅|
|𝐶𝑅|
Concept Yield =
|𝐶|
|𝐶𝑅|
While recall measures the fraction of covered reference concepts, concept yield indicates
the amount of over-generation. The more common usage of precision is less useful in this
case because the reference for comparison, 𝐶𝑅, are only the concepts included in the sum-
mary concept map, not all concept mentions in the text (which would be required for a
proper precision calculation). Since the set 𝐶 is typically much larger than 𝐶𝑅, computing
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Approach Educ Biology ACL
Yield Recall Len Yield Recall Len Yield Recall Len
Noun Tokens 167.38 25.07 1.0 51.53 75.61 1.0 48.99 42.48 1.0
Valerio et al. (2006) 406.53 55.73 2.4 69.50 69.60 2.2 77.53 62.21 2.3
Qasim et al. (2013) 467.15 48.13 2.4 74.61 61.46 2.3 78.04 74.39 2.3
Villalon (2012) 351.85 51.20 2.5 60.75 76.37 2.3 69.10 76.09 2.3
OIE 277.70 58.00 5.9 44.53 41.80 4.9 41.99 28.67 5.3
SRL 481.59 46.93 6.5 66.28 50.99 4.2 77.21 44.14 5.0
PropS 451.20 46.27 4.3 76.55 73.50 3.2 55.87 58.41 3.7
Reference 3.2 1.2 1.9
Table 5.1: Concept extraction performance by dataset. Bold indicates best recall per group. Recall
is given in percentages, yield and length (number of tokens per concept) are absolute values.
a precision metric against 𝐶𝑅 leads to very low scores that are hard to interpret, in par-
ticular when combined with recall in an F-score. However, proper precision scores based
on 𝐶𝑅 can be computed after the selection of a summary subset from all extractions, as we
will do in Section 5.2.2.5. All metrics are averaged over all pairs per dataset.
Note that we also use a simple form of mention grouping, based on exact matches of
stemmed mentions, to obtain 𝐶. This avoids that mentions that can be easily seen to refer
to the same concept are counted as separate concepts for the yield metric. As an extraction
baseline, we include a strategy that extracts only single tokens tagged as nouns.
Recall and Yield Table 5.1 reports results for the Educ, ACL and Biology dataset. Out
of the different tools used to obtain predicate-argument structures, we observe the highest
recall using PropS on two datasets and OIE on the other. From previous work, Villalon’s
method shows the best results on two datasets, while Valerio et al.’s method is best on Educ.
Overall, we conclude that concept extraction based on predicate-argument structures is
competitive, giving slightly better (Educ) or slightly worse (Biology) results, except for the
performance on the ACL dataset. With regard to yield, predicate-argument structures are
evenmore competitive, producing less candidate concepts inmost cases. For all approaches,
the yield correlates with the size of the input documents, producing most concepts for the
multi-document inputs of the Educ dataset.
One interesting observation is that on Educ the best performing method, among pre-
vious work as well as predicate-argument structures, differs from the one on the other two
datasets. The reason is that the concept labels in this corpus tend to be longer (3.2 tokens
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Figure 5.1: Concept extraction recall for inclusive matches at increasing thresholds of 𝑘.
vs. 1.2 and 1.9), including more complex noun phrases and also verbal phrases describing
activities, while concept labels are mostly single nouns in Biology or noun compounds
in ACL. This explains the generally lower recall and the better performance of approaches
focusing on full noun phrases rather than nouns and noun compounds. Of course, the dif-
ferent style of concept mentions in Educ is to some extent a result of the fact that OIE has
been used to create the corpus (see Section 4.3.2), contributing to the good performance of
OIE in this experiment. However, we want to emphasize that in later steps of the corpus
creation process, all concept labels have been manually verified and often revised, ensuring
that they are in fact good references for how humans would label concepts.
Analyzing the results on the ACL corpus, we found that the automatic extraction of
text from the PDFs produced very noisy data, causing a lot of the dependency parses to be
of low quality due to wrong sentence segmentation. Interestingly, while this reduced the
performance of all approaches using predicate-argument structures, it did not influence
the methods from previous work. We hypothesize that these approaches are more robust
against these parsing errors because they only extract from dependencies locally, while the
other approaches globally process the full parse to derive predicate-argument structures.
Added Concepts We further compared the concepts extracted by the best approach from
previous work with those produced by predicate-argument structures. To assess whether
the latter identified previously uncaptured concepts, we joined both sets and compared
the combined recall against the method from previous work alone. In all cases, predicate-
argument structures extract at least some concepts that are not covered by previous ap-
proaches, with the best approach adding 15.20 (Educ), 6.90 (Biology) and 5.81 (ACL) points
of recall. This shows that the predicate-argument structures are not only competitive but
can also be used to extend the coverage of previous methods.
Concept Length Finally, we looked at the length of extracted concept mentions. As Table
5.1 shows, the extractions made by previous work tend to be around 2.3 tokens long, while
the arguments of predicate-argument structures are up to three times as long. In order
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to assess whether missing concepts might be subsequences of these longer mentions, we
define a new evaluation metric: An extracted concept 𝑐 and reference concept 𝑐𝑅 match
inclusively at 𝑘 if 𝑐𝑅 is contained in 𝑐 and 𝑐 is at most 𝑘 ⋅ |𝑐𝑅| tokens long.
Figure 5.1 shows the corresponding recall when increasing 𝑘. For all three approaches,
but especially for SRL and OIE, the recall increases dramatically when considering longer
arguments. This indicates that the concept extraction performance could be further im-
proved by learning how to reduce longer arguments to the desired parts. Corresponding
techniques have been studied, e.g. by Stanovsky and Dagan (2016a) and Stanovsky et al.
(2016a). But as we already mentioned in Section 3.3, the compression of arguments has to
ensure that propositions are still asserted by the text, making this direction non-trivial.
5.2.2.4 Relation Extraction
In the second experiment, we perform a similar comparison between the relation extraction
techniques from previous work and the ones based on predicate-argument structures.
Experimental Setup To ensure a fair comparison independent of concept extraction, all
strategies use reference concepts in this experiment. We compute recall and relation yield
as our metrics, counting relations that were extracted with a correct label for the correct
pair of reference concepts. To account for the fact that some approaches extract complex
phrases, e.g. including prepositions or auxiliaries, while others extract only single tokens,
we use a lenient matching criterion, requiring that the stemmed heads of the relation labels
have to match. For instance, is located in and located are considered a match.
Results As shown in Table 5.2, the shortest path method of Villalon is the best performing
method from previous work. However, it also creates a comparably large set of relations.
Using predicate-argument structures, we see a substantial improvement on both datasets,
and again, PropS performs well on Biology and OIE on Educ. Note that on both datasets
even the other method is on par with Villalon’s approach while producing a substantially
smaller number of extracted relations.
We found that the low recall of Valerio et al.’s and Qasim et al.’s methods is due to the
small coverage of their patterns, whereas Villalon’s method is very noisy and extracts many
meaningless relation mentions. On the other hand, predicate-argument structures benefit
from their main advantage in this evaluation: Since all extractions are made on the level of
propositions, every concept has at least one meaningful relation to another concept.
With regard to the length of relation labels, we found a similar picture: Villalon’s
method provides very long labels (4.5 and 4.4 tokens), as it simply takes all tokens along a
path in the dependency graph. SRL yields the shortest labels (1.0), since predicates are re-
stricted to one token by design, PropS finds a bit longer ones (1.5), including auxiliaries and
light-verb constructions, and OIE extracts the longest labels (2.9 and 2.3), also containing
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Approach Educ Biology
Yield Recall Len Yield Recall Len
Valerio et al. (2006) 2.70 8.32 1.8 2.02 17.75 1.8
Qasim et al. (2013) 2.24 3.30 1.7 1.43 8.08 1.4
Villalon (2012) 17.28 21.53 4.5 9.64 32.34 4.4
OIE 6.47 25.76 2.9 3.52 31.63 2.3
SRL 11.60 17.97 1.0 4.22 17.57 1.0
PropS 11.62 21.20 1.5 6.48 40.95 1.5
Reference 3.2 1.9
Table 5.2: Relation extraction performance by dataset. Bold indicates best recall per group. Recall
is given in percentages, yield and length (number of tokens per concept) are absolute values.
prepositions as in was made for . Overall, considering both recall and the style of labels, we
consider OIE to provide the most useful relations for concept maps.
5.2.2.5 Concept Selection
Finally, we present a third experiment on concept selection. While we found predicate-
argument structures to be superior for relation extraction in terms of both recall and yield,
the picture is less clear for concepts. By scoring the extracted concepts and selecting a
subset of summary-worthy ones, we try to shed more light on the usefulness of certain
trade-offs between recall and yield for subsequent steps in the pipeline. However, we want
to emphasize that the experimental setup used here is not directly a subtask of CM-MDS:
For CM-MDS, importance estimates for concepts are not used to simply select a subset of
the concepts but to select a subgraph of concepts and relations.
Experimental Setup We use the concept sets𝐶 obtained from the different methods stud-
ied in the first experiment (see Section 5.2.2.3), assign a score to each concept, select the
|𝐶𝑅| concepts with the highest score and compare them to the reference concepts𝐶𝑅. This
variant of precision is known as r-precision:
R-Precision =
|𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑝−𝑘 ∩ 𝐶𝑅|
|𝐶𝑅|
with 𝑘 = |𝐶𝑅|
As the score, we use the concept’s frequency, i.e. the number of its mentions in the docu-
ments, a metric that has been previously proposed to find important concepts (Valerio and
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Approach Educ Biology ACL
Valerio et al. (2006) 15.07 29.46 17.75
Qasim et al. (2013) 14.27 24.99 19.47
Villalon (2012) 14.80 32.60 20.34
OIE 15.33 21.52 10.45
SRL 13.20 24.11 14.67
PropS 14.27 28.86 16.61
Table 5.3: Concept selection performance by dataset. Performance is measured in r-precision
(given as percentages) and bold print indicates the best result per group and dataset.
Leake, 2006). Note that we are mainly interested in the difference between approaches and
not the absolute selection performance in this experiment.
Results Table 5.3 shows the selection precision for the concepts obtained with different
extraction methods. As expected, the performance closely resembles the picture obtained
from the extraction experiment: If the recall is higher after extraction, precision is also
higher after the selection. However, an interesting exception is for example PropS and
SRL on Educ: While SRL has a slightly higher recall (46.93 vs. 46.27), PropS selects more
relevant concepts (13.20 vs. 14.37), which might be due to the lower yield of PropS.
Summarizing this set of experiments, we conclude that using predicate-argument anal-
ysis is a promising approach for concept and relation mention extraction. Comparing them
to several previous methods specifically developed for concept map mining, we found that
they substantially improve relation extraction while being competitive with regard to con-
cept extraction. PropS representations are particularly good to capture short noun-focused
concepts whereas longer and more complex concept labels are more reliably extracted with
OIE. Considering the good performance and the ease of use — as opposed tomanually defin-
ing syntactic patterns — future work on mention extraction for concept maps should rely
on ready-to-use predicate-argument analysis.
5.3 Predicate-Argument Analysis for German
As we already pointed out in Section 2.3.1, most work on concept map mining has focused
on text in English. The only exceptions that we are aware of are the works of Kowata et al.
(2010) for Portuguese and Zubrinic et al. (2012, 2015) for Croatian. Among the predicate-
argument analysis tools used in the preceding section, the picture is similar. Both PropS
and OpenIE4 are designed for English and no version for another language exists. As most
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proposed methods for concept and relation extraction as well as a large part of the existing
OIE systems rely on sets of hand-designed rules, an important question is how these rule
sets can be created for additional languages.41
In order to make rule-based systems available in new languages, several approaches can
be used. First, one can create a new set of rules from scratch that is specifically designed
for that language. ExtrHech (Zhila and Gelbukh, 2013), an OIE system for Spanish, was
created this way. While leading to high-quality rules for the new language, a problem is
that this approach is as laborious as the creation of the rules in the initial language, making
scaling to many languages a huge effort. A second approach is to transfer the existing rules
for English manually to the new language. For the task of temporal tagging, this approach
resulted in a competitive system for French (Moriceau and Tannier, 2014). With the existing
rules as a starting point, it typically takes less effort than creating rules from scratch while
the manual process still allows to address all idiosyncrasies of the new language.
A third alternative is to fully automate the process by automatically “translating” the
existing rules from English to the target language. In the case of temporal tagging, this
idea allowed Strötgen and Gertz (2015) to obtain baseline taggers for more than 200 lan-
guages. However, the more the source and target languages differ from each other, the
more difficult it is to derive rules that cover all specifics of the new language by automatic
means only. Differences in syntax and dissimilarities in the corresponding part-of-speech
and dependency representations are challenges for automatic rule translation. And if cer-
tain phenomena only exist in the target language, no rules will cover them. Strötgen and
Gertz (2015) compare their automatically derived rule sets against manually created ones
on 11 languages, observing F1-scores that are between 9 and 79 points lower.
To better understand the challenges and the effort associated with porting a set of rules
for concept and relation mention extraction, we perform a case-study of porting the PropS
system to German. For the purpose of that study, we follow the second approach, i.e. the
manual transfer of existing rules. That allows us to assess the difficulty of porting rules
between English and German and to evaluate whether such a process could be automated
in the future. We select PropS as an example for rule-based predicate-argument analysis
because an open-source implementation of the system is available and we were able to di-
rectly work with the authors of PropS for that case-study. At the time the study was carried
41In contrast, for SRL, all existing systems that we are aware of, including the work of Björkelund et al.
(2009), are supervised models trained on annotated data. Thus, making such systems available in different
languages means creating annotated corpora for those languages rather than designing new, language-
specific rules. As part of the 2009 CoNLL shared task (Hajič et al., 2009), SRL data for German based on the
SALSA corpus (Burchardt et al., 2006) has been made available, such that SRL systems exist for German.
However, in this section, we focus on rule-based OIE systems since they showed better performance in the
extraction experiments and are also very similar to extraction methods proposed for concept maps, allowing
us to gain insight into the effort associated with porting such methods to other languages.
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out, there was also no existing predicate-argument analysis tool for German,42 making not
just the study but also its resulting artifact — a new tool for German — interesting.
For the sake of completeness, we want to note that there is also a fourth approach to the
problem of making rule-based systems available in new languages: If the same syntactic
representation on which the rules operate can be used across multiple languages, different
rules per language are not needed at all. For instance, ArgOE (Gamallo and Garcia, 2015), a
rule-based OIE system, relies on a dependency parser that uses a common tagset for five Eu-
ropean languages. After the case-study reported in the remainder of this section had been
carried out, White et al. (2016) published PredPatt, an OIE system that extracts predicate-
argument structures from universal dependencies. Universal dependencies (Nivre et al.,
2016) are a recently developed, language-independent syntactic representation with anno-
tated treebanks for over 70 languages, allowing PredPatt to apply their ruleset to all of them.
A later evaluation (Zhang et al., 2017) showed very promising results for English, while the
performance on other languages has yet to be tested.
5.3.1 PropS
PropS (Stanovsky et al., 2016b), which we already briefly introduced in Section 5.2.1.2, is a
rule-based converter that turns dependency graphs for English into typed graphs of pred-
icates and arguments. Compared to the original dependency representation, these graphs
differ in several aspects: First, they mask non-core syntactic details, such as tense or de-
terminers, by removing corresponding tokens and instead encoding this information as
features of the remaining nodes. Second, they unify semantically equivalent constructions,
such as active and passive alternations of a sentence. And finally, they explicate implicit
propositions, such as those indicated by possessives (Peter's car) or appositions (Trump,
the US president), by introducing additional predicate nodes. As input, PropS expects the
syntactic structure of a sentence in the collapsed and propagated version of Stanford de-
pendencies (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008). The example in Figure 5.2 shows a German
sentence with its dependency representation and the derived PropS graph.
At this point, it is important to note that PropS can be seen in two different ways. First,
it is a graph-based sentence representation that makes predicate-argument structures easier
to access compared to dependency graphs. This can be useful for a range of applications
that have to identify predicates and arguments in sentences. And second, PropS can also be
seen as anOIE system becauseOIE-like extractions can be easilymade from the graph-based
representation. The open-source implementation43 provides both graphs and OIE tuples as
42Later, an OIE system for German, GerIE (Bassa et al., 2018), has been published. It also uses hand-written
rules based on dependencies, but in contrast to our case-study here, they are not direct translations of rules
of an existing system for English.
43https://github.com/gabrielStanovsky/props
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output. Therefore, we mention PropS in our review of OIE systems (see Section 2.3.3) while
also including it as a more general predicate-argument analysis tool in Section 5.2.
OIE tuples can be extracted from the PropS graph in a straightforward way. Every non-
nested predicate node 𝑝 in the graph, together with its 𝑛 argument-subgraphs 𝑎1, ..., 𝑎𝑛,
yields a tuple (𝑎1 − 𝑝 − 𝑎2 − ... − 𝑎𝑛). Due to additional nodes for implicit predicates,
for instance those indicated by possessive constructions, PropS can also make extractions
that go beyond the scope of other OIE systems, such as (Michael - has - bicycle) from
Michael's bicycle is red. In line with more recent OIE systems, PropS extracts tuples that
are not necessarily binary, but can be unary or of higher arity.
5.3.2 Porting Rules to German
In our analysis, we assess for each rule of the converter that transforms a dependency graph
to the PropS graph whether and how it can be used on German text. A rule transforms a
part of the graph if it fulfills conditions referring to dependency types, part-of-speech (POS)
tags and lemmas. The following are two simple rules used in the English version of PropS:
if graph has edge det(X, Y) then delete Y
if graph has edge nn(X, Y) then merge X and Y
In line with the English system, which works on collapsed and propagated Stanford de-
pendencies (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008), we assume a similar input representation for
German that can be obtained with a set of collapsing and propagation rules provided by
Ruppert et al. (2015) for TIGER dependencies (Seeker and Kuhn, 2012).
Overall, we find that most rules can be used for German, in particular because some
syntactic differences, such as freer word order (Kübler, 2008), are already masked by the
dependency representation (Seeker and Kuhn, 2012). We identified three groups of rules
that can be transferred to German with different amounts of effort and also identified the
need for some additional rules. In the next sections, we discuss these groups.
Directly Applicable Rules About 38% of the rule set can be directly ported to German,
solely replacing dependency types, POS tags and lemmas with their German equivalents.
As an example, the PropS rule removing negation tokens looks for neg dependencies in the
graph, for which a corresponding type ng exists in the German tag set. We found similar
correspondences to remove punctuation and merge proper nouns and number compounds.
In addition, we can also handle appositions and existentials with direct mappings.
Rules Requiring Small Changes For 35% of the English rules, small changes are necessary,
mainly because no direct mapping to the German tag set is possible or the annotation style
differs. For instance, while English has a specific type det to link determiners to their
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governor, a more generic type nk (noun kernel modifier) is used in German that also occurs
in other cases. Instead, determiners can be easily detected by part-of-speech, tagged as
ART , as the following example illustrates:
Ich bin in die Schule gegangen .
PPER VAFIN APPR ART NN VVPP $.
I am to the school gone .
root
sb
oc
mo
nk
nk
$
Another type of difference exists with regard to the representation of auxiliary verb con-
structions. In Stanford dependencies, main verbs govern all auxiliaries, whereas in TIGER
dependencies, an auxiliary governs the main verb. The above example shows this for gone
and am. Therefore, all rules identifying and removing auxiliaries and modals have to be
adapted to account for this difference.
With similar changes as discussed for determiners, we can also handle possessive and
copular constructions. The graph for Michael's bicycle is red, for example, features an
additional predicate have to explicate the implicit possessive relation. The copular verb is
is omitted and red becomes an adjectival predicate in the graph representing this sentence:
haben Michael Fahrrad rot
have Michael bicycle red
prop ofsubj
obj
poss
Moreover, conditional constructions can be processed with slight changes as well. Missing
a counterpart for the typemark , we instead look for subordinating conjunctions by part-of-
speech. In fact, we found conditionals to be represented more consistently across different
conjunctions, making their handling in German easier than in English.
Rules Requiring Substantial Changes More substantial changes are necessary for the
remaining 27% of the rules. To represent active and passive in a uniform way, PropS turns
the subject into an object and a potential by-clause into the subject in passive clauses. For
English, these cases are indicated by the presence of passive dependencies such as nsubjpass .
For German, however, no direct counterparts exist and instead passive constructions use
the same types as active ones. The following example illustrates this for a short sentence:
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The house was built
root
det
nsubjpass
auxpass
Das Haus wurde gebaut
root
nk sb oc
As an alternative strategy, we instead look for past participle verbs (by part-of-speech) that
are governed by a form of the auxiliary werden (Schäfer, 2015). Instances of the German
static passive (Zustandspassiv) are, in contrast, handled like copulas.
Another deviation from the English system is necessary for relative clauses. PropS
heavily relies on the Stanford dependency converter, which propagates dependencies of the
relative pronoun to its referent. The German collapser does not have this feature, and we
therefore implement it as an additional transformation. As an example, consider Figure 5.2,
where the sb dependency from liegen to die is propagated to the referent Orte in the PropS
graph (and is labeled as subj in PropS instead of sb , which is used in TIGER).
To abstract away from different tenses, PropS represents predicates with their lemma,
indicating the original tense as a feature, as detected with a set of rules operating on POS
tags. For German, no tense information is contained in POS tags, but instead, a morpho-
logical analysis can provide it. Determining the overall tense of a sentence based on that
requires a new set of rules, as the grammatical construction of tenses differs between Ger-
man and English. PropS also tries to heuristically identify raising constructions, in which
syntactic and semantic roles of arguments differ. In German, this phenomenon occurs in
similar situations, such as in Michael scheint zu lächeln (Michael seems to smile), in which
Michael is not the semantic subject of scheinen, though syntactically it is. To determine
these cases heuristically, an empirically derived list of common raising verbs, such as done
by Chrupala and van Genabith (2007) for English, needs to be created for German.
Additional Rules An additional step that is necessary during the lemmatization of verbs
for German is to recover separated particles. For example, a verb like ankommen (arrive)
can be split in a sentence such as Er kam an (He arrived), moving the particle to the end of
the sentence, with a potentially large number of other tokens in between. We can reliably
reattach these particles based on the dependency parse. Another addition to the rules that
we consider important is to detect subjunctive forms of verbs and indicate the mood with
a specific feature for the predicate. A morphological analysis provides the necessary in-
put. Compared to English, the usage of the subjunctive is much more common, usually to
indicate either unreality or indirect speech (Thieroff, 2004).
Table 5.4 summarizes our analysis of PropS’ portability to German. With 38% of the
rules being directly transferable and 35% requiring only small changes, the necessary ef-
fort to create a German version of PropS seems to be substantially smaller than creating a
complete rule set for German from scratch.
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Category Size Description
Directly applicable 38% Only replacement of POS tags and dependency types
with German equivalent, one-to-one mapping exists.
Small changes 35% No one-to-one mapping exists, but alternative con-
ditions, e.g. using POS instead of dependencies, or
vice-versa, can be easily found.
Substantial changes 27% Rules cannot be used, complex alternative rules or
resources have to be created instead.
Table 5.4: Analysis of the portability of PropS rules from English to German.
Following that analysis, we implemented a German version of PropS, named PropsDE. It
uses Mate Tools for POS tagging, lemmatizing and parsing (Bohnet et al., 2013). Dependen-
cies are collapsed and propagated with JoBimText (Ruppert et al., 2015). The rule set covers
89% of the English rules, lacking only the handling of raising-to-subject verbs and more
advanced strategies for coordination constructions and tense detection. Similar to PropS,
the implementation provides both PropS graphs and OIE extractions as its output. For the
latter, similar to other OIE systems, PropsDE assigns confidence scores to extracted tuples.
It uses a logistic regression model that has been trained on 410 extractions annotated for
correctness. Model features are the length of the input sentence, length of the extraction,
its number of arguments, whether it contains punctuation and which dependency types
and PropS edge labels are present in the corresponding part of the graph.
Based on correspondence with the authors of the English system and their estimation
of the effort they put into building it, we can conclude that we implemented the German
version with roughly 10% of the effort they reported, including both the conceptual analysis
and the technical implementation. This shows that our approach ofmanually porting a rule-
based system to a new language is a valid approach to overcome the lack of tools in a specific
language with reasonable effort in a short amount of time. However, the analysis also
pointed out that there are a range of challenges, specifically the rules requiring substantial
changes, that make a fully automatic porting difficult. For target languages that are more
different from English than German, these cases are presumably even more prevalent.
5.3.3 Experiments
In addition to the more qualitative analysis of PropS portability in the previous section, we
close this chapter with a final experiment aiming to evaluate the performance of the new
PropsDE system quantitatively. While the direct evaluation of PropS graphs is difficult, as
there is no dataset with gold graphs, neither for English nor German, we instead make use
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of the fact that PropS (and PropsDE) can be used as OIE systems and follow the standard
evaluation protocol for such systems.
Experimental Setup We manually label extractions made by PropsDE to assess its per-
formance. For this purpose, we created a new dataset consisting of 300 German sentences,
randomly sampled from three sources of different genres: news articles from the TIGER
treebank (Brants et al., 2004), German web pages from CommonCrawl (Habernal et al.,
2016b) and featured Wikipedia articles. For the treebank part, we use the text with both
gold and parsed dependencies to analyze the impact that parsing errors have on PropsDE.
Every tuple extracted from the set of 300 sentences was labeled independently by two
annotators as correct or incorrect. In line with previous work, they were instructed to label
an extraction as incorrect if it has a wrong predicate or argument, including overspeci-
fied and incomplete arguments, or if it is well-formed but not entailed by the sentence.
Unresolved co-references were not marked as incorrect. We observed an inter-annotator
agreement of 85% (𝜅 = 0.63). For the evaluation, we merged the labels, considering an ex-
traction as correct only if both annotators labeled it as such. Results are measured in terms
of precision, the fraction of correct extractions, and yield, the total number of extractions.44
The latter is commonly used as an indicator of recall, which cannot be determined directly
in this kind of evaluation. We also plot precision-yield curves obtained by gradually de-
creasing a threshold for the extraction confidence. The confidence prediction model was
trained on a separate development set.
Results From the whole corpus of 300 sentences, PropsDE extracted 487 tuples, yielding
on average 1.6 per sentence with 2.9 arguments. 60% of them were labeled as correct. Table
5.5 shows that most extractions are made from Wikipedia articles, whereas the highest
precision can be observed for newswire text. According to our expectations, web pages
are most challenging, presumably due to noisier language. These differences between the
genres can also be seen in the precision-yield curve (Figure 5.3).
For English, state-of-the-art systems show a similar performance. In a direct compari-
son of several systems carried out by Del Corro and Gemulla (2013), they observed precision
scores of 58% (Fader et al., 2011, ReVerb), 57% (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013, ClausIE), 43%
(Wu and Weld, 2010, WOE) and 43% (Mausam et al., 2012, OLLIE) on datasets of similar
genres. The reported yield per sentence is higher for ClausIE (4.2), OLLIE (2.6) and WOE
(2.1), but smaller for Reverb (1.4). However, we note that in the evaluation, all systems were
configured to output two-argument-tuples. For example, from a sentence such as
44Note that the yield metric here, commonly used for OIE systems, measures the number of extractions per
sentence, while the concept and relation yieldmetrics used in Section 5.2.2measure extractions per reference
concept or relation.
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Genre Sentences Length Yield Precision
News* 100 19.3 1.42 78.87
News 100 19.3 1.44 70.83
Wiki 100 21.4 1.78 61.80
Web 100 19.2 1.65 49.09
Total 300 20.0 1.62 60.16
Table 5.5: Tuple extraction performance of PropsDE by text genre. News* indicates extraction
from gold parses, not included in Total. Precision in percentages, length in tokens per sentence.
The principal opposition parties boycotted the polls after accusations of
vote-rigging.
OLLIE can either make two binary extractions
(1) (the principal opposition parties - boycotted - the polls)
(2) (the principal opposition parties - boycotted the polls after - accusations of vote-
rigging)
or just a single extraction with three arguments. PropS always extracts the combined tuple
(1) (the principal opposition parties - boycotted - the polls - after accusations of
vote-rigging)
which is in line with the default configuration of more recent OIE systems.
For the sake of comparability, we conjecture that the yield of our systemwould increase
if we broke down higher-arity tuples in a similar fashion: Assuming that every extraction
with 𝑛 arguments, 𝑛 > 2, can be split into 𝑛 − 1 separate extractions, our system’s yield
would increase from 1.6 to 3.0. That is in line with the numbers reported above for the
binary configuration for English. Overall, this indicates a reasonable performance of our
straightforward porting of PropS to German.
Extractions were most frequently labeled as incorrect due to false relation labels (32%),
overspecified arguments (21%) and wrong word order in arguments (19%). Analyzing our
system’s performance on the treebank, we can see that the usage of gold dependencies
increases the precision by 8 percentage points, making parsing errors responsible for about
28% of the incorrect extractions. Since the Mate Tools parser is trained on the full TIGER
treebank, including the news part of our experimental data, its error contribution on unseen
data might be even higher.
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Figure 5.3: Extraction precision of PropsDE at increasing yield by genre.
Aswementioned earlier, a second OIE system for German, GerIE (Bassa et al., 2018), has
been published recently. Using their own dataset consisting of sentences from news articles
and encyclopedic articles, they performed an evaluation of both GerIE and PropsDE. They
report precision scores of 91% for GerIE and 85% for PropsDE on news data as well as 88%
and 68% on the encyclopedic articles, indicating that after our initial work presented here,
OIE systems for German are now being actively developed and further improved.
5.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we focused on the concept and relation mention extraction subtasks of CM-
MDS. As the first contribution, we addressed the lack of a clearly established state-of-the-art
among previously proposed extraction methods by carrying out a first direct comparison
of such methods. For that purpose, we selected three representative approaches, reimple-
mented them and compared their performance on our new benchmark corpora. The most
interesting finding of these experiments is that previously proposed methods for relation
mention extraction perform poorly on the datasets, with some showing a recall below 10%
while the best approach finds about a third of all relations. For concept mentions, the results
are better, but still, between a fourth and half of the reference concepts are missed.
As our second contribution, we proposed to extract concept and relation mentions from
predicate-argument structures instead of syntactic representations. We tested this idea us-
ing three different representations, namely SRL, PropS and OIE, and compared their per-
formance to the aforementioned methods. We found that this novel approach substantially
improves the relation extraction performance, identifying more and higher-quality relation
mentions, while performing comparable to previous work for concept mention extraction.
Given that the use of such readily available predicate-argument analysis tools greatly re-
duces the effort of designing concept and relation extraction methods by alleviating the
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need of hand-designing extraction rules, we argue that this direction is a very attractive
alternative to existing extraction methods.
Despite the fact that our newly proposed method improves upon previous work, the ex-
periments also showed that there are still many concept and relation mentions that are not
identified by current methods. To further improve methods for this subtask, we point out
two directions for future work: First, our experiments showed that many desirable men-
tions are in fact contained in longer mentions extracted by current methods. Towards that
end, models that can reliably reduce mentions to more concise ones without introducing
unasserted propositions could be helpful. And second, more generally, one could replace
using hand-written extraction rules on dependencies or predicate-argument structures with
supervised models that treat the mention extraction task as a sequence tagging problem, as
it is, for instance, commonly done for named-entity recognition. While such a data-driven
approach could close the recall gap, we are not aware of any existing datasets providing the
necessary token-level annotations of concept and relation mentions for concept maps.
As the third contribution, we carried out an extensive analysis of the rule set of PropS,
one of the predicate-argument analysis tools, to assess how difficult it is to port it to an-
other language, in particular, to German. As most previous work for concept and relation
extraction as well as OIE focused on English, it is important to know how challenging and
laborious it is to also obtain such systems for other languages. The analysis revealed that
a large fraction of the PropS rules can be easily ported to German, requiring only small
adaptations. With roughly 10% of the effort that went into the English system, we could
build a variant for German covering 89% of the rules. However, we also observed that some
rules are more challenging, making fully automatic approaches to transfer rules difficult in
practice. As a result of that analysis, we presented PropsDE, a predicate-argument analysis
tool for German that is the first system available to make OIE-style extractions from Ger-
man text. In an evaluation of its extraction capabilities, we showed that its performance is
comparable to existing OIE systems for English.
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Pipeline-based Approaches
After the previous chapter looked in detail at concept and relation mention extraction, we
focus on the remaining subtasks of CM-MDS — mention grouping, importance estimation
and concept map construction — in this chapter. We first study each subtask in isolation
and propose new techniques to address its challenges. In the final part of the chapter,
we then combine techniques for all subtasks into a pipeline and evaluate its overall task
performance, the quality of the generated concept maps and the scalability of the pipeline.
6.1 Motivation and Challenges
Most of the existing work on concept mapmining, reviewed in Section 2.3.1, focuses mainly
on the concept and relation mention extraction subtasks. Consequently, for the remaining
subtasks of CM-MDS, only a small number of fairly simple techniques have been suggested
and evaluated in the past.
For mention grouping, as we discussed in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.4, the main chal-
lenge is the variety of expressions that can be used to refer to the same concept. For in-
stance, in the example in Figure 3.1, the mentions ADHD symptoms and the symptoms of ADHD
as well as hypnosis and hypnotherapy refer to the same concepts. Morphological variants,
synonyms and paraphrases have to be recognized to identify all mentions of a concept. If
mentions are not grouped correctly, this can have several negative effects on the quality
of a summary concept map: First, failing to identify all mentions leads to incorrect counts
of how often a concept is mentioned, reducing the quality of the frequency signal to esti-
mate importance. Further, if several ungrouped mentions of the same concept are selected
for the summary concept map, these redundant concepts make it harder for a user to look
for relations of that concept, as they are spread among the duplicates. And in addition, the
duplicates waste valuable space that could otherwise be used to include additional concepts.
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We reviewed how existing work approaches these challenges in Section 2.3.1.3. Meth-
ods that have been explored include stemming (Villalon, 2012), matching substrings (Vale-
rio and Leake, 2006) and looking up synonyms in WordNet (Oliveira et al., 2001, Villalon,
2012). Other methods group mentions based on frequency-based term-vector representa-
tions (Rajaraman and Tan, 2002) or compute similarities based on the WordNet structure
(Aguiar et al., 2016). While there is no fundamental problem with this direction, the main
limitation is that all applied methods are rather old and far behind the current state-of-the-
art in NLP for measuring semantic similarity. For instance, dense word vectors (Mikolov
et al., 2013b, Pennington et al., 2014) have been shown to be superior to one-hot or fre-
quency based representations as used by Rajaraman and Tan (2002). In order to improve
methods for this subtask, we thus study the performance of more recent approaches to
measure semantic similarity and design concept grouping methods based on them.
The selection of a summary-worthy subset of all extracted concepts and relations was
largely ignored in previous work, as many studies did not have a focus on summarization.
Consequently, the importance estimation subtask did not receive much attention. However,
when dealing with larger document clusters, as in our Educ benchmark corpus, this step
becomes inevitable. In previous work on concept map mining, the use of term frequencies
(Valerio and Leake, 2006), concept-based TF-IDF (Zubrinic et al., 2015), LSA (Villalon, 2012)
and concept map–specific scoring models (Aguiar et al., 2016) has been explored. As we
showed in the review in Section 2.3.2, many more techniques for importance estimation
have been proposed in existing work on MDS. To improve methods for CM-MDS, we thus
transfer such techniques to our problem. In particular, we study the effectiveness of a
large set of features and, for the first time for concept maps, learn supervised models from
annotated data to estimate the importance of concepts.
The final subtask, concept map construction, is least frequently addressed in previous
work. In fact, no previous work on concept map mining has explicitly formulated a size
restriction and connectedness constraint as we do for CM-MDS and, consequently, that
work has also not formalized the subgraph selection problem as in Equations 3.1 and 3.2.
The only work in that direction is the graph reduction heuristic of Zubrinic et al. (2015),
which selects a connected graph of the target size, but not necessarily the best one according
to our objective function (or any other explicitly formulated objective). Towards this end,
we present an ILP to solve the selection problem optimally.
We finally combine our newly proposed methods for mention grouping, importance
estimation and concept map construction with extraction approaches from the previous
chapter in a pipeline that can handle the full scope of CM-MDS. On Educ and Wiki, we
compare its performance against the baseline described in Chapter 4 and analyze the cre-
ated summary concept maps. Since Educ is a corpus with sets of around 40 documents to
summarize, which, while being a realistic real-world application scenario, is 10 to 15 times
larger than traditional MDS corpora (see Table 4.4), scalability is another important chal-
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lenge. In contrast to previous work, we therefore pay particular attention to the runtime
complexity of proposed methods and evaluate their feasibility on the large corpus.
6.2 Concept Mention Grouping
Given the set of concept mentions𝑀 extracted from the text, the goal of concept grouping
is to partition𝑀 into subsets that refer to the same concept. We model this task with a two-
step approach that first, for any pair of mentions𝑚1,𝑚2, predicts if they refer to the same
concept, and second, given these pairwise predictions, derives the desired partitioning. By
using a binary classifier, we can easily combine different features indicating coreference
in a single model, allowing us to use the signals used in existing work on concept maps
discussed in the previous section as well as more recent measures of semantic similarity.
This two-step approach is a common model for coreference resolution (Zheng et al.,
2011). However, we would like to point out that concept grouping is different from the
general coreference resolution task. First, we have to perform the resolution across a set
of documents, while coreference resolution typically works within one document. A typ-
ical feature such as the recency of a mention (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009) is not available
when working with mentions from different documents. Second, we are mainly interested
in coreferences between noun phrases45, whereas general coreference resolution methods
also spent considerable efforts on resolving pronominal anaphora. Typical features for this
subclass, such as person, number and gender agreement, are not useful in our scenario.
And third and most importantly, the partitioning step is, due to the number of mentions
faced when working with a set of documents, crucial for our task. For coreference reso-
lution, it is less relevant, e.g. the recent state-of-the-art model by Lee et al. (2017) on the
English OntoNotes coreference benchmark (Pradhan et al., 2012) simply uses the partition-
ing induced by the transitive closure over its predictions. Despite these differences, we also
evaluate the performance of existing coreference resolution methods to concept grouping
and compare it to our method in the end-to-end experiments in Section 6.5.
6.2.1 Pairwise Mention Classification
As potential features for the coreference of concept mentions, we use a set of lexical and se-
mantic similarity measures that compare the tokens in both mentions. Given a pair of men-
tions (𝑚1,𝑚2), each of thesemeasures returns a real-valued number 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑚1,𝑚2) ∈ [0, 1],
45Note that the extraction methods studied in Chapter 5 target noun phrase-like structures for concept men-
tions. Pronouns are either ignored, or, as in some previous work (Oliveira et al., 2001, Qasim et al., 2013,
Aguiar et al., 2016) and our pipeline presented in Section 6.5, resolved before mention extraction. No han-
dling of pronouns is therefore necessary during the grouping.
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where 1 indicates a high similarity. We study their individual and combined effectiveness
in experiments in Section 6.2.3.
Lexical Similarities We include an exact matchmeasure that is 1 if𝑚1 and𝑚2 are exactly
the same and a lemma match measure that is 1 if 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are equal after reducing all
tokens in both mentions to their lemmas. Further, we use the same lemmatized tokens to
compute the overlap of the mentions as a Jaccard coefficient
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑚1,𝑚2) =
|𝑚1 ∩𝑚2|
|𝑚1 ∪𝑚2|
, (6.1)
treating bothmentions as sets of tokens, and we use Levenshtein’s edit distance to compute
a length-adjusted, character-based similarity defined as
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡(𝑚1,𝑚2) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 1 −
𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑚1,𝑚2)
𝑚𝑎𝑥(#𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑚1),#𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑚2))
) . (6.2)
All similarity measures ignore case. Note that both the lemma match and edit distance
similarity can detect kid and kids to be very similar, while they are unrelated mentions for
the exact match. The Jaccard similarity on the other hand can find similarities between
multi-token mentions if a certain number of tokens is shared.
Word-Net–based Similarities To also capture coreferences with no lexical overlap, such
as child and kid, we experiment with a range of similarity measures based on WordNet
(Miller et al., 1990). We use the methods deriving word-level similarity measures from the
WordNet structure proposed by Wu and Palmer (1994), Resnik (1995), Jiang and Conrath
(1997), Leacock and Chodorow (1998) and Lin (1998) in combination with a phrase-level
aggregation of these similarities proposed by Rus and Lintean (2012). Note that the last
method, (Lin, 1998), has also been applied to concept map mining by Aguiar et al. (2016).
Further, we use an alternative phrase-level aggregation developed by Corley and Mihalcea
(2005) and a more recent method proposed by Pilehvar et al. (2013), called ADW, that uses
alignments, word-sense disambiguation and random walks in WordNet.
Vector-based Representations A problem of WordNet is that, being a manually created
lexicon, it is of limited size and does not contain all words one encounters in text. As
an alternative, approaches that derive dense vector representations for words from large
corpora have been developed. Based on the fact that words with similar meanings tend
to occur in similar contexts, the distance between such vectors is strongly connected with
semantic similarity. For our experiments, we use word vectors trained with theWord2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013a) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) models. For a mention 𝑚, we
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compute a mention vector as the sum46 of its word vectors
𝑣(𝑚) = ∑
𝑡𝑖∈𝑚
𝑣(𝑡𝑖) (6.3)
and measure the similarity between two mentions by cosine similarity
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑚1,𝑚2) =
𝑣(𝑚1) ⋅ 𝑣(𝑚2)
||𝑣(𝑚1)|| ||𝑣(𝑚2)||
. (6.4)
In addition, we compute a third vector-based similarity using the older approach of LSA
(Deerwester et al., 1990) to obtain word-level similarities in combination with Rus and Lin-
tean (2012)’s sentence-level aggregation method.
We combine the aforementioned semantic similarity measures as features in a binary
classification model that determines whether a pair of mentions is coreferent. Since the
classifier has to be applied to all pairs of mentions, whose number is in 𝒪(|𝑀|2) and can
easily become very large (see Section 6.2.3 for concrete problem sizes), designing a practi-
cally useful classifier requires a trade-off between classification performance and runtime.
Therefore, we resort to a simple log-linear model
𝑃(𝑦 = 1 | 𝑚1,𝑚2, 𝑤) =
1
1 + 𝑒−𝑤𝑇𝜙(𝑚1,𝑚2)
. (6.5)
Here, 𝑤 denotes the learned weights for the features 𝜙(𝑚1,𝑚2) that indicate the similarity
of two mentions. In the experiments presented in Section 6.2.3, we examine the classifi-
cation performance and computation time of the set of similarities discussed before and
determine a subset of them that offers a reasonable trade-off of both metrics.
6.2.2 Mention Partitioning
The second step of our concept grouping approach is to derive a partitioning of all men-
tions from the pairwise classifications. Given mention pairs (𝑚1,𝑚2) ∈ 𝑀
2 and their
coreference probabilities denoted as 𝑐𝑟(𝑚1,𝑚2), we are interested in the relation
𝑃𝑜𝑠 = {(𝑚1,𝑚2) | (𝑚1,𝑚2) ∈ 𝑀
2 ∧ 𝑐𝑟(𝑚1,𝑚2) ≥ 0.5} (6.6)
of all pairs predicted to be coreferent. The main challenge to solve in this step is that 𝑃𝑜𝑠
does not necessarily induce a valid partitioning of 𝑀 because the pairwise classifications
can contradict each other, leading to no clear partitioning.
46Note that while taking the average instead of the sum is a more common way to represent sequences of
tokens with word vectors, whether to use the sum or the average does not matter in our case as it is canceled
out in the later computation of cosine similarity.
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𝑚1 𝑚2 𝑚3 𝑚4 𝑚5 𝑚6
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
1.0 0.2 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.1
0.2 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.4
0.1 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.7 0.9
1.0 0.2 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.1
0.2 0.8 0.6 0.2 1.0 0.4
0.1 0.4 0.9 0.1 0.4 1.0
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
𝑃𝑜𝑠 = {(𝑚1,𝑚4), (𝑚2,𝑚5),
(𝑚3,𝑚5), (𝑚3,𝑚6), ...}
(a) Relation notation
caffeine
caffeine
ADHD
medication
remedies
for ADHD
symptoms
of ADHD
ADHD
symptoms
1.0 0.7 0.7 0.9
(b) Graph notation
Figure 6.1: Partitioning example with six mentions and coreference predictions for all 15 mention
pairs. In (a), the matrix of all pairwise predictions is shown as well as the resulting relation of
positive classifications. In graph notation (b), positive classifications are represented by edges.
As an example, consider the mentions and their classifications given in Figure 6.1. Here,
the mention pair (ADHD medication, remedies for ADHD) has been classified as coreferent as
well as the pair (symptoms of ADHD, remedies for ADHD). However, the pair (ADHD medication,
symptoms of ADHD) was found not to be coreferent. If we group all three mentions together,
that would conflict with the third prediction, whereas all groupings of two mentions (with
the third being another group) would conflict with at least one of the two positive classifi-
cations. Resolving such conflicts is the main task of this second step of concept grouping.
More formally, in order to induce a valid partitioning of 𝑀, we need a relation that is
reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Known as an equivalence relation, the set of its equiv-
alence classes then yields the desired partitioning 𝐶. By design, 𝑃𝑜𝑠 is already guaranteed
to be reflexive and symmetric.47 The task thus boils down to deriving a transitive relation
from 𝑃𝑜𝑠. Figure 6.1 also shows an alternative representation of the problem in terms of
graph theory: Given an undirected graph in which nodes represent mentions and edges
connect coreferent mentions, a valid partitioning would be a graph in which all connected
components are cliques, i.e. complete subgraphs. Clearly, the graph in the example violates
this requirement, lacking three more edges in the right component.
Transitive Closure A simple approach to obtain a transitive relation from 𝑃𝑜𝑠 is to com-
pute its transitive closure 𝑃𝑜𝑠+, i.e. the smallest transitive relation containing 𝑃𝑜𝑠. For
our example, the transitive closure is (omitting reflexive and symmetric pairs for brevity)
𝑃𝑜𝑠+ = 𝑃𝑜𝑠 ∪ {(𝑚2,𝑚3), (𝑚2,𝑚6), (𝑚5,𝑚6), ...} (6.7)
47Note that our model ensures symmetry, i.e. 𝑐𝑟(𝑚1,𝑚2) = 𝑐𝑟(𝑚2,𝑚1), by using only pairwise, symmetric
features. Also note that due to the symmetry, the classifier has to be applied to only the |𝑀|(|𝑀|−1)2 unordered
pairs rather than all |𝑀|2 pairs, as the remaining predictions are given by symmetry and reflexivity.
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and the partitioning induced by that relation is
𝐶 = {{𝑚1,𝑚4}, {𝑚2,𝑚3,𝑚5,𝑚6}}. (6.8)
In the graph notation, the transitive closure amounts to adding the missing edges to con-
nected components or, since we are only interested in the resulting equivalence classes,
simply to identifying connected components. Computationally, the transitive closure can
be computed in 𝒪(|𝑀|2) time and with 𝒪(|𝑀|) additional space to store the resulting par-
titioning. Using a disjoint-set data structure (Galler and Fisher, 1964) with (practically)
constant-time merge operations (Tarjan and van Leeuwen, 1984) and one pass over the
positive pairs, the runtime can be improved in practice. However, that is only beneficial if
positive predictions 𝑃𝑜𝑠 are available in a data structure that allows to directly iterate over
them instead of iterating over all |𝑀|2 pairs of mentions. The worst-case complexity still
remains |𝑀|2, since even then, 𝑃𝑜𝑠 could theoretically be equal to𝑀2.
While being conceptually simple and comparably cheap to compute, the transitive clo-
sure has the problem of lumping together many mentions to large groups. In the example,
all four mentions, ADHD medication, remedies for ADHD, symptoms of ADHD and ADHD symptoms,
end up in the same equivalence class and thus become a single concept. This happens be-
cause the approach is biased towards positive classifications, as it only extends them to
be transitive but completely ignores negative classifications (and their probabilities). As a
more serious example, consider two concepts with 100 mentions each. If only one out of
the 10k pairwise mention comparisons across the two concepts would be classified as coref-
erent, the transitive closure would group all 200 mentions together to a single concept. The
more mentions are available, the more often such undesired behavior happens in practice,
as the experiments in Section 6.2.3 will show.
Optimization As an alternative, Barzilay and Lapata (2006) propose to formulate set par-
titioning based on pairwise scores — in their case for aggregating sentences — as an opti-
mization problem, in particular, as an ILP. Denis and Baldridge (2007) successfully applied
that approach to coreference resolution. For every mention pair (𝑚𝑖,𝑚𝑗) let 𝑥𝑖𝑗 be a bi-
nary decision variable that indicates whether the pair is part of the desired relation. Then,
finding the optimal variable assignments
argmax ∑
𝑚𝑖,𝑚𝑗∈𝑀2
𝑐𝑟(𝑚𝑖,𝑚𝑗) 𝑥𝑖𝑗 + (1 − 𝑐𝑟(𝑚𝑖,𝑚𝑗)) (1 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗) (6.9)
s.t. 𝑥𝑖𝑘 ≥ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 + 𝑥𝑗𝑘 − 1 ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ [1, .., |𝑀|] and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ≠ 𝑘
𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}
leads to a relation that maximally agrees with the pairwise predictions and is transitive due
to the constraints. Note that the objective function gives high rewards if a pair with high
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probability is included and if a pair with low probability is not, thus enforcing the solution
to agree with both positive and negative classifications as much as possible.
For the example in Figure 6.1, the equivalence relation
{(𝑚1,𝑚4), (𝑚2,𝑚5), (𝑚3,𝑚6), ...} (6.10)
has an objective function value of 29.2, while the equivalence relation that is the transitive
closure of 𝑃𝑜𝑠 has a value of 28.4. Optimizing according to Equation 6.9 would therefore
prefer the former, yielding the desired partitioning
𝐶 = {{𝑚1,𝑚4}, {𝑚2,𝑚5}, {𝑚3,𝑚6}} (6.11)
in which three unique concepts are formed by the mentions.
Computationally, the optimal solution to an ILP can be found using cutting plane or
branch and bound algorithms (Cormen et al., 2009) as implemented in off-the-shelf ILP
solvers.48 While the general problem of solving arbitrary ILPs is NP-hard (Cormen et al.,
2009), the subclass of ILPs with totally unimodular constraint matrices, to which Equa-
tion 6.9 belongs, can be solved in polynomial time (de Belder and Moens, 2012). In our
setting, a more serious problem than runtime complexity are the space requirements: The
ILP in Equation 6.9 needs 𝒪(|𝑀|2) decision variables and 𝒪(|𝑀|3) constraints to ensure
transitivity. For our data, where more than 10k mentions can be extracted from a document
set, that leads to 100 million variables and 1 trillion constraints, which makes it difficult to
fit the representation of the ILP into memory.
Delayed column generation (Desrosiers and Lübbecke, 2005) is a technique that can
overcomememory limitations by using only a subset of the variables in an ILP. It iteratively
adds an additional variable (column) based on the solution of a subproblem that determines
which additional variable will improve the main problem’s solution the most. De Belder
and Moens (2012) apply this technique to coreference resolution. For that purpose, they
use an alternative ILP formulation
argmax
2|𝑀|
∑
𝑖=1
𝑣𝑖 𝑥𝑖 (6.12)
s.t.
2|𝑀|
∑
𝑖=1
𝑏𝑗𝑖𝑥𝑖 = 1 ∀ 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ |𝑀|
𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}
48Popular implementations are CPLEX (https://www.ibm.com/analytics/cplex-optimizer), Gurobi (http://
www.gurobi.com) or GPLK (https://www.gnu.org/software/glpk).
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Algorithm 1 Beam Partitioning Search
Input: mentions𝑀, positive predictions 𝑃𝑜𝑠, beam size 𝑘, max. depth 𝑑, max. breadth 𝑏
Output: equivalence relation 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑀2
1: function BeamSearch(𝑀,𝑃𝑜𝑠, 𝑘, 𝑑, 𝑏)
2: 𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑣𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑃𝑜𝑠, Score(𝑃𝑜𝑠) ▷ initial solution
3: 𝐵← {(𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑣𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡)}
4: for 𝑖 in 1, ..., 𝑑 do ▷ search until max depth
5: 𝐵′ ← ∅
6: for (𝑆, 𝑣) ∈ 𝑏 do ▷ for each solution in beam
7: for (𝑚𝑖,𝑚𝑗) ∈ GetSmallestB(𝑆, 𝑏) do ▷ generate b neighbors
8: 𝑆′ ← 𝑆 \ {(𝑚𝑖,𝑚𝑗)}
9: 𝐵′ ←𝐵′ ∪ {(𝑆′, Score(𝑆′))}
10: 𝐵← KeepBestK(𝐵′, 𝑘) ▷ keep k best in beam
11: if Best(𝐵) > 𝑣𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 then ▷ remember the overall best solution
12: 𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑣𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← Best(𝐵)
13: return TransClosure(𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡)
14: function Score(𝑆)
15: return compute objective function of Eq. 6.9 for TransClosure(𝑆)
where decision variables 𝑥𝑖 represent the 2
|𝑀| possible subsets of𝑀. 𝑏𝑖𝑗 denotes whether
mention 𝑚𝑗 is part of subset 𝑖 and 𝑣𝑖 is the sum of all predicted pairwise probabilities for
mentions in subset 𝑖. Setting some decision variables to 1 amounts to combining different
subsets of 𝑀, while the constraints ensure that these subsets are disjoint and thus form
a partitioning of 𝑀. This ILP has 𝒪(2|𝑀|) variables and 𝒪(|𝑀|) constraints, but can be
efficiently solved as only a small subset of the variables are typically needed in practice.
The subproblem that determines these variables has 𝒪(|𝑀|2) variables and constraints and
needs to be solved in turn with the growing main problem for every iteration until a solu-
tion is found. We refer the reader to de Belder and Moens (2012) for more details on the
procedure and the formulation of the subproblem.
Local Search While the partitioning approach using the ILP has the advantage that it finds
an optimal solution, applying it to large sets of mentions is challenging in terms of compu-
tation time and memory requirements. As an alternative, we therefore propose two local
search algorithms that use the transitive closure partitioning as a starting point and try to
improve that solution. A problem of the transitive closure over all positive classifications
𝑃𝑜𝑠, as we discussed earlier, is that it tends to group too many mentions together. There-
fore, the basic idea of our search algorithms is to improve the partitioning by removing
some pairs from 𝑃𝑜𝑠 and then computing the transitive closure over the remaining pairs.
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Algorithm 2 Greedy Partitioning Search
Input: mentions𝑀, positive predictions 𝑃𝑜𝑠
Output: equivalence relation 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑀2
1: function GreedySearch(𝑀,𝑃𝑜𝑠)
2: 𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑣𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑃𝑜𝑠, Score(𝑃𝑜𝑠)
3: for (𝑚𝑖,𝑚𝑗) ∈ TransReduction(𝑃𝑜𝑠) do ▷ edges potentially removed
4: 𝑆′ ← 𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 \ {(𝑚𝑖,𝑚𝑗)}
5: 𝑣′ ← Score(𝑆′)
6: if 𝑣′ > 𝑣𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 then ▷ if improved, continue with that solution
7: 𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑣𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑆
′, 𝑣
8: return TransClosure(𝑆𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡)
9: function Score(𝑆)
10: return compute objective function of Eq. 6.9 for TransClosure(𝑆)
As an example, consider the transitive closure solution given in Equation 6.11, which
has an objective function value of 28.4, as the starting point for the search. Since 𝑃𝑜𝑠
in our example has four positive classifications, the following four neighbor solutions can
be created by removing one pair from 𝑃𝑜𝑠 and then deriving the partitioning from the
transitive closure of the remaining three pairs:
without (𝑚1,𝑚4) {{𝑚1}, {𝑚4}, {𝑚2,𝑚3,𝑚5,𝑚6}} 26.4
without (𝑚2,𝑚5) {{𝑚1,𝑚4}, {𝑚2}, {𝑚3,𝑚5,𝑚6}} 28.8
without (𝑚3,𝑚5) {{𝑚1,𝑚4}, {𝑚2,𝑚5}, {𝑚3,𝑚6}} 29.2
without (𝑚5,𝑚6) {{𝑚1,𝑚4}, {𝑚2,𝑚3,𝑚5}, {𝑚6}} 27.6
In this case, two improved partitionings are among the four neighbors, including the desired
optimal solution. In general, we can recursively continue this search. Here, for each of the
four solutions, three new neighbor solutions can be created by removing yet another pair.
The full search tree spanned by this approach has a depth of |𝑃𝑜𝑠| and a branching factor
starting at |𝑃𝑜𝑠| that decreases by 1 at each level.
Clearly, an exhaustive search of the full search space is not feasible for large sets of𝑀.
We therefore propose a beam search algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. Instead of traversing
the whole search tree, it follows only the 𝑘 highest-scoring solutions found at every level,
it searches at most until a maximum depth 𝑑, i.e. it removes at most 𝑑 pairs from 𝑃𝑜𝑠, and
for every solution, it only considers the neighbors obtained by removing one of the 𝑏 pairs
with the lowest predicated probability. The best solution encountered in this subset of the
search tree is returned. The runtime complexity is 𝒪(𝑑𝑘𝑏|𝑀|2), as 𝑑 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑏 solutions are
explored for which the transitive closure and scoring takes 𝒪(|𝑀|2) time. For the beam
and the final partitioning, 𝒪(𝑑𝑘 + |𝑀|) additional space is required.
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Partitioning Optimization Runtime Space
Transitive Closure no explicit 𝒪(|𝑀|2) 𝒪(|𝑀|)
Greedy Search approximate 𝒪(|𝑀|4) 𝒪(|𝑀|)
Beam Search approximate 𝒪(𝑑𝑘𝑏 |𝑀|2) 𝒪(𝑑𝑘 + |𝑀|)
ILP w/ or w/o Column Generation exact polynomial –
Table 6.1: Comparison of mention partitioning algorithms with regard to optimization behavior
and time and space complexity. For ILPs, runtime and space depend on the solver’s implementation.
Since the beam search can still be prohibitively expensive, we propose a second, greedy
search algorithm shown in Algorithm 2. It neither checks all possible neighbors to find
the best pair to remove nor does it keep a beam of 𝑘-best solutions. Instead, starting with
the initial solution, it iterates over all pairs in 𝑃𝑜𝑠 only once, continuing with the revised
solution if removing the pair is beneficial. Thus, it explores only a single path in the search
tree. Further, it computes a transitive reduction of 𝑃𝑜𝑠 in the beginning and only considers
neighbors from these pairs to avoid removing edges that do not change the transitive clo-
sure. But, since multiple transitive reductions of a relation exist, the arbitrary choice of one
of them also influences the explored search space. Algorithm 2 has a worst-case runtime
complexity of 𝒪(|𝑀|4) and needs 𝒪(|𝑀|) additional space for the solution.
Table 6.1 compares the different partitioning algorithms discussed in the preceding sec-
tion. From top to bottom, the quality of the solution with regard to the objective function
improves, while the runtime and space requirements increase. We note that the complexity
behavior is a worst-case analysis. In practice, the set 𝑃𝑜𝑠 tends to be much smaller than
𝑀2. We present an empirical analysis of this behavior in the next section.
6.2.3 Experiments
We conduct several experiments to evaluate the performance of the coreference classifi-
cation and partitioning methods discussed in the previous section in order to determine
which of them is most useful for CM-MDS.
Pairwise Mention Classification To train and test mention classification models, we de-
rived a dataset of mention pairs with binary coreference labels from the training set of the
Educ corpus. In particular, we use the arguments of the top-50 most important proposi-
tions identified per training topic49 as concept mentions and build all pairs. If two mentions
have been connected by our annotators during the creation of a summary concept map, the
49See Section 4.3.2 for details on the corpus creation process.
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Features Performance Computation
Pr Re F1 AUC sec/100k
Exact Match 98.6 22.8 37.1 29.3 0.11
Lemma Match 98.0 24.5 39.2 30.6 0.82
Jaccard Coefficient 88.3 27.8 42.2 49.2 0.88
Edit Distance 83.4 32.1 46.4 53.0 0.46
Word2Vec 81.8 34.7 48.8 57.5 8.23
Rus-LSA 81.2 36.8 50.6 51.6 2.16
WN Rus-Resnik 82.1 36.9 50.9 54.2 5.40
WN Corley-Mihalcea 85.9 36.5 51.2 53.2 21.79
ADW 84.2 42.0 56.0 59.0 2057.03
All 81.8 45.2 58.2 63.6 2096.87
All w/o ADW + Corley 79.3 44.7 57.1 62.6 18.05
Table 6.2: Classification performance and feature computation time for pairwise mention classi-
fications. The upper part reports results for models trained on just a single feature.
pair receives a positive label, all other pairs are negative examples. The resulting dataset
consists of 17,500 mention pairs of which 1,218 (7%) are coreferent and 16,283 (93%) are not.
We train the log-linear classifier using Weka’s (Hall et al., 2009) implementation of lo-
gistic regression50 and report metrics obtained with stratified 10-fold cross-validation on
the training data. As features, the similarity measures discussed in Section 6.2.1 are used.
We use Pilehvar et al. (2013)’s original implementation51 to compute ADW and the SEMI-
LAR library52 (Rus et al., 2013) to compute the other WordNet-based similarities, both re-
lying on WordNet 3.0. We also use SEMILAR to compute the LSA-based similarity with
a 300-dimensional model provided with the library. As word embeddings, we use 300-
dimensional Word2Vec embeddings trained on GoogleNews53 as well as 50, 100, 200 and
300-dimensional GloVe embeddings trained on Wikipedia and Gigaword 554.
Table 6.2 shows the classification performance observed in this experiment in terms of
precision, recall and F1-score on positive classifications and the area under the precision-
recall-curve. In the upper part, we report results for models that were trained on only a
single feature to understand the contribution of each similarity measure. Exact and lemma
50We use the default regularization constant of 10−8, as we have not seen an effect of using more or less
regularization, presumably due to the small number of features.
51Commit 3298b6b, available at https://github.com/pilehvar/ADW.
52Version 1.0, available at http://deeptutor2.memphis.edu/Semilar-Web.
53Available at https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/.
54Available at https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
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Dimension Topic 1001 Topic 1042
Mentions 1,135 16,822
Unique Mentions 858 10,317
Pairs 367,653 53,215,086
Positive Pairs 699 22,074
Table 6.3: Size of the partitioning problem on the smallest and biggest document sets of the
training part of Educ. Unique mentions are mentions after applying exact and lemma matching.
matches show, as one would expect, a high precision but low recall. All other measures add
additional recall by trading off some portion of precision, but generally improve the over-
all performance in terms of F1-score and AUC. Interestingly, WordNet-based similarities
work surprisingly well on our dataset and outperform the more recent approach of word
embeddings. The ADW measure outperforms all others by a substantial margin. Note that
we did not include results for GloVe embeddings, which are outperformed by Word2Vec,
and also not the alternative WordNet-based measures described in Section 6.2.1, which are
outperformed by Resnik (1995)’s approach.
The last column of Table 6.2 reports the necessary time to compute the similarity mea-
sures for 100,000 mention pairs. In general, better performing features tend to be more
expensive to compute. As the number of mention pairs that have to be classified grows
quadratically with the length on the input documents, long computation times can severely
limit the applicability of a classifier to our task. Therefore, the ADW similarity, despite
showing the best performance, is not very useful due to its orders of magnitude larger
computation time. Corley and Mihalcea (2005)’s similarity, while being much cheaper than
ADW, still adds a large amount of computation. A good trade-off between classification
performance and feature computation time seems to be a model combining all features ex-
cept the two expensive ones. As the lower part of Table 6.2 shows, excluding them leads to
a drop in F1-score and AUC of just one point.
Mention Partitioning To compare the different partitioning algorithms discussed before,
we apply them to the concept mention sets obtained for document sets of the training
part of Educ. We extract them using an OIE-based method described in Section 6.5. For
efficiency, we first group mentions by exact and lemma matching55 and denote with𝑀 this
revised mention set. All mention pairs for𝑀 are then classified with the log-linear model
discussed in the previous section using only five similarities — neither the two expensive
55Note that for exact and lemma matching, a mention can be directly mapped to its subset without compar-
isons to other mentions. Thus, using a hash map, this partitioning can be implemented in linear time. The
resulting reduced set of mentions then also decreases the number of pairs in the subsequent steps.
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Algorithm Topic 1001 Topic 1042
Time Value |𝐶| Time Value |𝐶|
Trans. Closure 0.2s 0.9261 495 33.7s 0.7383 4078
Greedy Search 3.4s 0.9659 664 2h 33m 0.9612 7741
Beam Search k=1, d=10, b=100 10s 0.9367 505 4h 30m 0.7394 4085
Beam Search k=1, d=500, b=100 3m 39s 0.9660 669 9d 10h 0.7458 4130
Beam Search k=5, d=500, b=100 17m 3s 0.9660 669 44d 13h 0.7458 4130
ILP w/ CG 1d 8h 0.9661 621 Out of Memory
ILP Out of Memory Out of Memory
Table 6.4: Runtime and optimization results for mention partitioning on the smallest and biggest
document sets of the training part of Educ. Objective function values are normalized by pairs.
ones nor the already applied ones — as features. The resulting pairs and their classification
probabilities are the input for the partitioning algorithms. We solve ILPs using CPLEX56
and use our own implementations of the other approaches. All experiments are carried out
on a compute server with 500 GB of memory and Intel Xeon ES-2620 2.1GHz processors of
which CPLEX uses 24 cores and the other algorithms only a single core.
Table 6.3 shows the size of the concept grouping problem for the smallest and biggest
topics in the training part of Educ. Note that while topic 1042 has only ten times as many
mentions as 1001, the resulting number of pairs is larger by a factor of 150, illustrating
the scalability problem of pairwise comparisons. However, as we showed before, our par-
titioning algorithms have theoretical runtimes that grow even worse than quadratically,
which is in line with the partitioning results in Table 6.4. On the smaller document set, we
could obtain an optimal solution with the column generation variant of the ILP, whereas the
plain ILP was not solvable with the available memory. On the bigger document set, neither
variant succeeded. The transitive closure partitioning, on the other hand, while being fast,
leads to the aforementioned lumping effect as illustrated by the small number of resulting
concepts and the low objective function values. Our two heuristic search algorithms make
a better trade-off between runtime and solution quality, finding partitionings close to the
optimal solution on the smaller topic substantially faster than the ILP. Comparing between
them, we observe that even the fastest instantiation of beam search, which searches to a
depth of only 10 and thus yields only marginally better solutions than transitive closure,
takes longer than the greedy search. Thus, overall, finding a mention partitioning with
greedy search appears to be the best approach on our data.
56Version 12.7, available at https://www.ibm.com/analytics/cplex-optimizer.
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Conclusion Based on the experimental results reported in this section, we conclude that a
pairwise coreference classifier using the five selected similarities as features in combination
with the greedy partitioning search offer the best combination of performance and runtime.
Thus, we will include that setup in our CM-MDS pipeline described in Section 6.5 and as-
sess them in an end-to-end task-level evaluation. With regard to mention partitioning, the
experiments also showed that even the greedy search still requires more than 2.5 hours to
process the biggest topic in our dataset, limiting the applicability to concept grouping in
practice. In Section 6.5.5, we therefore revisit these scalability issues.
6.3 Importance Estimation
The goal of importance estimation is to distinguish between more and less important con-
cepts and relations to be able to later select the best subset of them for the summary concept
map. In this section, we focus on estimating importance for concepts. Following our for-
malization of the subtask given in Section 3.3.6, we want to have a function 𝜈 ∶ 𝐶 ⟶ ℝ
that assigns a score to every concept, with higher values indicating higher importance.
As we pointed out in the introduction of this chapter, previous work on concept map
mining approached importance estimation, if at all, in an unsupervised fashion relying on
a single feature indicating importance. However, many different strategies for supervised
importance estimation have been explored for traditional MDS (see Section 2.3.2). In this
section, we therefore explore how such methods can be transferred to CM-MDS and which
of them perform best. In particular, we compare different formalizations of the supervised
machine learning problem and evaluate a large set of features for importance. In the end-
to-end experiments in Section 6.5, we then compare the supervised model developed in this
section against the unsupervised methods suggested in previous work.
6.3.1 Modeling Approaches
Learning the scoring function 𝜈 can be approached with different types of machine learning
that learn by minimizing different loss functions and require, in addition to the inputs 𝐶,
different types of labels. For all approaches, we assume that a feature representation 𝜙(𝑐)
of each concept is available.
Regression Themost natural approach is to treat the problem as a regression problem. For
MDS, recent works pursuing that direction are for example Zopf et al. (2018b), Cao et al.
(2015) or Hong and Nenkova (2014). Pairs (𝑐, 𝜈(𝑐)∗) of concepts with their true importance
scores are needed in such approaches. One can then learn a linear model 𝑤𝑇𝜙(𝑐) + 𝑏 with
feature weights𝑤 and a bias term 𝑏 byminimizing the squared distance between predictions
and true scores, i.e. using linear regression, or by minimizing a hinge loss as in SVMs.
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Kernelized SVMs or neural networks also allow learning non-linear regression models. In
our setting, the predicted regressand can be used as the importance estimate.
Binary Classification Less natural, but also very common, is to approach importance
estimation as a binary classification problem. Recent examples for MDS are Cheng and
Lapata (2016) and Yang et al. (2017). A binary label for every object, typically denoting
“important” and “not important”, is necessary. From standardMDS datasets, such labels can
be derived by comparing source documents against the reference summaries and assigning
a positive label to every element also occurring in the summary. Any binary classification
model, such as a log-linearmodel, an SVMor a neural network, can be used. Since classifiers
predict classes instead of scores, their probabilities can serve as importance estimates.57
Ranking A third approach to the supervised importance estimation problem is to learn
to rank concepts in the correct order. Such methods, often referred to as learning to rank ,
are very popular in information retrieval (Liu, 2009), but have not received much atten-
tion in the summarization community so far. The main motivation behind this approach is
that for many problems, including summarization, we are only interested in a ranking, i.e.
whether one object is more important than another, but not in specific importance scores.
In contrast to regression methods, ranking methods therefore minimize a loss expressing
the errors in the ranking that the model derives for a set of objects. For instance, Ranking
SVMs (Joachims, 2002) learn a linear model𝑤𝑇𝜙(𝑐)+𝑏 by minimizing the number of incor-
rectly ordered pairs obtained when ordering elements according to the model. Shen and Li
(2011) apply Ranking SVMs to MDS and observe improvements over SVM-based regression
models. Such predictions can also be used as importance estimates for concepts.
Structured Prediction Importance estimation can also be modeled as structured predic-
tion. The idea here is that we are ultimately not just interested in predicting the importance
of concepts but in predicting a summary concept map, i.e. a structured output. Prediction
problems with structured outputs are common in NLP and many models to approach them
have been developed (Daumé III, 2006, Chang et al., 2017). In the area of MDS, Liu et al.
(2015) and Li et al. (2016a) applied them to graph-based abstractive summarization (see Sec-
tion 2.3.2). As the supervision signal, references for the structured outputs are needed and,
given the reference and a prediction, a structure-level loss such as the structured percep-
tron, hinge or ramp loss (Liu et al., 2015) can be computed. While such models still learn
to score single concepts, learning that function considering the later use of the scores can
lead to models that perform better end-to-end.
57Note that for binary classifiers predicting probabilities, importance estimates will be in [0, 1], whereas non-
probabilistic binary classifiers, such as SVMs, predict unbounded real-valued scores as in regression.
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In the next section, we discuss possible feature representations 𝜙(𝑐) for concepts and
then use them to carry out a range of experiments to analyze the different possibilities to
model the importance estimation problem in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Features
For importance scoring, we explore a broad range of features that are commonly used for
summarization. We describe the groups of features and their motivation in the following:
6.3.2.1 Common Summarization Features
Frequency Frequencies, starting with the work of Luhn (1958), are the most popular fea-
tures to determine important elements. To estimate the importance of concepts, we evaluate
the following frequency features:
• absolute frequency of a concept, i.e. the number of its mentions |𝐶|
• relative frequency of a concept with regard to the total document set
• the fraction of documents containing a concept
In addition, we use inverse document frequencies as a measure of how distinctive terms are
as done by TF-IDF. However, instead of only relying on the documents given for a topic,
we use term counts computed on a much larger background corpus58 which were found to
correlate well with document frequencies (Klein and Nelson, 2009). Using them, we obtain
the following additional features:
• minimum, maximum and average of the log-scaled inverse document frequency of
the terms in a concept’s label
• CF-IDF, i.e. the relative concept frequency as defined abovemultiplied with the either
the min, max or average variant of inverse document frequency defined before
Position The second most popular feature for summarization, introduced by Edmund-
son (1969), is the position of an element in the source documents. We compute the rela-
tive position of a concept mention𝑚 in a document 𝑑 independent of document length as
𝑟𝑒𝑙_𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑚) = 1−𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑚)/|𝑑| such that a mention at the beginning is close to 1 and at the
end close to 0. Based on that, our position features are:
• minimum, maximum and average relative positions among all mentions
• relative position of the mention used as the label
• position spread, i.e. the difference between the first and the last position
58We use the Google Web 1T 5-gram corpus, available through LDC at https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
products/LDC2006T13, which provides n-gram counts computed on a corpus of one trillion web pages.
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Length The length of a concept can also be indicative of a concept’s importance and has
been used for instance by Li et al. (2016a). In addition, length can also be an indicator of
concept extraction quality in the case of overly long mentions or labels, which we would
not want to be part of the summary. Similar to the position features, we use the minimum,
maximum and average length among all mentions, the length of the selected label and the
spread between minimum and maximum, all computed on a token and character level.
Part-of-Speech Similar to length, the presence of different part-of-speech categories can
be indicative of importance and quality. In MDS, part-of-speech features are used regularly,
for instance by Li (2015) and Hong and Nenkova (2014). We use two binary features for each
part-of-speech category in the PennTreebank tagset that indicate whether a token of that
category occurs in the concept’s label and whether the token is the label’s head (i.e. the
root node in a dependency parse of the label).
Annotations Similar to previous work on summarization, such as Berg-Kirkpatrick et al.
(2011), Li et al. (2013), Hong and Nenkova (2014) and Li et al. (2016a), we include additional
features based on automatic linguistic annotations of the concept label:
• whether named entities of type person, organization or location are present in the
concept’s label or in its head token
• the depth of the concept label’s head token in the dependency parse of the sentence
it was extracted from in the source documents
• whether all or some of the characters in the concept label are uppercase
• the absolute and relative number of stopwords in the concept label
Topic Relatedness As some concepts can be prominent in a document cluster but un-
related to its topic, we introduce additional features capturing the relatedness between a
concept and the topic. Note that all corpora created for CM-MDS in Chapter 4 have short
descriptions of the topic of each document set, such as “alternative ADHD treatments” or
“student loans without credit history”.59 We compute three features that measure the se-
mantic similarity between a concept’s label and the topic description, using the Word2Vec,
WordNet Rus-Resnik and Jaccard measures introduced in Section 6.2.1.
6.3.2.2 Extended Features
In addition to the set of features described before, which have been commonly used inmany
summarization systems, we also explore a few less common features as well as features
specifically designed for our concept map task.
59Despite having a topic description, our corpora do not constitute a classic query-focused MDS scenario,
since there are no documents in the document sets that are not related to the topic.
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Graph TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) and LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), which
are popularMDS approaches, build a graph representing the relations of sentences or words
to derive an importance metric from that structure. In our case, we already have a graph
available, formed by the grouped concepts 𝐶 and relations 𝑅 between them. Therefore, we
can easily use its structure to derive additional features for concepts such as how centrally
a concept is positioned in the graph. Interestingly, the abstractive MDS systems that build
graphs as intermediate representations (Liu et al., 2015, Li, 2015, Li et al., 2016a) use only
little or none of such features.
Given the graph 𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅), we compute the following features for a concept 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶:
• in and out degree of the node 𝑐
• fraction of nodes to which 𝑐 is connected
• PageRank (Page et al., 1999), the centrality measure used in TextRank and LexRank
• betweenness, closeness, eigenvector and katz centrality (Koschützki et al., 2005), al-
ternative standard graph metrics to characterize the centrality of a node in a graph
As we mentioned in Section 2.3.1.5, Reichherzer and Leake (2006) evaluated models specif-
ically designed for the structural analysis of concept maps. The first, HARD, is a linear
combination of upper and lower node scores proposed by Cañas and Leake (2001), charac-
terizing a concept’s distance to the main concept of a map, and hub and authority scores as
provided by Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) (Kleinberg, 1999), an alternative link
analysis algorithm to PageRank proposed at the same time. The second measure, connec-
tivity root-distance (CRD), combines a concept’s in and out degree with its distance to the
main concept. We include HARD and CRD as well as the underlying authority, hub, lower
and upper node scores in our feature set.
And finally, we follow the work of Tixier et al. (2016) who show that graph degeneracy
is a useful feature to identify keyphrases. We use the graph core number and core rank as
proposed by them, two metrics based on the membership of a node to a k-core of the graph,
the maximal subgraph in which all nodes have a degree of at least k.
Extraction Since the concept and relation mentions are extracted from the source doc-
uments in preceding steps, we also rely on features obtained from the extraction process.
In the pipeline described in Section 6.5, the extraction is done using OIE. We include the
confidence with which an extraction was made as well as the type of argument a concept
mention is part of — simple, spatial or temporal — as additional features. However, intu-
itively, they offer little signal for importance but are rather indicative of extraction quality.
Word Categories As suggested in recent work by Yang et al. (2017), dictionary-based fea-
tures that capture general properties of words such as concreteness, familiarity or imagery
can also be helpful for summarization. In particular, whereas all other features discussed
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so far are mainly based on the content of the source documents, these features bring in
additional external knowledge about how certain words are generally used and perceived
by people. As we argued in Section 3.3.6, such information can be crucial to fully capture
the human notion of importance. We use the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart,
1981), which scores words for concreteness, familiarity, imagability, meaningfulness and
age of acquisition, the LIWC dictionary, which groups words into 65 different categories,
and an additional, bigger list of concreteness values for words by Brysbaert et al. (2014).
6.3.3 Experiments
To assess which of the different machine learning approaches and features are most useful
to estimate the importance of concepts for CM-MDS, we compare their performance on
identifying the most important concepts among all extracted concepts.
Experimental Setup Similar to the partitioning experiment in Section 6.2.3, we use a
dataset obtained by running the previous steps of CM-MDS on Educ. Specifically, we use
the training set of Educ, run concept and relation mention extraction and group concepts
using exact matches followed by the greedy search partitioning based on coreference pre-
dictions. For the 15 training topics, that process yields on average 3,600 concepts per topic.
For classification experiments, we assign binary labels to the concepts based onwhether
they match one of the 25 concepts in the reference concept map for their topic, leading
to dataset of 54,033 instances of which 366 are positive. To obtain regression labels, we
use the crowdsourced importance scores (see Section 4.3.2) and assign a concept the maxi-
mal importance score its propositions received. Since not all propositions were part of the
crowdsourcing, we can only do that for a subset of the concepts, resulting in a dataset of
15,966 concepts with importance scores from 1 to 5. For ranking, we can reuse the binary
labels to train a model to rank all positive concepts before the negative ones for each of the
topics. Thus, we also have 54,033 instances available.
We estimate the performance of different models with leave-one-out cross-validation
over the 15 training topics. For each topic, we first run a grid search over different hyper-
parameters on the remaining 14 training topics, determining their performance with an
inner 10-fold cross-validation. We then retrain a model with the best hyper-parameters60
and use it to estimate the importance of the test topics’ concepts. Similar to concept selec-
tion in Section 5.2.2.5, we compute r-precision by comparing the 25 concepts found to be
most important against the reference concepts and average over all 15 test folds.
As models, we include linear and logistic regression fromWeka (Hall et al., 2009), SVMs
for classification (C-SVC) and regression (𝜖-SVR) using LibLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) for
60We select the hyper-parameters with highest F1-score (classification), lowest root mean squared error (re-
gression) or highest ranking accuracy (ranking) as estimated by the inner cross-validation.
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linear kernels and LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) for a version with radial basis function
kernels61. We further include Ranking SVMs as implemented in Dlib (King, 2009).62 We also
performed preliminary experiments with structured prediction, using a structured percep-
tron (Collins, 2002), but did not observe competitive results, presumably due to too little
training data, as we can only train on 15 (graph-level) instances in that setup instead of
54k and 16k (concept-level) instances in the other settings. For classification, we subsam-
ple negative instances, as the dataset is highly skewed, and, similar to previous work on
summarization (Li et al., 2016a), discretize the mostly Zipf-distributed continuous features
into bins. We use five equal-frequency bins per feature in the regression setup and rely on
Weka’s implementation of the minimum description length principle to find optimal bins
in the classification setup. All models use L2-regularization. During grid search, we tune
the regularization constant of each model, the SVM’s kernel parameter, the 𝜖 of its regres-
sion variant and the amount of subsampling.63 All source documents are preprocessed with
Stanford CoreNLP64 (Manning et al., 2014) to obtain the part-of-speech, named entity and
dependency annotations required for some of the features. Graph metrics were computed
with standard algorithms as implemented in networkx.65
Features Before looking at importance estimation results, we analyze the usefulness of
different features. In Table 6.5, we show features with the highest Pearson correlation, both
positive and negative, per group measured against the crowdsourced importance scores
that we use to train regression models. The strongest features correlating with impor-
tance are, in line with previous work on summarization, from the frequency group. But
the graph-based features, in particular core numbers, degrees and centrality measures, are
almost as good. The HARD model and its components show low correlations (< 0.1) on
our dataset. Note that position features are less useful than suggested by Table 6.5, as only
position spread, which correlates strongly with the number of mentions of a concept and
thus frequency, has a high correlation in that group. Another useful feature seems to be
concreteness values obtained from external lexicons.
With regard to identifying unimportant concepts, the highest negative correlation with
importance can be observed for the length of a concept’s label. This is in line with our
intuition, since concepts with very long labels tend to be very specific and detailed and are
therefore less useful for a summary. The number of stopwords and the presence of certain
parts-of-speech, e.g. determiners, also correlate with unimportance. We believe that this is
61Substantially higher cross-validation runtimes did not allow us to use RBF-SVMs in the regression setup.
62WEKA version 3.8.1, LibLINEAR version 2.20, LibSVM version 1.0.10 and Dlib version 18.17.100.
63Ranges used for grid search: subsampling to 2%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 50% or 100% (no sampling) of full size,
regularization constants of 1E-2, 1E-1, 1, 1E+1, 3E+1, 1E+2, 3E+2, 1E+3, 𝛾-values for radial basis function
kernels of 1E-3, 3E-3, 1E-2, 𝜖-values for 𝜖-SVR of 1E-4 to 1E-0.
64Version 3.6.0
65networkx version 1.11 (https://networkx.github.io/).
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Group # Most Positive Most Negative
Feature r Feature r
Frequency 9 document frequency 0.258 max.token IDF -0.054
Graph 17 core number 0.246 lower node score -0.088
Position 5 position spread 0.218 min. position -0.098
Lexicon 85 min. concreteness 0.135 has function word -0.071
Length 10 token spread 0.098 number of tokens -0.121
Part-of-Speech 78 head has NNS tag 0.064 label has DET token -0.085
Topic 3 jaccard similarity 0.059 word2vec similarity -0.021
Extraction 4 is temporal argument 0.019 is simple argument -0.016
Annotations 13 head is person NE 0.014 number of stopwords -0.097
Table 6.5: Pearson correlation between features and true importance scores. Shown are the two
features with highest positive and negative correlation per group, using the regression dataset.
due to the fact that there are some concepts with noisier labels in the dataset among the less
important ones. Using these features, we can lower the chance that they will be included
in the summary concept map.
Modeling Approaches Table 6.6 shows the concept selection performance using differ-
ent classification, regression and ranking models. The list-wise evaluation compares, as
described before, the 25 concepts with the highest estimated importance against the con-
cepts of the reference summary concept map. Unfortunately, as the differences between
the modeling approaches are marginal and not significant, we cannot draw any conclu-
sions regarding the superiority of any approach from these results. We also performed a
second, graph-wise evaluation in which the importance estimates for all concepts are used
to select the best summary subgraph with 25 concepts, using the methods proposed in Sec-
tion 6.4, and then compared the concepts in that map against the ones in the reference
map. Such an evaluation can potentially show different results, as importance estimation
functions learned with a classification or ranking loss, as opposed to regression, do not
necessarily produce scores whose differences are meaningful and comparable, which can
be problematic when these scores are used to calculate aggregated measures during selec-
tion. However, the results are similar and differences between approaches are even smaller.
Overall Performance and Errors While the primary purpose of this experiment is to
compare features and modeling approaches, it also gives insights into how difficult the
importance estimation task is in general. With precision scores between 10% and 13%,
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Model List Graph
R-Precision p-value R-Precision p-value
Classification
Logistic Regression 10.93 .0967 11.73 .1826
Linear SVM 11.47 .2100 11.47 .1284
Kernel SVM 10.13 .0157 10.40 .0381
Regression
Linear Regression 13.07 13.33
Linear SVM 11.73 .0703 12.27 .2422
Ranking
Ranking SVM 12.27 .3877 12.80 .5176
Upper Bound 56.00 46.67
Table 6.6: List- and graph-wise concept selection performance with different importance estima-
tion models evaluated with leave-one-out cross-validation. The upper bound is determined by the
recall of concept extraction. P-values are computed with a permutation test.
only 3 out of the 25 selected concepts match a concept in the reference map, which leaves
a lot of room for improvement. We expect the achievable performance for this subtask
to be in the range of 30% to 40%, since 47% is the hard upper bound due to extraction
performance (see Table 6.6) and the human agreement on importance annotation is around
0.8 (see Section 4.3.2).66 Following that reasoning, improvements of 20 to 30 percentage
points should still be possible on this subtask.
Looking at the selections made by the models, we found a large fraction of the correct
selections (which are only 3 per topic on average) are a small number of concepts that occur
in several reference concept maps. For instance, maps for many topics have the concepts
parents and children, which the model also consistently selects. Important concepts which
the model misses to select are in particular those that occur in only one topic. During the
manual inspection of the selections, we also observed that some selected concepts do not
match any reference concept exactly but are very close, e.g. ADHD remediesmight have been
selected while the reference has ADHD medication. While this is not rewarded by the exact
matching used to compute precision here, it is considered by the ROUGE and METEOR
metrics used in task-level evaluations. In that sense, the precision and upper bound reported
here characterize importance estimation performance rather pessimistically.
66Note that the human agreement for the importance annotation was measured by correlation. In contrast to
percentage agreements, which are often directly compared to F-scores to define upper bounds, there is no
direct connection between correlation and the precision metric used in this experiment.
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Conclusion Based on our experiments, we observe that there is no significant difference
between modeling importance estimation as regression, classification or ranking on our
data. While one could probably find significant differences using larger datasets, the fact
that they can only be observed — if at all — with more data shows that they are presumably
rather small and will thus have only a small impact on the overall task-level performance.
With regard to features, the graph-based measures that we included in addition to tradi-
tional summarization features seem to be particularly useful for our task. Nevertheless,
performance on importance estimation is still limited and should be further improved. We
suspect that adding more external knowledge on what people generally consider to be im-
portant can be particularly helpful. In the task-level experiments in Section 6.5, we also
assess how well the supervised model with the current features performs against the unsu-
pervised methods suggested in previous work.
6.4 Concept Map Construction
Given the graph 𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅) of extracted and grouped concepts and relations together
with estimates of their importance, the final subtask in CM-MDS is to create a summary
concept map. In Section 3.3.7, we formalized this as a subgraph selection problem under
constraints ensuring connectedness and the size limit, leading to the optimization problem
in Equation 3.1 and its simplified version in Equation 3.2. The space of possible solutions
is large for most problem instances and there is no straightforward way that directly de-
termines the best solution. In addition, almost none of the previous works on concept map
mining focused on this subtask and proposed any approaches for it, with the only exception
being Zubrinic et al. (2015)’s heuristic subgraph selection method.
To close this gap for CM-MDS, we propose a formulation of the subgraph selection
problem as an ILP. That has the advantages that available ILP solvers can be used in prac-
tice and that we are guaranteed to find the optimal solution. In the following section, we
will present our ILP formulation. As we will show in the subsequent experiments, solving
the ILPs for our problem instances is in this case, as opposed to the partitioning problem
discussed earlier, computationally feasible.
6.4.1 Integer Linear Programming Approach
We focus here on the optimization problem from Equation 3.2 which expresses the selection
solely in terms of concepts and their estimated importance. While one could also include
the selection of relations into the ILP in order to solve the problem defined in Equation 3.1,
we leave that extension for future work.
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Let 𝑥𝑖 be a binary decision variable that represents whether concept 𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 is part of
the selected subgraph. Then, the objective function can be written as67
max ∑|𝐶|
𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖 𝜈(𝑐𝑖) (6.13)
𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 (6.14)
while the following constraint ensures that the subgraph obeys the size limit:
∑|𝐶|
𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝐿 (6.15)
Ensuring that the selected subgraph is also connected is a bit more intricate. A common
approach to express such a constraint in an ILP are so-called commodity flow variables and,
more specifically, the single commodity flow formulation for the minimum spanning tree
problem proposed in the operations research community by Magnanti and Wolsey (1994).
It has been successfully used in ILPs addressing dependency parsing (Martins et al., 2009),
sentence compression (Thadani and McKeown, 2013) and abstractive summarization (Liu
et al., 2015, Li et al., 2016a). Let 𝑓𝑖𝑗 be a non-negative integer variable capturing the flow
from concept 𝑐𝑖 to 𝑐𝑗. We introduce flow variables for concept pairs with a relation in 𝑅.
The constraints
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ⋅ |𝐶| ∀ (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑅 (6.16)
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ⋅ |𝐶| ∀ (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑅 (6.17)
∑
𝑖
𝑓𝑖𝑗 −∑𝑘 𝑓𝑗𝑘 − 𝑥𝑗 = 0 ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶 (6.18)
𝑓𝑖𝑗 ∈ ℕ ∀ (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑅 (6.19)
enforce that flow can only move between concepts that are selected (6.16 and 6.17) and a
selected concept consumes one unit of flow (6.18). Further, let 𝑖 = 0 be a virtual root node
and 𝑒0𝑖 a virtual edge from the root to each concept. The additional constraints
|𝐶| ⋅ 𝑒0𝑖 − 𝑓0𝑖 ≥ 0 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 (6.20)
∑|𝐶|
𝑖=1
𝑒0𝑖 = 1 (6.21)
∑|𝐶|
𝑖=1
𝑓0𝑖 − ∑
|𝐶|
𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖 = 0 (6.22)
𝑒0𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 (6.23)
𝑓0𝑖 ∈ ℕ0 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 (6.24)
ensure that only one virtual edge can be active (6.21), that the virtual node can only send
flow over this active edge (6.20) and that the total amount of flow sent from the root cannot
67To simplify the notation, we write 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 instead of 𝑖 ∈ {1,… , |𝐶|} and correspondingly for 𝑅.
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exceed the number of selected concepts (6.22). As a consequence, if 𝑛 concepts are selected,
𝑛 units of flow are sent from the virtual root over the edges of the graph and each selected
concept consumes one of them. This is only possible if the selected subgraph is connected.
Equivalently, one can think of it as the edges with flow larger than zero forming a spanning
tree of the selected subgraph that is rooted in the additional virtual node.
An important detail for the optimization is the range of the importance estimates. If
some concepts receive negative scores, the objective can be improved by excluding them
from the subgraph. As a result, some part of the size budget might remain unused although
additional connected concepts would be available. In order to avoid that, we can simply
shift all importance scores into the positive range, formally, by deriving 𝜈′ as
𝜈′(𝑐𝑖) = 𝜈(𝑐𝑖) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈(𝑐𝑗) | 𝑐𝑗 ∈ 𝐶 } (6.25)
and then using 𝜈′ in the ILP. However, if negative scores are only assigned to concepts that
should in no case be part of the summary, the default behavior might actually be desired.
We take several measures to ensure that the ILP can be efficiently solved for the problem
instances of CM-MDS. First, the above ILP formulation is already much more efficient than
the one proposed by Li et al. (2016a) for MDS, which is the most similar ILP in related work.
While ours requires 𝒪(|𝐶| + |𝑅|) variables and constraints, their formulation uses two
variables per pair of nodes for the connectivity constraint, resulting in 𝒪(|𝐶|2) variables
and constraints. For sparse graphs, where |𝑅| ≪ |𝐶|2, this leads to much smaller ILPs.
Second, we leverage the fact that 𝐺 is typically disconnected. Since a connected sub-
graph has to be completely in one of the connected components of𝐺, we first identify these
components and solve separate ILPs for each of them. These smaller ILPs can usually be
solved faster than a single large one. And third, processing 𝐺 component by component
also allows us to completely skip some of them. Starting with the biggest component, we
can keep track of the best objective function value so far. If the next component has a total
concept score less than that value, none of its subgraphs can be a better solution. And if the
component consists of less concepts than the limit, we can also directly use the component
instead of selecting a subset. With these measures, as we show in the experiments, the ILP
can be efficiently solved for the problem sizes in the Educ corpus.
6.4.2 Experiments
To verify the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed subgraph selection, we conduct
an experiment that compares it against heuristic selection and alternative ILP formulations.
Experimental Setup We use the same data as for the concept importance estimation ex-
periment (see Section 6.3.3), namely concepts extracted and grouped from the training top-
ics of Educ. To evaluate subgraph selection independent of importance estimation, we do
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METEOR ROUGE
Pr Re F1 p Pr Re F1 p
Educ
ILP 23.32 27.52 25.16 26.09 23.93 24.74
Heuristic 18.28 25.15 21.13 .0003 17.52 21.97 19.34 .0014
Wiki
ILP 29.04 26.76 27.73 29.08 18.79 22.54
Heuristic 24.45 24.46 24.83 .0051 24.06 17.39 19.57 .0093
Table 6.7: Evaluation of summary concept maps obtained with the proposed ILP and heuristic
selection. Inputs are graphs created by automatic extraction and grouping in combination with
gold importance scores. P-values are computed with a permutation test comparing F1-scores.
not use a trained model but the gold scores derived as training labels in Section 6.3.3. We
create a second dataset based onWiki with the same approach. On both datasets, we evalu-
ate the selected subgraphs by comparing them against the reference concept maps with the
metrics proposed for CM-MDS in Section 3.5.2. ILPs are solved with CPLEX68 on a compute
server with 500 GB of memory and 24 Intel Xeon ES-2620 2.1GHz cores.
As a baseline for our proposed approach, we implement a greedy heuristic similar to
Zubrinic et al. (2015): Given the graph of scored concepts, it starts with the most important
one and selects the best neighbor (by score, breaking ties by the node’s degree) until the size
limit is reached. While this procedure ensures that the selected subgraph is valid, i.e. not too
big and connected, it is not necessarily, in contrast to the ILP, the best subgraph with regard
to our objective function. As a second baseline, we include an alternative formulation of the
subgraph selection ILP obtained by transferring Li et al. (2016a)’s ILP for MDS to our task.
The main difference is that it uses a quadratic number of variables to represent the presence
or absence of all possible edges and the flow along them. While that has implications for
its efficiency, it does of course also find an optimal subgraph.
Results Table 6.7 shows the results of this experiment. As expected, our ILP approach
selects better subgraphs as summaries and the results on both datasets and in both metrics
show that the difference between them and the summaries obtained with the heuristic are
substantial and significant. Note that while the ILP finds the best solution to the optimiza-
tion problem by definition and is in that sense already known to be superior to the heuristic,
this experiment verifies that the best solution to the optimization problem is also indeed a
good solution for the CM-MDS task in terms of being closer to the reference map.
68Version 12.7, available at https://www.ibm.com/analytics/cplex-optimizer.
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Method ILP Size Runtime
Variables Constraints sec
(Li et al., 2016a) 37,273,062 74,530,095 2670.61
by component 25,810,465 51,607,172 999.25
Our ILP 21,596 31,129 7.31
by component 17,973 26,484 5.61
Table 6.8: Comparison of ILP sizes and runtimes on average per topic for subgraph selection on
Educ with our ILP and the alternative formulation of Li et al. (2016a).
In table Table 6.8, we compare ILP sizes and the time required to solve them. Although
the differences between our ILP formulation and the one by Li et al. (2016a) are small, they
have a large effect in practice, resulting in orders of magnitude smaller problems and faster
runtimes. Identifying connected components and selecting subgraphs for each of them
separately further improves the efficiency of both ILP approaches. On the document sets
of Educ, with on average over 100,000 tokens, that allows us to select a summary subgraph
in just a few seconds, which is not possible with Li et al. (2016a)’s formulation.
Conclusion Based on these experimental results, we conclude that selecting summary
subgraphs with our proposed ILP is effective and can also be done efficiently on our copora.
Wewill therefore include it in our CM-MDS pipeline described in the next section and assess
it in an end-to-end task-level evaluation.
6.5 Full Pipeline Experiments
Based on the proposed methods and presented experiments for different subtasks of CM-
MDS in the previous sections and chapters, we now present a pipeline that can approach the
task in its full scope. We carry out an experimental comparison against a range of baselines
to assess the effectiveness of our proposed methods and identify remaining challenges.
6.5.1 Pipeline Overview
Concept and RelationMention Extraction To extract concept and relationmentions from
text, we rely on OIE and use, as in the experiments in Section 5.2.2, OpenIE4 (Mausam,
2016). In contrast to the earlier experiments, in which we evaluated the usefulness of OIE
extractions in its raw form, we also apply a set of simple post-processing rules to ensure
that all extractions consist of mentions of concepts and relations as needed for a concept
map. Specifically, we filter the set of all extractions with two constraints to ensure that
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the arguments of the extractions are meaningful concept mentions: First, an argument has
to contain at least one noun token, and second, it cannot be longer than ten tokens. This
removes overly long arguments that are full clauses rather than mentions of concepts and
reduces the total number of candidates from which the summary-worthy ones need to be
selected in the subsequent steps.
In addition, we apply three rule-based post-processing steps that refine the extractions
in order to increase recall. First, using coreference chains found by off-the-shelf coreference
resolution software, in our implementation Stanford CoreNLP 3.6.0 (Manning et al., 2014),
we resolve pronominal anaphora in arguments of extractions and replace the pronoun with
the representative mention of the coreference chain. Without that step, such extractions
are not meaningful without context and could therefore not be used in a concept map.
Second, if an argument is a conjoining construction, as indicated by conj -edges in a
dependency parse, we introduce separate extractions for each conjunct:
(Caffeine - works with - young children and teens)
would be split into two extractions
(Caffeine - works with - young children)
(Caffeine - works with - teens)
And third, if the second argument starts with a verb, as in the following example,
(Herbal supplements - have been used to - treat the symptoms of ADHD)
we move that verb and subsequent prepositions to the predicate. In the example, the pred-
icate is extended to have been used to treat, reducing the second argument to the symptoms
of ADHD. Given the resulting set of filtered and revised OIE extractions, we use all their
arguments as concept mentions𝑀 and the predicates as relation mentions 𝑂.
Concept Mention Grouping and Labeling Based on the findings of the concept group-
ing experiments in Section 6.2.3, we apply the greedy search optimization to find a good
partitioning of concept mentions. It avoids the lumping problems of a simple transitive
closure while still being efficient enough for our problem sizes. As for the experiments in
Section 6.2.3, we first group mentions in linear time if their lemmas match, then make pair-
wise coreference classifications for the pre-grouped mentions and finally search for their
best partitioning, resulting in unique concepts 𝐶. For each concept, we select one mention
as its label. We experimentally found that using the most frequent mention, breaking ties
by choosing the shortest, is a good heuristic to choose generic and representative labels.
The concept coreference classifier uses the similarities based on edit distance, Jaccard
coefficient, Word2Vec, WordNet Resnik and LSA as features. For Educ, we train it on the
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17,500 pairs of mentions derived from the corpus creation process that we introduced ear-
lier. For Wiki, we use a dataset of 4,500 pairs of mentions that we collected fromWikipedia
page titles and their (linked) mentions on other pages. Note that both datasets are derived
from only the training parts of the two corpora.
Relation Mention Grouping, Labeling and Selection In contrast to concepts, we handle
relation mentions with a simpler approach as the number of relation mentions extracted
for a pair of concepts is typically not too big. We group together mentions 𝑂 to obtain
𝑅 only if the mentions match exactly after lemmatizing their tokens. Among the multiple
unique relations that might remain for a pair of concepts, we select the one extracted with
the highest confidence by the OIE system. That ensures that the graph 𝐺 = (𝐶,𝑅) is a
directed graph without multi-edges, as required by the task (see Section 3.3.7).
Importance Estimation For importance estimation, we train a Ranking SVM. Given the
inconclusive findings of our importance estimation experiments with regard to modeling
approaches (see Section 6.3.3), we expect that choosing other types of models would not
have a major impact on the overall performance of the pipeline. We train the model on
the same data as in those experiments, using concepts extracted on the training topics
of Educ or Wiki, the same set of features and the labels derived from comparing them
against the reference maps. We tune the regularization parameter of the SVM by testing
values in {0.1, 1, 10, 30, 100} with leave-one-out cross-validation on the training topics.
The final models are trained on the full training set. We do this separately for all ablations
that produce different training data, i.e. different sets of concepts. The best parameter for
lemma-based grouping on Educ and all models on Wiki is 10, and 30 for CoreNLP-based
grouping and our grouping model on Educ (see next section for explanations of ablations).
Concept Map Construction For the final subtask, we use our proposed ILP (see Sec-
tion 6.4.1) to select the optimal subgraph of 𝐺 as the summary concept map.
6.5.2 Experimental Setup
For evaluation, we use the Educ and Wiki copora and evaluate all tested approaches with
the metrics proposed for CM-MDS in Section 3.5.2, including both automatic metrics and
manual analysis. We report results for the test sets of the two corpora. The training of all
supervised models of the pipeline — the coreference classifier and the concept importance
estimator — as well as the tuning of their hyper-parameters and the manual development
of rule-based pipeline parts were performed on the training data only.
For the full task of CM-MDS, the only proposed method against which we can compare
our pipeline is the baseline that we presented togetherwith the Educ corpus in Section 4.3.3.
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To obtain more insights into the strengths of our pipeline and the effectiveness of the dif-
ferent proposed components, we additionally include a set of ablations of our pipeline in
the experiments in which some components are replaced with alternative methods:
Lemma-Grouping Instead of using our pairwise classifier and partitioning, we groupmen-
tions only if their lemmatized versions match exactly.
CoreNLP-Grouping Instead of using our pairwise classifier and partitioning, we group
mentions if they are part of the same coreference chain as determined by the coref-
erence model of CoreNLP. Since CoreNLP only builds chains within documents, we
merge them across documents with the lemma-matching strategy.
PageRank-Scoring Instead of the trained Ranking SVM,we use PageRank scores computed
on the full graph 𝐺 to score concepts.
CF-IDF-Scoring Instead of the trained Ranking SVM, we use the CF-IDF metric proposed
by Zubrinic et al. (2015) to score concepts.
Frequency-Scoring Instead of the trained Ranking SVM, we use the frequency of a concept
as its score as proposed by Valerio and Leake (2006).
Heuristic-Selection Instead of the subgraph selection ILP, we use the heuristic selection
method inspired by Zubrinic et al. (2015) introduced in Section 6.4.2.
Apart from the described differences, all other steps of the ablations use exactly the same
methods as used in the pipeline described before.
6.5.3 Results
Overall Results Tables 6.9 and 6.10 show METEOR and ROUGE scores for our pipeline
and all baselines and ablations on both datasets. Compared to the corpus baseline, our
model improves performance in terms of ROUGE on both datasets and according to ME-
TEOR on Wiki. These task-level results show that the newly proposed components for
CM-MDS, which we already demonstrated to be effective in isolation in the previous sec-
tions, also form an effective pipeline for the full task of CM-MDS.
However, the lower METEOR scores for our pipeline on Educ contradict with that gen-
eral observation. We looked into these results in detail and found that the high scores
of the baseline are due to heavy overgeneration during relation extraction, introducing
many rather meaningless relations into the concept map. Since METEOR scores can be
improved by incorrect relations if they are between a correct pair of concepts, leading to
a partial match of the proposition, that undesired overgeneration behavior is rewarded by
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Educ METEOR ROUGE
Pr Re F1 p Pr Re F1 p
Corpus Baseline 15.12 19.49 17.00 .1937 6.03 17.98 8.91 .1156
Improved Pipeline 15.14 17.34 16.12 9.37 11.93 10.38
Ablations
Grouping
Lemma 13.93 15.42 14.57 .0023 8.21 8.59 8.25 .0017
CoreNLP 14.14 15.21 14.54 .0077 7.99 6.78 7.26 .0095
Scoring
PageRank 11.78 16.21 13.61 .0005 7.14 11.66 8.66 .0052
Frequency 11.89 16.12 13.65 .0002 7.33 12.09 8.97 .0124
CF-IDF 12.48 16.44 14.15 .0002 7.68 12.08 9.25 .0235
Selection
Heuristic 15.29 17.46 16.26 .6250 9.38 11.88 10.38 .9688
Table 6.9: End-to-end results on the Educ test set for our pipeline and several baselines. P-values
are computed with a permutation test that compares F1-scores against our pipeline.
the metric. Hence, the baseline only obtains higher scores by sacrificing the quality of the
propositions, introducing many rather uninformative ones.
As suggested in Section 3.5.2, we carried out an additional human evaluation between
the two systems to also assess aspects beyond the content-oriented automatic metrics, in-
cluding differences in quality discussed above. Following our proposed evaluation protocol,
the concept maps for each test topic generated by both approaches were shown to crowd-
workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk who were asked for their preference. We collected
five preferences for each of the 15 pairs of maps. Table 6.11 presents the results, showing
that our concept maps tend to have more meaningful and topic-focused propositions and
are especially more grammatical and less redundant than those generated by the baseline.
Concept Grouping To analyze the contribution of our concept grouping approach to the
overall result, we compare our pipeline’s performance against the Lemma andCoreNLP ab-
lations in Tables 6.9 and 6.10. Both alternatives cause a drop in both metrics on Educ and
Wiki, showing that our approach is important for the pipeline’s performance. The alterna-
tivemethods aremore conservative, mergingmuch fewer conceptmentions than necessary,
but at the same time — in particular theCoreNLP variant — tend to lump too many different
mentions together. In contrast, our model can make many more merges relying on differ-
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Wiki METEOR ROUGE
Pr Re F1 p Pr Re F1 p
Corpus Baseline 14.30 23.11 17.46 .5024 6.77 23.18 10.20 .2610
Improved Pipeline 19.57 18.98 19.18 17.00 10.69 12.91
Ablations
Grouping
Lemma 18.32 17.24 17.59 .2050 13.99 9.53 11.07 .3270
CoreNLP 16.81 16.63 16.59 .1084 13.09 9.16 10.29 .1554
Scoring
PageRank 13.27 14.13 13.62 .0062 8.35 6.17 7.01 .0097
Frequency 13.44 13.79 13.55 .0071 8.57 7.16 7.61 .0205
CF-IDF 14.63 14.92 14.72 .0189 10.50 7.91 8.87 .0450
Selection
Heuristic 18.22 17.80 17.94 .3008 14.73 9.74 11.51 .3594
Table 6.10: End-to-end results on the Wiki test set for our pipeline and several baselines. P-values
are computed with a permutation test that compares F1-scores against our pipeline.
ent types of semantic similarity and at the same time manages to avoid lumping effects by
relying on the global partitioning approach.
Importance Estimation The contribution of our supervised scoringmodel based on Rank-
ing SVMs can be seen in Tables 6.9 and 6.10 when comparing it to the unsupervised abla-
tions PageRank , Frequency and CF-IDF . Note that all variants use the same concepts and
relations as input and the same ILP-based subgraph selection. Our model clearly outper-
forms all alternatives. Looking into the learned weights for our set of features, we observed
that the most helpful features are frequencies, in particular document frequency and CF-
IDF, and topic relatedness as well as PageRank scores. The fact that these highest-weighted
features coincide with the metrics used by the ablations, which we chose based on previous
work, shows that we indeed compare our model against the most competitive unsupervised
alternatives. To identify unimportant concepts, i.e. assigning low scores, the model makes
use of concreteness values and the label’s length.
Concept Map Construction To analyze the effectiveness of our proposed ILP subgraph
selection approach, we compare the pipeline against the Heuristic ablation. That compar-
ison is essentially equivalent to the experiment carried out in Section 6.4.2 with the only
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Dimension Corpus Baseline Improved Pipeline
Meaning 0.44 0.56
Grammaticality 0.31 0.69
Focus 0.44 0.56
Non-Redundancy 0.21 0.79
Table 6.11: Human preference judgments between concept maps generated on Educ.
difference that predicted importance scores are used instead of gold scores. However, in
this end-to-end evaluation, the effectiveness of the ILP approach is less pronounced: While
scores on Wiki are higher for our approach, the difference on Educ is only marginal and
even slightly prefers the heuristic. Since the ILP is guaranteed to find an optimal solution
for the optimization problem, these results seem to be counter-intuitive.
The reason for this observation are errors in the preceding importance estimation step:
The optimal subgraph according to the estimated scores is in this case not the best with
regard to the reference summary concept maps, explaining the slightly higher METEOR
scores on Educ for the heuristic selection. Despite that behavior on Educ, the ILP is still
the superior approach. Looking into the detailed optimization results, we observed that the
heuristic found the optimal subgraph for only 35% of the test topics, selecting a subgraph
with an on average 0.63% (Educ) and 1.30% (Wiki) lower objective function score in the
other cases. To ensure that the optimal subgraphs selected by the ILP also lead to better
results in the final evaluation, one would need to improve the importance scoring model.
6.5.4 Error Analysis
In order to illustrate the type of errors our pipeline makes, Figure 6.2 shows a part of the
summary concept map created for the document cluster on “students loans without credit
history”. Figure 4.5 shows a similar part of the corresponding reference concept map. The
color-coding reveals that the automatically created map includes many of the concepts
present in the reference map, such as student, credit check and federal student loans. Even
more parts of the created map overlap with the reference map in terms of content, but are
expressed with different labels. Examples are slightly different labels, such as good credit
history instead of sufficient credit history, or different propositions, such as express-
ing the need for a cosigner via the parents concept, while the reference map has a direct
proposition for it. Since such alternative representations are difficult to reward with auto-
matic evaluation metrics, the examples underline that manual evaluations as proposed in
Section 3.5.2 and performed in the previous section are also necessary.
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Figure 6.2: Excerpt from the summary concept map created with the improved pipeline for the
topic “students loans without credit history ”. The corresponding reference map is shown in Fig-
ure 4.5, but both figures show only excerpts. We manually selected a part with high overlap but
also containing representative errors. The full summary has 25 concepts and 47 relations. Concepts
in dark green match the reference exactly, the ones in light green use alternative labels.
With regard to errors, the example illustrates three important categories: First, the ex-
traction step of the pipeline sometimes yields propositions that are not very meaningful.
For instance, in (private loan - do take - credit history), the relationship has a label that
does not make much sense for the two concepts. Second, while we showed earlier that
our method groups substantially more concept mentions than previous work, there are still
several mentions left that should have been grouped, such as federal loans and federal
student loans. However, as we discussed earlier, finding the right concept granularity is
challenging. The third, less frequent but severe error category is the presence of factually
wrong propositions, such as (student - do not require - credit check). For only a subset of
loans, in particular federal loans, credit checks are not required, but in this general manner,
the proposition is not correct. Incorrect propositions can be due to extraction errors, too
aggressive concept mention grouping and combinations of both.
In order to better quantify the relevance of different types of errors happening in our
pipeline, Table 6.12 shows the number of concepts and their recall at different steps. The
recall of concept mentions shows that performance is already lost during extraction, sug-
gesting that better approaches would be beneficial. We observed that the problem is mainly
the identification of correct spans rather than missing some concepts completely. A cus-
tom extraction model instead of relying on existing OIE systems could resolve this issue,
but would require training data with annotated mention spans.
With regard to concept grouping, we found that even more coreferent mentions should
be grouped together than done by our current model. However, while the current model
only rarely incorrectly merged mentions of different gold concepts, in particular in only
two cases across all test topics, a more aggressive grouping could introduce more of these
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Subtask Educ Wiki
Count Recall Count Recall
Mention Extraction 8630 73.87 2549 88.93
Mention Grouping 4022 60.27 1315 82.38
Subgraph Selection 25 16.53 11 30.71
Table 6.12: Average number of concepts and recall per topic at different pipeline steps.
errors. Please also note that the drop in recall in Table 6.12 is mainly due to the exact match
metric used here to compute recall, which misses concepts for which the selected label is
not exactly the one used by the corresponding concept in the reference concept map. Of
course, the label selected instead could sill be a good one and our main evaluation metrics
based on METEOR and ROUGE can better account for that.
Finally, Table 6.12 again reveals that the main bottleneck is to determine the impor-
tant concepts. On both datasets, but especially on the bigger document sets of Educ, a
substantial amount of recall is lost during this challenging step. We already made similar
observations when evaluating the corpus baseline in Section 4.3.3 and importance scoring
models in isolation in Section 6.3.3. For future improvements of the pipeline, the biggest
improvements seem to be possible in this subtask.
6.5.5 Runtime Complexity and Optimizations
At various points in this thesis we pointed out the challenge and importance of scalabil-
ity. In Section 6.2, we compared runtimes of semantic similarity measures, introduced a
hashing-based pre-grouping to reduce problem sizes and developed efficient partitioning al-
gorithms as alternatives to expensive ILP formulations. In Section 6.4, we introduced more
efficient ILP formulations for subset selection and further improved runtimes by breaking
the selection problem down to connected components.
While all of these measures are necessary to enable the application of our proposed
methods to problem sizes as present in the Educ corpus, the scalability of the pipeline as
described in this chapter is still limited. A bottleneck is concept mention grouping. As we
showed in Section 6.2.3, finding a good partitioning already takes more than 2.5 hours on
the largest document set. Computing the features for all pairs of concept mentions takes
even longer. Due to the inherent quadratic runtime behavior of pairwise comparisons,
the computation time for this step quickly explodes with larger inputs. For sets of several
thousands ormore documents, the application of the pipeline already becomes infeasible. In
this section, we therefore describe a few possible directions to improve the runtime behavior
of that step and report preliminary experiments.
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As an alternative to our greedy partitioning search, an efficient graph clustering algo-
rithm proposed by Biemann (2006), called Chinese whispers, can be used. It initially assigns
every node in a graph to its own cluster and then repeatedly iterates over all of them and
changes the cluster assignment of a node to the majority cluster of its neighbors. While
not formally guaranteed, this process typically converges to a stable clustering. When run
for 𝑘 iterations, it takes 𝒪(𝑘|𝑀|2) time, with even better average case runtime for sparse
graphs. To our mention grouping problem it can be applied by setting a cut-off threshold
for coreference probabilities and then running Chinese whispers on the graph with nodes
for all mentions and edges for pairs with probabilities above the threshold. In preliminary
experiments, we saw runtimes similar to greedy search on our smallest topic but much
faster on the big ones while finding partitionings scoring equally well. However, since this
algorithm does not actively optimize our objective function, obtaining good partitionings
amounts to carefully tuning the cut-off threshold. And more importantly, it still requires
the computation of all pairwise features and predictions before it can be applied, and thus
does not fully solve the scalability problem.
To fully overcome the need of making all pairwise comparisons of mentions, one pos-
sibility is to rely on locality sensitive hashing (LSH). Given points in a vector space, the
central idea of LSH is that one can compute binary hash representations of such vectors
which approximately preserve the distance between the vectors. More specifically, the
hamming distance between binary hashes for two points can be used to approximate their
cosine similarity in the vector space (Charikar, 2002). If we represent concept mentions
by vectors in a vector space, e.g. using word embeddings, instead of computing pairwise
features, the idea of LSH can be applied to our problem in at least two different ways.
The first option is to rely on the fact that the shorter the binary hashes computed for
LSH are, the more vectors get mapped to the same hash, automatically clustering them
into groups. As we explained before, the similarity of hashes directly corresponds to the
cosine similarity between vectors, and the vectors that get mapped to the exact same hash
are therefore the most similar ones. The mention grouping approach is therefore simple:
We represent every mention by its word embedding, compute hashes for the embeddings
and group those mentions together that receive the same hash. The whole process can be
performed in 𝒪(|𝑀|) time. However, despite being conceptually appealing, this approach
is difficult to use in practice. The length of the computed hashes has to be carefully tuned to
control the size of the created groups and has to be adapted when the number of mentions
becomes substantially smaller or larger.
As a second option, one can use LSH together with fast hamming search (Charikar,
2002), a probabilistic algorithm that can find the objects closest to a given object by com-
paring their hashes (computed from their vectors) to only a subset of all other objects. It has
been applied by Ravichandran et al. (2005) to the NLP problem of efficiently finding, for a
given noun, the most similar other nouns in a large list. Applied to our problem, we can use
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it to find for each concept mention all other mentions that have a cosine similarity above
a certain threshold in 𝒪(|𝑀|𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝑀|) time. While this approach is therefore an efficient
alternative to pairwise mention classification, it still leaves the partitioning problem to be
solved. Since the optimization problem to find globally consistent partitionings defined in
Section 6.2.2 relies on pairwise scores for all pairs, especially also low ones, it cannot be
directly applied in this case. Nevertheless, developing partitioning approaches for this case
seems to be a worthwhile direction for future work on improving scalability.
6.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we focused on the CM-MDS subtasks for concept mention grouping, im-
portance estimation and concept map construction. Our contributions include improved
techniques for these subtasks and a new state-of-the-art pipeline for the task as a whole.
For concept mention grouping, we proposed a solution based on pairwise mention clas-
sification and a subsequent partitioning step. Compared to previous work on concept map
mining, this approach can capture more types of coreferences as it relies on a variety of
different semantic similarity metrics. Although its inherent quadratic runtime behavior
makes the approach challenging to apply to large corpora, we carefully analyzed several
trade-offs between computation time and grouping performance to design an approach that
can be successfully applied to the problem sizes in our evaluation corpora.
With regard to importance estimation, we studied a broad set of more and less com-
monly used features as well as different machine learning approaches to determine the im-
portance of concepts. While we could not observe clear advantages of modeling the prob-
lem as regression, classification or ranking, we did design supervised models that clearly
outperform the exclusively unsupervised methods suggested in previous work on concept
maps, therefore contributing to an overall improved performance on CM-MDS.
For concept map construction, we proposed an ILP formulation that allows us to find
an optimal solution to the subgraph selection problem of CM-MDS. We experimentally
demonstrated that these optimal subgraphs are superior to heuristically selected ones on
our evaluation corpus. In addition, we designed the subgraph selection process to be par-
ticularly efficient such that it can scale to problem instances of a reasonable size.
Based on the proposedmethods for the three subtasks and themention extractionmeth-
ods explored in the previous chapter, we then presented a full pipeline for CM-MDS. The
pipeline was shown to be superior to a range of baselines based on previous work in both
automatic and manual evaluations on two corpora, establishing a new state-of-the-art for
the task of CM-MDS. We finally pointed out directions for further improvements of the
pipeline, including in particular the need for better importance estimation models, and
sketched possibilities to improve its scalability.
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In this chapter, we focus on alternative models for CM-MDS that try to approach the task
end-to-end rather than with a pipeline of multiple steps. For various tasks in NLP, such
approaches have recently been very successful. We first discuss how sequence transduction
models can be applied to CM-MDS. Then, we propose a new alternative architecture which
we name a sequence-to-graph network. We evaluate both approaches experimentally to
assess the applicability of end-to-end modeling for CM-MDS.
7.1 Motivation and Challenges
In recent years, the use of neural network models — mostly under the name deep learning —
has led to substantial performance improvements in many NLP tasks. Prominent exam-
ples are the pioneering work by Collobert et al. (2011) and subsequent work on language
modeling (Mikolov, 2012), text classification (Socher et al., 2013, Kim, 2014) and machine
translation (Sutskever et al., 2014, Cho et al., 2014). A lot more work than we can refer-
ence here has been done in that area, with large fractions of the papers published in NLP
venues in the last three to four years focusing on the development and analysis of neural
models. Goldberg (2017) provides an overview of these efforts, whereas Goodfellow et al.
(2016), LeCun et al. (2015) and Schmidhuber (2015) give a more general overview of types
and applications of deep learning across different fields.
That large body of work on neural models has repeatedly confirmed several advantages
that neural networks have over traditional, feature-based machine learning approaches.
First, they make it possible to model many complex tasks, e.g. machine translation, as a
single end-to-end problem. That allows learning powerful task-specific representations,
such as word vectors, directly from the task-level supervision signal and in addition avoids
error propagation problems that typically occur in multi-step pipelines where individual
models are not trained jointly. Second, distributed word representations and architectures
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such as CNNs or RNNs that can combine word vectors into higher-level representations
have made it possible to learn models directly from raw text. The design and selection of
features, as done in traditional machine learning approaches, is no longer necessary. And
third, as a consequence of the previous, many tasks in NLP can nowadays be approached
with the same kind of model and no task-specific knowledge or techniques are needed to
reach competitive performance.
In light of these advantages, we are interested in also applying such models to CM-
MDS, where we expect several benefits. First, the end-to-end modeling and training can
overcome the error propagation problems of the pipeline approach observed in Section 6.5.
Second, task-specific word representations learned in this end-to-end fashion can improve
performance on the difficult concept coreference subtask, where we already found generi-
cally pre-trained embeddings to be helpful in Section 6.2.3. And third, parts of our pipeline
rely on off-the-shelf software such as OIE systems which have not been explicitly trained
to extract concepts and relations. With an end-to-end model, we would be able to directly
learn extraction approaches as needed for CM-MDS.
However, this direction also poses the following new challenges:
Large Inputs In CM-MDS, and in particular on our Educ corpus, the size of the input is
large, consisting of multiple full documents with a total of about 100,000 tokens. Most other
NLP tasks to which neural models have been successfully applied work with only single
documents, sentences or individual words as inputs. For the common sequence processing
architecture, RNNs, long sequences can be challenging in terms of training time, memory
requirements and successful backpropagation of the training signal.
GraphOutputs Theoutput in CM-MDS is a labeled, directed graph. Thus, it is a structured
prediction rather than a simpler classification or regression task. While much work exists
on the most prominent structured prediction task in NLP, the prediction of word sequences
as in machine translation or text generation, to the best of our knowledge, no neural net-
work components have been proposed to directly predict a labeled, directed graph.69
Little Data Due to the structure of the output and the size of the input, manually cre-
ating reference concept maps is expensive as we showed in Chapter 4. Only with a com-
plex pipeline of preprocessing, crowdsourcing and manual annotations, we could create
the high-quality Educ benchmark corpus of 30 document-summary pairs. While that size
is useful to evaluate CM-MDS approaches, it is far less than what is needed to train neural
models. The work on neural SDS, for instance, relies on hundreds of thousands of pairs.
69Note that tasks such as dependency parsing or semantic parsing to AMR also produce graphs (or trees), but
in a simpler fashion: Exactly every input token is a graph node and only edges need to be determined.
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In the following sections, we discuss several solutions to these issues, includingmethods
to generate synthetic training data, pre-summarizing inputs, linearizing target graphs and
using our novel sequence-to-graph architecture. We study the effectiveness of these ideas
in a range of experiments.
7.2 Synthetic Training Corpora
To successfully train neural networks to perform complex structured prediction tasks, a
large number of training examples is necessary. For neural SDS, existing work relies on the
460k pairs of news articles and summaries in the Annotated New York Times corpus (Sand-
haus, 2008), the 290k article-summary pairs of the CNN/DailyMail corpus (Hermann et al.,
2015) or the 10 million article-headline pairs of the Gigaword corpus (Napoles et al., 2012).
Very recently, an additional corpus with 1.3 million pairs of news articles and summaries
from various sources has been published by Grusky et al. (2018). As we already mentioned
in Section 2.3.2, no datasets of these sizes exist for MDS. Similarly, for our CM-MDS task,
we also lack suitable training data for neural models, as Educ and Wiki have only 30 and
38 and Biology only 183 examples. Note that while the corpus creation method presented
in Section 4.3.2 has been specifically designed to make the annotation scale to the size of
the benchmark corpus, the number of pairs required for neural models are far beyond its
scalability: With on average $150 crowdsourcing cost per document set, creating a dataset
of 100k examples with the approach would cost at least 15 million dollars.
To be able to carry out experiments with neural models despite the lack of training data,
we pursue two directions to obtain synthetic training examples automatically:
Extending CM-MDS Corpora The idea of our first data generation approach is to use the
concept maps of the training part of Educ and pair them with alternative inputs to obtain
additional pairs. As we discussed duringmention extraction (see Chapter 5), there aremany
different ways to express the same concepts and relations and multiple alternative inputs
can therefore lead to the same summary concept map.
Specifically, we process each of the 15 training topics and create additional examples.
Given the summary concept map with concepts 𝐶 and relations 𝑅, we first collect alter-
native expressions for them in addition to their labels. Towards that end, we use data
collected during the corpus creation (see Section 4.3.2) in which alternative mentions of
concepts have been merged and further rely on PPDB 2.0 (Pavlick et al., 2015), a database of
paraphrases. Looking up our concepts and relations in it, we can find alternatives such as
manifestations for symptoms or is not necessary for is not required. As a result of this step,
we have concepts 𝐶 and relations 𝑅 with a set of alternative referring expressions for each
of them. In the second step, we then build all possible triples (𝑐1, 𝑟, 𝑐2) out of 𝐶 and 𝑅,
sample a triple of expressions (𝑚𝑐1 , 𝑜𝑟,𝑚𝑐2) from their corresponding expression sets and
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Dataset Pairs Concept Map Source
Concepts Tokens Relations Tokens Tokens
Educ 30 25.0 ± 0.0 3.2 ± 0.5 25.2 ± 1.3 3.2 ± 0.5 97880.0 ± 50086.2
EducSyn 49,950 21.2 ± 2.3 2.8 ± 2.0 20.6 ± 2.3 2.1 ± 1.5 623.3 ± 83.6
DMSyn 209,525 25.0 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 2.0 20.6 ± 0.9 3.3 ± 2.8 302.1 ± 35.3
Table 7.1: Comparison of Educ with the two synthetic training datasets.
search in a recent English Wikipedia dump for sentences mentioning all three parts. Given
such triples and retrieved sentences with corresponding mentions, we then build concept
maps in the final step. We sample out of all triples for which sentences were found until the
sampled subset forms a graph of more than 20 nodes and concatenate the corresponding
sentences to form the source text. That process yields a single new pair of input text and
output graph, which we repeat until we run out of triples.
With this approach, we obtained the EducSyn dataset of roughly 50k new pairs. All of
these pairs have concept maps similar to the original 15 maps from Educ, but use different
mentions, different subsets of propositions and different sentences on the input side.
Pipeline-based Corpus Creation As the second strategy, we use a corpus of plain docu-
ments and apply existing CM-MDSmachinery — the pipeline introduced in Section 6.5 — to
automatically create corresponding concept maps. While this obviously yields noisy data
as the pipeline cannot handle CM-MDS perfectly, similar approaches of using large noisy
datasets in combination with smaller high-quality datasets have previously been success-
fully used for other tasks to bootstrap models, e.g. Konstas et al. (2017) for AMR parsing.
We use the DailyMail part of the corpus by Hermann et al. (2015) and process the news
articles with our pipeline to extract triples of concepts and relations. We do not use the
summaries the corpus provides. We then randomly sample subsets of these triples and
combine them to graphs of 25 concepts. These graphs are paired with the sentences the
triples were extracted from. Note that this process does not make use of the importance
scoring and subgraph selection steps of the pipeline, since all concepts and relations are
used to create new pairs. As a result, we obtained DMSyn, a dataset of almost 210k pairs
of input texts and corresponding concept maps.
Table 7.1 compares the two synthetic datasets with Educ. Note that they are orders of
magnitude larger, with sizes comparable to the aforementioned corpora used to train neural
SDS models. The length of the input, on the other hand, is much smaller for the synthetic
datasets, which is part of our approach to handle the large input problem. More details on
that will follow. The main difference between the two synthetic datasets is that DMSyn
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is noisier and has a larger textual variety, with over 100k unique words on the input and
output side, while EducSyn is cleaner, has a 65k input vocabulary and a small 1k output
vocabulary that is very similar to the training part of Educ.
7.3 Sequence Transduction Models
Sequence transduction models , also commonly referred to as sequence-to-sequence models or
the encoder-decoder architecture , are neural networks with an encoder that processes an in-
put sequence token by token and a decoder that generates a corresponding output sequence
token by token (Goldberg, 2017). Such models have been first proposed as end-to-end mod-
els for machine translation by Sutskever et al. (2014) and Cho et al. (2014). Common archi-
tectures for the encoder and decoder component are long-short term memory (LSTM) cells
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) cells (Cho et al., 2014).
An important extension of this framework that has been widely adopted is the idea of an
attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015, Luong et al., 2015) that allows the decoder to
access specific parts of the input when generating tokens of the output. As we already
pointed out in Section 2.3.2, sequence transduction models using RNNs and attention are
also the architecture mainly used by current neural abstractive SDS models.
Having created the two large synthetic datasets, we face two remaining challenges
when trying to apply sequence transduction models to CM-MDS: While these models learn
to map sequences to sequences, our outputs are labeled graphs instead of sequences, and
second, our inputs are typically much longer than the sequences that can be handled by
RNNs. We present two simple workarounds in the next sections that reduce CM-MDS to a
regular sequence transduction problem and thus allow the application of such models.
7.3.1 Graph Linearization
Previous work already demonstrated that sequence transduction models can be used for
problems where the output is not a sequence, but can be converted to one, e.g. for parse
trees (Vinyals et al., 2015b), AMR graphs (Konstas et al., 2017) or logical forms (Dong and
Lapata, 2016). We follow this idea and let the model learn to map the input sequences to
linearized summary concept maps.
We explore two different linearization schemes. The triples linearization encodes the
graph as a list of concept-relation-concept triples separated by special symbols for each
part. The summary concept map for the example in Figure 3.1 would be encoded as:
$S caffeine $R reduces $T ADHD symptoms $S hypnotherapy $R has little to no
effect on $T ADHD symptoms $S herbal supplements $R have been used to treat
$T ADHD symptoms
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As an alternative, the concepts linearization lists all concepts first and then defines relations
providing their labels and references to the source and target concept’s position in the
concept list. The example is encoded as follows:
$C caffeine $C ADHD symptoms $C hypnotherapy $C herbal supplements $R $0 $1
reduces $R $2 $1 has little to no effect on $R $3 $1 have been used to treat
Both formats have their challenges: While the latter requires the model to learn to use
the $n references according to the order of the concepts, the first format is redundant and
requires the exact label of a concept to be mentioned for each of the triples it participates
in. To make the graph linearization deterministic, we rely on graph-input alignments and
encode elements in the order in which they first occur in the input sequence.
7.3.2 Pre-Summarization
To face the second challenge, we propose a two-stage approach of first pre-summarizing a
multi-document input to a shorter sequence and then feeding that sequence into a sequence
transduction model. While the first step is handled by a traditional non-neural MDS model,
which can easily scale to large document collections, a powerful neural model for the sec-
ond step can then learn to create graph-structured summaries and can still make the final
decision on which parts of its input sequence to include in the summary. A similar two-
stage summarization process to handle large inputs has been independently explored in
recent work by Liu et al. (2018) on neural MDS.
We experimented with several sentence-based extractive summarization methods and
found an embedding-based variant of LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) to perform best
in our setup. As in LexRank, we build a graph with a node for each sentence and edges
connecting sentences that have a similarity above a threshold 𝜌. As similarities, we use the
cosine similarity between averaged word embeddings. Running the PageRank algorithm on
this graph yields a score 𝑝𝑖 for each sentence. Since our corpora also have a topic description
for each document set, we further compute its similarity 𝑞𝑖 with each sentence. Sentences
are then scored by a linear combination of both measures
𝑠𝑖 = 𝜆𝑝𝑖 + (1 − 𝜆)𝑟𝑖 (7.1)
where 𝜆 controls the influence of both factors. To obtain the input to the neural model, we
sort all sentences according to their score and use the first 𝑡 tokens following this order as
the inputs for the neural model. We explore appropriate values for the parameters 𝜌, 𝜆 and
𝑡 in the following experiments.
Note that this setup is also the reason for the small inputs in the created EducSyn
and DMSyn corpora: While Educ represents the full multi-document summarization task,
the synthetic data only reflects the second part of our two-stage approach. After a neural
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model for the second step has been trained on the synthetic data, we can then apply pre-
summarization to the document sets of Educ to obtain sequences of a similar length — a
few hundred tokens — than can be processed by the trained neural model.
7.3.3 Experiments
We present first experimental results that assess how promising our proposed reduction of
CM-MDS to a sequence transduction problem is.
Experimental Setup We use a sequence transduction model with a bidirectional encoder,
unidirectional decoder and multiplicative attention (Luong et al., 2015). The encoder uses
two 150-dimensional GRU cells (Cho et al., 2014) for forward and backward processing
while the decoder has a single 300-dimensional cell. The network is implemented in Ten-
sorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015) and trained on a Tesla K40c. All experiments use the same
vocabulary of 50k unique tokens and their embeddings are initialized with pre-trained 300-
dimensional GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014).70 We train with Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2015), minimizing cross-entropy per predicted token, and use dropout of 0.2 after the
embedding and encoder layers (Srivastava et al., 2014). All models are trained on either
DMSyn or EducSyn until the loss on a held-out 5% Val subset stops improving.
After training on the synthetic data, we evaluate the obtained models on Educ with pre-
summarization. We tuned 𝜌 and 𝜆 of the pre-summarizer optimizing ROUGE-2 recall of the
resulting summary sequences on the training part of Educ and found 0.5 and 0.6 to be best.
The length 𝑡 of the input for the neural model is tuned on Educ-Train separately for each
model. For predictions, we use beam search with a beam size of 10 and turn the obtained
sequences back into graphs. Since the task requires a concept map to be a connected graph,
we reduce the graphs to their biggest component if they are disconnected. If they are still
bigger than the summary size limit, which is 25 for Educ, we further remove nodes, starting
with the lowest-degree nodes. We report results according to the CM-MDS ROUGE metric
(see Section 3.5.2) for the held-out synthetic data as well as training and test sets of Educ.
Effect of Linearization With regard to different linearization schemes, we found triples to
be superior to concepts , as models using the latter largely failed to produce correct relations
in their predicted graphs. However, all models learn the syntax of both linearizations very
well, and even on the test set of Educ, they made none (triples) or only one (concepts)
syntax errors. A bigger problem are the structure and the size of the produced graphs: On
the test set of Educ, predicted graphs have on average only 14.5 concepts and are often
disconnected, leaving them with 10.7 after removing unconnected components. The gold
data instead has 25 concepts per graph.
70Available at https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
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Approach Syn-Val Educ-Train Educ-Test
Data Linearization Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1
DMSyn Triples 40.4 8.6 13.7 14.8 2.0 3.2 13.5 2.2 3.6
EducSyn Triples 75.9 50.9 59.2 36.5 12.4 18.3 2.6 0.8 1.2
EducSyn Concepts 54.4 53.4 53.5 26.5 16.8 20.5 1.9 1.0 1.3
Table 7.2: Sequence transduction performance for different synthetic training data and lineariza-
tions. Reported are ROUGE scores on held-out synthetic data and train and test sets of Educ.
Effect of Pre-Summarization The tuned pre-summarization model yields sequences with
an average ROUGE-2 recall around 20 on the train and test sets of Educ. This recall lim-
its the achievable performance of the full two-stage approach, as illustrated by the drop
of performance that can be seen in Table 7.2 between Syn and Educ-Train. Note however
that this does not make the approach completely infeasible, as the pipeline-based approach
also has an end-to-end recall of only 12 ROUGE recall points (see Table 6.9). When tuning
the length of the pre-summarized sequence, we found that the neural models tend to per-
form best with pre-summarized inputs of 700 to 1000 tokens. This is interesting since the
synthetic datasets used for training contain on average shorter sequences.
Effect of Training Data Table 7.2 also shows how useful the two generated synthetic
datasets are. As the scores on the held-out Val subsets show, the sequence transduction
models are able to learn the task as represented by EducSyn to a fair amount. The noisier
DMSyn data is more difficult to fit. While that difference remains when applying themodels
to Educ-Train, the picture is very different on the unseen evaluation data (Educ-Test), and
we discuss the reason for that in the next section.
Vocabularies andTopic Shift The experiments revealed a big challenge for neural models
which we refer to as the topic shift . Since the document sets of Educ cover different topics,
only a third of the vocabulary of the concept maps in the training part overlaps with the
maps for the test topics. This is a huge problem for a token-level sequence transduction
model. If it is trained on the training part of Educ, it will have to generate tokens at test
time it has never seen during training, rendering prediction on the test set to a partial zero-
shot learning problem. Consequently, the performance of models trained on EducSyn,
which is very similar to Educ-Train, is particularly poor on Educ-Test. In contrast, the
model trained on DMSyn performs equally well on the train and test sets of Educ.
Given these results, we test a simplemethod to allow the trainedmodel to better transfer
to the test data: We use embeddings 𝐸 for a large vocabulary, initialized with pre-trained
word embeddings, and use the same𝐸 for encoder inputs, decoder inputs and the decoder’s
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Approach Syn-Val Educ-Train Educ-Test
Data Embeddings Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1
EducSyn Tuned 75.9 50.9 59.2 36.5 12.4 18.3 2.6 0.8 1.2
EducSyn Trans 66.6 43.9 51.7 33.1 11.8 16.7 3.4 1.1 1.6
EducSyn Fixed 66.9 39.1 47.9 42.0 19.3 26.1 2.7 0.8 1.2
Table 7.3: Sequence transduction performance for different embedding learning strategies. Re-
ported are ROUGE scores on held-out synthetic data and train and test sets of Educ.
output projection (shown by Paulus et al. (2018) to be generally beneficial). We compare
variants of our model that fine-tune 𝐸 during training (Tuned ), keep 𝐸 fixed (Fixed ) or
use a transformation 𝐸 ⋅ 𝑇 with 𝐸 fixed and 𝑇 learned (Trans). Note that Tuned can fit the
training data better, but it will change the embeddings of words in the training set and leave
the others unchanged, making the generalization to them at test time difficult. Fixed avoids
that, but does not allow learning task-specific embeddings at all. The Trans approach tries
to trade off between theses two alternatives.
As the results in Table 7.3 show, the use of pre-trained embeddings is not enough to cope
with the topic shift. Both the Trans and Fixed setups have only a minor effect and do not
solve the problem.71 Training on the larger DMSyn data seems to make the model more
robust, as it has seen a broader range of outputs. However, none of the explored setups
can currently compete with the pipeline models introduced earlier, which do not face such
problems since none of their components use lexical features.
Conclusion We proposed several ideas that allow us to apply sequence transductionmod-
els to CM-MDS. Our experiments show that while these models can in principle be used
to generate concept maps, they are not yet competitive with non-neural approaches. A big
problem for the neural models is the topic shift between the train and test parts of Educ
due to the model’s word-level generation approach and the resulting dependency on over-
lapping vocabularies. To make the neural approaches more competitive, it seems to be
necessary to have a training dataset with high-quality text–concept map pairs that span an
output space large enough to allow the model to generalize to the test data.
As a second challenge, we identified the difficulty of predicting graph-structured out-
puts. While the models learned our linearization syntax well, the predicted graphs were
often disconnected and smaller than the gold maps. More sophisticated approaches to suc-
71We also carried out experiments with pointer-generator mechanisms for sequence transduction models as
proposed by See et al. (2017). In addition to generating words from a fixed vocabulary, they have a decoder
that can also copy words from the input, in particular the input words not present in the vocabulary. We
observed no noticeable difference in performance compared to a plain sequence transduction model.
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cessfully predict graphs with a neural model that satisfy structural constraints such as con-
nectedness are needed for CM-MDS.
7.4 Memory-based Graph Manipulation Models
In the previous section, we approached the challenge of creating graph-structured outputs
by linearizing them to sequences. While being simple and reducing the problem to well-
studied sequence-to-sequence transformations, this is far from ideal. If we want a model to
understand the structure of the output, for example to satisfy constraints such as connect-
edness, it has to fully derive all that knowledge — what a graph is, how nodes and edges
are related to each other and where that information is stored in the linearization — in ad-
dition to learning the actual task. Empirically, we also saw that the trained models have
trouble producing connected graphs of the desired size. A decoder architecture specifically
designed to produce graphs as outputs could relieve the learned model from understanding
linearization strategies and thereby improve the performance on CM-MDS.
Towards that end, we propose a novel sequence-to-graph architecture in this section.
Such models can learn to map from text sequences directly to labeled, directed graphs and
therefore make linearizations obsolete. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first pro-
posed architecture for sequence-to-graph transformations.
The sequence-to-graph architecture builds upon and combines ideas from several recent
directions in deep learning research, namely
• encoder-decoder architectures (Graves, 2013, Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013, Cho
et al., 2014, Sutskever et al., 2014, Bahdanau et al., 2015),
• matrix-based neural graph representations (Scarselli et al., 2009, Li et al., 2016b, John-
son, 2017)
• memory-augmented neural networks (Graves et al., 2014, 2016, Gulcehre et al., 2017,
2018, Weston et al., 2015b, Sukhbaatar et al., 2015)
More specifically, we propose an encoder-decoder architecture with a structured memory
as the internal representation. The encoder, similar to a neural Turing machines (NTM)
(Graves et al., 2014), recurrently updates memory matrices which we use to represent a
graph in a similar manner as the work of Li et al. (2016b) and Scarselli et al. (2009). Once
the encoder produced a final memory representation of the input, a novel decoder then
creates a graph from that representation. Similar as in sequence transduction models, text
is produced word by word, however, our decoder produces a separate sequence for each
node and edge of the graph as well as information on how they are connected.
Most similar to our model is the work by Johnson (2017). Building upon Li et al. (2016b),
who proposed a representation and a set of recursive operations to learn distributed rep-
resentation of given graphs and their elements, Johnson (2017) combines that idea with
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NTM-style memory updates to build the graph representation step by step based on an
input sequence. While that is conceptually very similar to the encoder of our proposed ar-
chitecture, we use different (and simpler) memory representations and update operations to
encode graphs. Further, in their work, Johnson (2017) uses the model for question answer-
ing on bAbI (Weston et al., 2015a), producing a single-word answer from the intermediate
graph representation rather than decoding the graph itself.72 A decoder that can create a
labeled, directed graph as the model’s output is only part of our architecture.
7.4.1 Memory-based Graph Representations
Figure 7.1 illustrates the memory of our model, consisting of four different memory ma-
trices. A first memory matrix, M𝑁 ∈ ℝ(𝑛+1)×𝑚, is used to store the nodes of the graph,
where each row M𝑁[𝑖], called a memory cell, is an 𝑚-dimensional dense representation of
a node. During decoding, the node’s label is generated from it. Similarly, the second
matrix M𝐸 ∈ ℝ(𝑒+1)×𝑚 stores 𝑚-dimensional representations of the edges. While each
cell of it is used to generate an edge’s label during decoding, additional matrices M𝑆 and
M𝑇 ∈ ℝ(𝑒+1)×(𝑛+1) store distributions over 𝑛+1 nodes indicating the source and the target
of the corresponding edges.
Similar to a recurrent network, our model processes the input sequence one token at a
time and can update the memory matrices at every timestep. At the end of the encoding
phase, the final graph is represented by the memory and can be decoded. For the CM-MDS
task, the memory would be used to gradually build the summary concept map. Whenever
a mention of a concept or relation is encountered while processing the input tokens, nodes
or edges can be created using empty memory cells. If a repeated mention of a concept is
encountered, rather than creating a new node, the model can update the initially used cell
in the memory, e.g. to refine or strengthen that node. Figure 7.1 illustrates this conceptual
use of the memory and how its content corresponds to the task’s input and output.
Note that the number of cells in the memory is fixed to 𝑛 nodes and 𝑒 edges. Thereby,
we force the model to create only graphs equal to or smaller than the size limits ℒ𝐶 and
ℒ𝑅 defined for CM-MDS. In that way, the architecture itself introduces the summarization
aspect of the task into the model and forces it to learn to keep only important elements
in the limited memory while processing the text. If all cells have been used, the model
has to override the cell containing the information deemed to be least important. Kintsch
and van Dijk (1978)’s text understanding model characterizes human text understanding
in a similar iterative and capacity-limited manner and was previously successfully used to
build non-neural summarization systems (Fang et al., 2016).
72Since the internal graph representation of Johnson (2017)’s model is only used to predict answers, but never
explicitly decoded, it is in fact unknown whether the parts of the memory that are supposed to represent
nodes and edges actually represent such things in any way.
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Compared to our representation, Johnson (2017)’s work uses an additional matrix for
nodes and a tensor for edges to represent their types, but does not have dense representa-
tions for edges. This is due to the fact that they aim to represent typed nodes and typed,
unlabeled edges, whereas we want to encode an untyped labeled graph. The preceding
work of Li et al. (2016b) uses only a node matrix, as the full graph is given as input and only
distributed representations for nodes are learned.
7.4.2 Sequence-to-Graph Networks
As explained earlier, the key idea of our sequence-to-graph network is that it learns to
map from an input sequence to a labeled graph via the structured memory that we just
introduced. More formally, let x be the input sequence that should be summarized. We
then formulate CM-MDS as the structured prediction problem of finding
𝐺 = argmax
𝐺′∈𝒢(x)
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺′) (7.2)
where 𝒢(x) denotes the (infinite) set of possible valid graphs that can be constructed from
x and 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒() is a function determining how well each of them summarizes the input.
To make that search tractable, we factor the scoring function into several probability
distributions conditioned on the input that are learned by the sequence-to-graph network.
In the following section, we describe each of its components in detail. Figure 7.2 shows an
unrolled version of the model, illustrating how the encoder, memory and decoder interact.
7.4.2.1 Sequence Encoder
The task of the sequence encoder is to compose a hidden representation of the input se-
quence and learn to recognizementions of concepts and relations in it. Each token𝑥1,… , 𝑥ℓ
in x is represented by a word embedding. These representations are then recurrently pro-
cessed by a GRU (Cho et al., 2014). The input representation at timestep 𝑡 is given as
h𝐹𝑡 = 𝐺𝑅𝑈
𝐹(h𝐹𝑡−1,E[𝑥𝑡]) (7.3)
where E is the word embedding matrix. In addition to𝐺𝑅𝑈𝐹, we use a second cell𝐺𝑅𝑈𝐵
to process the sequence backwards and concatenate the hidden states to h𝑡 = h
𝐹
𝑡 ∣∣ h
𝐵
𝑡 .
7.4.2.2 Memory Module
Similar to the sequence encoder, the memory module is also a recurrent component. At
each timestep 𝑡, it receives the current encoder state h𝑡 as input and updates the memory
state. If the token 𝑥𝑡 is part of a concept or relation mention, its task is to compare it with
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Figure 7.2: Sequence-to-graph network unrolled for a small example. An input sequence of three
tokens is encoded and the memory is updated at each step. Conditioned on the final memory state,
the graph decoder then generates two concept labels and one relation label token by token..
the current memory state to resolve coreferences, create a new node or edge in the graph
if necessary and forget parts of the graph if the memory reaches its capacity.
Addressing Mechanism To decide which cell of the memory to access at a specific time-
step, the model computes 𝛼 = 𝑎𝑑𝑑(M, h), an attention vector of values 𝛼[𝑖] ∈ [0, 1] per
cell summing to 1, i.e. a probability distribution over the memory cells. Following previous
work on NTMs (Graves et al., 2014, Gulcehre et al., 2018), we use the idea of content-based
addressing for this step.73 The attention vector is computed as the cosine similarity 𝐶(⋅ ; ⋅)
between a transformed encoder state and every cell followed by a softmax.
k =W𝑐 h+ b𝑐 (7.4)
s[𝑖] = 𝐶(M[𝑖] ; k) (7.5)
𝛼𝑐 = softmax(𝛽𝑐 s) (7.6)
ParametersW𝑐 ∈ ℝ
𝑚×ℎ, b𝑐 ∈ ℝ
𝑚 and 𝛽𝑐 ∈ ℝ are learned, ℎ is the encoder state size.
Note that initializing the memory with zeros at 𝑡 = 0 would result in a uniform ad-
dressing distribution over all cells at 𝑡 = 1. To make sure the model clearly chooses a cell
even at this point, we initialize a memory matrix M at 𝑡 = 0 to a variable M0 which is of
the same size and a trained variable. In other words, a desirable initial state of the memory
is learned by the model during training.
73We also experimented with additional location-based addressing, but did not observe substantial differences
in the experimental setup described later in this section.
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Nodes At timestep 𝑡, we use the previously described addressing mechanism to obtain the
attention vector 𝛼𝑁𝑡 = 𝑎𝑑𝑑
𝑁(M𝑁𝑡−1, h𝑡) and then update the 𝑖-th memory cell following the
memory update rule proposed by Graves et al. (2014):
M𝑁𝑡[𝑖] = (1 − ei 𝛼
𝑁
𝑡[𝑖]) ⊙M
𝑁
𝑡−1[𝑖] + a[𝑖] 𝛼
𝑁
𝑡[𝑖] (7.7)
The two𝑚-dimensional gate vectors are given by
e𝑖 = 𝜎(W𝑒 [M
𝑁
𝑡−1[𝑖] ∣∣ h𝑡] + b𝑒) (7.8)
a𝑖 = tanh(W𝑎 [M
𝑁
𝑡−1[𝑖] ∣∣ h𝑡] + b𝑎) (7.9)
with parametersW𝑒,W𝑎 ∈ ℝ
𝑚×(𝑚+ℎ) and corresponding bias vectors. While the first gate
e𝑖 controls what should be erased from the memory, the gate a𝑖 defines the newly added
information. This is very similar to updating the hidden state of a GRU.
Inspired byGulcehre et al. (2018), we also add aNOP (NoOperation) cell to eachmemory
matrix. If the model does not want to update any cell at some point, it can simply attend to
this additional one which is ignored during the later decoding step.
Edges Similar to nodes, the model also computes an attention 𝛼𝐸𝑡 = 𝑎𝑑𝑑
𝐸(M𝐸𝑡−1, h𝑡) and
computes M𝐸𝑡 using the same gated update mechanism. Own sets of parameters are used
for node and edge updates. For the edge’s source and target nodes represented byM𝑆𝑡 and
M𝑇𝑡 , the model uses the attention mechanism common in sequence transduction models
(Luong et al., 2015) over the previous timesteps 𝑡′ ∈ [1, 𝑡 − 1] to compute
𝑠𝑡′ = h𝑡W𝑆 h𝑡′ (7.10)
𝛾 = softmax(s1∶𝑡−1) (7.11)
with parameters W𝑆 ∈ ℝ
ℎ×ℎ and then uses the attention weights to compute a weighted
average of previous node memory attention vectors
𝛼𝑆𝑡 = ∑𝑡′ 𝛼
𝑁
𝑡′𝛾𝑡′ (7.12)
Correspondingly, a timestep-weighted average 𝛼𝑇𝑡 of node memory attentions is computed
over the following timesteps 𝑡′ ∈ [𝑡 + 1, ℓ]. The motivation for this is that whenever a
relation mention occurs, the two concepts it refers to are usually mentioned right before
and after it. We identify these concepts by looking at the previous and following node
memory attentions. With the attention mechanism, the model can learn how far to look
backwards and forward to find the relevant concepts.
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The resulting distribution vectors are then stored for the currently modified edge as
determined by the addressing vector 𝛼𝐸𝑡 over the edge memory:
M𝑆𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼
𝐸
𝑡 )M
𝑆
𝑡−1 + 𝛼
𝐸
𝑡 𝛼
𝑆
𝑡 (7.13)
M𝑇𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼
𝐸
𝑡 )M
𝑇
𝑡−1 + 𝛼
𝐸
𝑡 𝛼
𝑇
𝑡 (7.14)
7.4.2.3 Graph Decoder
Once the complete input sequence has been encoded, we use the final memory state to
decode a graph. For each node 𝑖, we decode a label 𝑐𝑖 by conditioning a GRU on the 𝑖-th
node memory cell to model the label probability as:
𝑝(𝑐𝑖 ∣ x) = ∏𝑗 𝑝(𝑐𝑖,𝑗 ∣ 𝑐𝑖,0∶𝑗−1,M
𝑁
ℓ[𝑖]) (7.15)
𝑝(𝑐𝑖,𝑗 ∣ 𝑐𝑖,0∶𝑗−1,M
𝑁
ℓ[𝑖]) = softmax(E
𝐷h𝐷𝑖,𝑗) (7.16)
h𝐷𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐺𝑅𝑈
𝐷(h𝐷𝑖,𝑗−1, [E
𝐷
[𝑐𝑖,𝑗−1]
∣∣ M𝑁ℓ[𝑖]]) (7.17)
Here, 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 denotes the 𝑗-th token of the label 𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑖,0 is a special start symbol and E
𝐷 a
learned embedding matrix of the output vocabulary. We decode for each node until the
stop symbol is produced and use the same GRU across cells.
Analogously, we also decode labels 𝑟𝑖 from the edge memory cells, reusing the same
GRU decoder as for the nodes to find the most likely sequence according to:
𝑝(𝑟𝑖 ∣ x) = ∏𝑗 𝑝(𝑟𝑖,𝑗 ∣ 𝑟𝑖,0∶𝑗−1,M
𝐸
ℓ[𝑖]) (7.18)
Note that the decoding process until this point is similar to a sequence transduction model
with the only difference that instead of generating just a single sequence, we apply the RNN
repeatedly to all node and edge memory cells.
To determine the source node 𝑠(𝑟𝑖) and target 𝑡(𝑟𝑖) for a decoded edge 𝑟𝑖, we model
them as a probability distributions over all nodes as follows:
𝑝(𝑠(𝑟𝑖) ∣ x) = M
𝑆
ℓ[𝑖] (7.19)
𝑝(𝑡(𝑟𝑖) ∣ x) = M
𝑇
ℓ[𝑖] (7.20)
Note that due to their computation, the cells of M𝑆 and M𝑇 are already valid probability
distributions and can be used as present in the memory.
7.4.2.4 Training
We train the model with pairs (x, 𝐺∗) of input sequences and target graphs. For the CM-
MDS task, that means 𝐺∗ is the summary concept map while x, similar as in the previous
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chapter, is a sequence produced by pre-summarizing the multi-document input to a length
that can be processed by the neural model.
For each type of prediction the model makes, i.e. node (7.15), edge (7.18), source (7.19)
and target (7.20) predictions, we compute the cross-entropy loss against the gold data 𝐺∗.
For labels, we normalize over the length of the sequence. These partial losses are aver-
aged over nodes and edges and then combined into the overall training loss for an instance
(𝐺,𝐺∗) with respect to the set of all parameters 𝜃:
ℒ(𝐺,𝐺∗, 𝜃) = 13ℒ𝑁 +
1
3ℒ𝐸 +
1
6ℒ𝑆 +
1
6ℒ𝑇 (7.21)
The loss can be minimized using stochastic gradient descent or methods such as Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015). Note that although we only train the model to make several inde-
pendent local predictions, the shared encoding network and the joint training still enable
the model to learn dependencies between these parts. Similar training paradigms were
shown to be effective in other structured prediction tasks (Goldberg, 2017).
An important question when defining the loss is how nodes and edges, which are sets
with no particular order, should be handled. We sort them according to their first mention
and assign them to ascendingmemory cells. This ordering requires themodel to also use the
cells in ascending order during creation, a consistent strategy that is easy to learn (Vinyals
et al., 2015a). If a target graph has less nodes or edges than the memory capacity, we train
the decoder to immediately generate the stop-symbol from the unused cells.
We train the model with minibatches of similarly long sequences and shuffle their order
between epochs. The label decoder is trained with teacher forcing, i.e. we provide the
previous gold token at every decoding timestep. For regularization, we add dropout after
embedding the input, the sequence encoder and the decoder input.
7.4.2.5 Inference
At inference time, we use the predictions of our model to find the best graph 𝐺 given x
as given in Equation 7.2. We define a graph’s score as the sum of the probabilities of its
components:
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺) =
|𝐶|
∑
𝑖=1
𝑝(𝑐𝑖 ∣ x) +
|𝑅|
∑
𝑖=1
(𝑝(𝑟𝑖 ∣ x) + 𝑝(𝑠(𝑟𝑖) ∣ x) + 𝑝(𝑡(𝑟𝑖) ∣ x)) (7.22)
Although this function decomposes nicely along the different predictions, themaximization
is non-trivial as it has to be done under the connectedness constraint of CM-MDS.
We propose an ILP to find the best graph given the predictions. Let 𝑥𝑠,𝑖𝑗, 𝑥𝑡,𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 ∈
[1, 𝑒], 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑛] be binary decision variables for the source and target assignment of each
edge. We want to find values for these variables that maximize Equation 7.22 under several
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constraints. Every edge can only have one source and one target node
∑
𝑗
𝑥𝑠,𝑖𝑗 = 1 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑒] (7.23)
∑
𝑗
𝑥𝑡,𝑖𝑗 = 1 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑒] (7.24)
and the same node cannot be selected as the source and target of one edge.
𝑥𝑠,𝑖𝑗 + 𝑥𝑡,𝑖𝑗 = 1 ∀ 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑒], 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑛] (7.25)
Additional constraints define that the resulting graph should be connected, which can be
expressed using flow variables as shown in Section 6.4.1.
Further, we also add binary decision variables 𝑥𝑐,𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛], 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑘] for the 𝑘-best
concept labels, of which at most one can be selected per node. They serve two purposes:
First, it allows the ILP to select between the possible labels for a node. In cases where the
most probable labels for two nodes are the same, i.e. they would be the same concept in the
resulting graph, it can choose a second-best label for one of them to obtain a graph with two
distinct concepts and thus a potentially higher score. And second, since the connectedness
constraint might lead to a best graph that does not contain all nodes, these variables are
needed to reflect that in the scoring function. All edges, on the other hand, will always be
part of an optimal solution and therefore do not have to be modeled explicitly in the ILP.
7.4.2.6 Subtasks in End-to-End Approach
Having described all aspects of the proposed neural model, we want to briefly summa-
rize how it addresses the different subtasks of CM-MDS. Naturally, due to the approach of
modeling the task end-to-end, no explicit components for different subtasks exist. Never-
theless, the design of the architecture was done with the task in mind and different features
are meant to enable the model to handle specific challenges of CM-MDS.
Concept Mention Extraction Detecting concept mentions in the input sequence is mainly
the task of the RNN encoder as well as the addressing and update mechanism of the
memory. If a processed input token is found to be part of a concept mention, the
node memory can be updated accordingly, whereas for other tokens, using the NOP
cell or corresponding gate outputs can keep it unchanged.
Concept Mention Grouping Using the content-based addressing mechanism, the model
compares the RNN representation of the current input token with each cell of the
memory, allowing it to determine when concepts are mentioned repeatedly. It can
thus learn to update the corresponding cells rather than to use additional ones, effec-
tively resolving coreferences using the memory.
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Relation Mention Extraction and Grouping The extraction and grouping of relationmen-
tions is handled similar to concepts, using the corresponding memory matrix. By
updating the source and target node matrices, a relation is associated to its concepts.
Concept and Relation Labeling Since the model is generative, labels are created during
decoding and can be any sequence of tokens from the vocabulary. Thus, the model is
able to generate abstractive concept maps.
Importance Estimation No explicit importance estimation is done. Instead, due to the lim-
ited capacity, the model always keeps just a summary-sized subset of the input in its
memory. This can be seen as an alternative approach to summarization where the
main task is to make local decisions of what to keep in the memory, add to it or what
to override when reaching capacity. As we mentioned earlier, this is inspired by
Kintsch and van Dijk (1978)’s cognitive model and summarization systems designed
accordingly (Fang and Teufel, 2016, Fang et al., 2016). In addition, some part of se-
lecting the summary-worthy subset of the multi-document input is also handled by
the pre-summarizer in our setup.
Concept Map Construction The construction of the summary concept map is handled by
the model’s decoder and the subsequent ILP which makes sure a connected graph
is created. Due to the limited memory size, the selection of concepts and relations
already happens during encoding and the size constraint is always satisfied.
While these considerations are the motivation behind the different parts of the architecture
and provide some intuition as to why the model should be able to handle the task in its full
scope, there is of course no guarantee that the model, when being trained end-to-end, is
actually able to learn the task nor that the different subtasks are handled as intended.
7.4.3 Experiments
We now present a first experiment in which we train the novel sequence-to-graph network
on artificially created data. However, the data represents only a very restricted version of
the CM-MDS problem. The main purpose of the experiment is to demonstrate the general
applicability of the architecture and to illustrate how the model can make predictions in
practice. In Section 7.5, we apply the model to our actual datasets introduced in Section 7.2.
Data We created a dataset of simple input sequences and output pairs on the ADHD topic
that was already introduced in earlier examples. We used a small inventory of 10 concepts
and 25 relations to sample graphs with 5 concepts and 4 relations. For each graph, a cor-
responding input sequence was constructed by combining the four propositions. On the
input side, we introduced slight variations into the concept mentions by using plural or
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singular forms and different determiners. The propositions are connected with different
conjunctions or punctuation. An example of input and output is shown in Figure 7.3.74 The
full dataset contains 10k pairs of which all input sequences and output graphs are unique.
Input sequences have on average 26.7 tokens. The vocabulary consists of 48 distinct tokens.
Model We trained a sequence-to-graph model with 32-dimensional embeddings, encoder
states, memory vectors and decoder states on 9k of the generated examples. Embeddings
are learned from scratch with the other parameters. The total number of parameters is
51,432. Memory matrices have a capacity of 5 nodes and 4 edges. We train the model with
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015), using a learning rate of 0.001, and a batch size of 50.
Results When trained on the 9k training instances, the sequence-to-graph model con-
verges to a loss of almost 0 after 6 epochs and is then able to produce correct graphs for all
inputs. The performance is only slightly lower on the unseen 1k test instances, as both parts
are drawn from the same small input and output space. Nevertheless, this demonstrates that
the architecture can be successfully trained and that the model is able to produce labeled
graphs that correspond to the input sequences.
In Figure 7.3, we show how the trained model processes an input sequence. The four
columns on the right illustrate the memory addressing vectors computed by the model for
each of the input tokens shown in the first column. The example demonstrates that the
model learned to recognize concept mentions, as the addressed node memory cell (second
column) always changes when the first token of a concept mention is encountered (e.g.
alternative or ritalin). When concepts are mentioned again, as in the last sentence, the
corresponding memory cells are also addressed again. Similarly, the model also learned to
use a new edge memory cell (third column) for each relation, which, in this simple example,
corresponds to recognizing sentence boundaries.
Finally, the last two columns show that the model is also able to correctly determine
source and target nodes of edges. When processing might reduce, for instance, the source
node vector (fourth column), which is a weighted combination of the node addressing vec-
tors computed for the preceding steps, focuses on the second cell as desired. The target
node vector (fifth column) addresses the fourth cell, which is where the adhd concept is
stored. Note that while the correct source and target nodes are not necessarily identified
at all tokens of a relation mention, the resulting final memory state still leads to a correctly
decoded graph in this example (and almost all other instances of this generated dataset).
While we think that training models and illustrating predictions on this simple dataset
is very useful to better understand the capabilities and inner workings of the model, it
is of course not the ultimate goal. In contrast to the data used here, the actual task will
74For brevity, we show an example with only 4 concepts and 3 relations which is therefore not part of the
actual dataset used in the experiment, but it has been generated in the same way.
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Figure 7.3: Memory addressing vectors computed by our sequence-to-graph model. The model
capacity is 5 nodes and 4 edges, resulting in 6- and 5-dimensional addressing vectors (last for the
NOP cell). The model learned to use a new node memory cell whenever a new concept is mentioned
and successfully readdresses them at coreferent mentions. The model further learned to address a
new edge cell at every proposition boundary and to determine source and target nodes.
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have longer input sequences and output graphs, a much larger vocabulary on both sides, a
larger variety of mentions for the same concept, more tokens in the input that are neither
a concept nor a relation mention and a noisier relationship between input and output. The
next section carries out experiments on data that exhibits more of these properties.
7.5 End-to-End Experiments
As the final experiment of this chapter, we compare both the sequence transduction model
and the sequence-to-graph model against our pipeline-based approaches in the end-to-end
experimental setup that we already used in Section 6.5.
7.5.1 Experimental Setup
Following the setup for the sequence transduction model, we train the sequence-to-graph
model on either EducSyn or DMSyn and use 5% of the data for validation. We use the same
pre-summarizer and tune the length of the input on Educ-Train. The same vocabulary of
around 50k tokens is used, embeddings are also initialized with GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) and shared between encoder and decoder. The encoder state size is 150 per direction
and memory cells have 300 dimensions. The memory has a capacity of 25 nodes and 27
edges, providing enough space for the gold graphs. We train with batches of size 1075, a
learning rate of 0.001 using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) and a dropout probability of 0.2.
In Table 7.4, we report task-level performance using the ROUGE and METEOR metrics
proposed in Section 3.5.2. As references for comparison, we include the corpus baseline (see
Section 4.3.3) and improved pipeline (see Section 6.5) presented earlier. For the sequence
transduction model, we include variations using different training data, linearizations and
embedding setups. For the sequence-to-graph model, we show similar variations as well
as the ILP decoding setup in which several beam hypotheses are considered for every node
and edge. Since the results of both neural approaches are clearly behind the performance
of the pipeline-based model, we omit additional results on Wiki. Instead, we also report
performance on Educ-Train to highlight the topic shift problem. Note that neural models
are not trained on Educ-Train, however, the pre-summarizer is tuned on that data.
7.5.2 Quantitative Results
Overall Results As the results in Table 7.4 show, both neural approaches can currently
not compete with the pipeline-based models. As already discussed for the sequence trans-
ductionmodel in Section 7.3.3, a big challenge is the topic shift between train and test sets of
Educ and the correspondingly small overlap of vocabulary, which limits the performance
7510 is the biggest batch size possible given the memory size of the GPU used for training.
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Figure 7.4: Summary concept maps predicted for the test topic “students loans without credit his-
tory ”. Refer to the maps in Figure 6.2 (pipeline) and Figure 4.5 (reference) for comparison. Predicted
maps are shown completely. Concepts in green (semantically) match a reference concept.
of the sequence-to-graph model similarly. As a consequence of that, this experimental
comparison also makes it hard to draw any conclusion about the superiority of either the
sequence transduction or sequence-to-graph model. For both, the version trained on the
broader DMSyn transfers best to the test data, with only marginally different scores (not
significant). We expect the difference between the two architectures to bemore pronounced
when they are trained with broader and higher-quality data.
Graph Decoding Amain difference between the sequence transduction and sequence-to-
graph model is how concept maps are predicted. Due to the ILP decoding, all graphs of the
sequence-to-graph model are always guaranteed to be connected and thus no disconnected
parts need to be discarded. As a result, the predicted graphs of the model trained on DMSyn
have on average 8.6 nodes and 13.7 edges, while the corresponding sequence transduction
model produces smaller graphs with only 5.1 nodes and 4.3 edges. The models trained
on EducSyn predict graphs of around 11 nodes using both architectures. Here, using the
variant of the decoding ILP that chooses among the top-10 beam hypotheses for each node
label lets the sequence-to-graph model predict even bigger graphs, having more that 17
nodes on average. However, we observed that this setup often introduces several nodes
with very similar labels, i.e. concepts that are redundant and not grouped correctly. Given
that the scores of these bigger graphs are also not substantially better on Educ-Test, using
the most probable label seems to be preferable. In general, both architectures seem to have
problems predicting graphs as large as the reference maps in the current setup.
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Figure 7.5: Summary concept maps predicted for the test topic “parents dealing with their kids
being cyber-bullied ”. Map (b) is only shown partially, the complete predicted concept map has 13
concepts and 12 relations. Concepts in green (semantically) match a reference concept.
7.5.3 Qualitative Analysis
To better understand the challenges that our neural models face and to determine whether
there is any qualitative difference between the concept maps produced by the two alterna-
tive architectures, we also manually looked at the concept maps predicted on the test set
topics. Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 show summary concept maps that have been predicted by
models trained on the DMSyn dataset with the two architectures.
Comparison of Architectures The manual inspection confirmed the aforementioned dif-
ference that maps predicted by the sequence-to-graph model tend to be bigger. However,
the sizes for both architectures vary a lot across the topics, for instance, the map in Fig-
ure 7.4 (b) has only three concepts although it is produced by the sequence-to-graph net-
work. For other topics, the sequence transduction model predicted maps with only one
concept. A problem specific to the sequence-to-graph model is that it sometimes uses a
single relation label for many relations of the map. In Figure 7.5 (b), three relations (seven
in the full map) use the label are. We observed that such a behavior occurs when the
model does not clearly address specific memory cells, resulting in several cells with similar
contents and correspondingly similar labels after decoding. However, apart from these ob-
servations, we did not find any consistent qualitative differences that indicate whether one
of the two architectures is clearly superior.
Extraction and Grouping The analysis further revealed several issues that occur with
both architectures but that are unique to neural models, explaining to some extent the
lower quality of the maps compared to those created by the pipeline. Repetitions in concept
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labels, such as credit credit loans loans (Figure 7.4 (a)), and propositions that are rather
meaningless (the kids - are getting bullied for - the ones, Figure 7.5 (a)) or not asserted
by the input text (parent - have killed - bullying, Figure 7.5 (b)) are part of the predicted
summary maps. Since the models can freely generate concept and relation labels token by
token, the chance that meaningless and factually wrong information is introduced is higher
than in fully extractive approaches. Another issue are duplicate concepts as in Figure 7.5
(a), where the child, your child and the kids all refer to children, which can be attributed
to the low quality of the synthetic training data. Since the examples have been created
with the pipeline approach, which does not always group concept mentions correctly (see
Section 6.5), it is very difficult — if not impossible — for the neural model to learn to correctly
group mentions based on these noisy examples.
Summarization With regard to content selection, the predicted summary concept maps
show encouraging results. As shown in the example, all included concepts are typically
related to the topic, most of them are very central concepts and a large fraction indeed
matches the reference map. However, as we mentioned earlier, the predicted concept maps
tend to be smaller than the reference maps and it is thus unclear how well content would
be selected for bigger maps. Models that are trained on EducSyn show a different behavior
(not shown in any of the figures): The models trained on that data tend to include similar
concepts in all predicted maps independent of what the input text is and the maps are
therefore not very useful. This is a manifestation of the topic shift problem discussed earlier,
which makes it difficult for the neural models to predict the topic-specific gold concepts of
the test topics as they have not been seen at training time.
7.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we explored approaches to model CM-MDS end-to-end as a single machine
learning problem with neural networks. This paradigm recently led to new state-of-the-art
models for many other NLP tasks. However, as we pointed out, several challenges make
such a modeling approach difficult for our task: Only little training data is available, very
large inputs have to be processed and no neural architecture to predict labeled graphs exist.
Towards that end, wemade several contributions: First, we proposed a set of techniques
that allow us to reduce CM-MDS to a sequence transduction problem and approach it with
existing models for such problems. Second, we proposed sequence-to-graph networks, a
novel neural network architecture than can directly predict labeled graphs. And third, we
carried out a set of experiments that for the first time study the performance of neural end-
to-end models on CM-MDS. While the overall performance of these neural models is not
yet competitive with the pipeline-based approaches discussed earlier, the experiments are
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an important first step towards developing such models and they point out the remaining
challenges that have to be addressed by future work.
In order to model the task as sequence transduction, we proposed to use an extractive
textual summarization system as a first step together with a neural model that can predict
linearizations of graphs. In combination with generated synthetic training data, the task
can then be approached with the same sequence-transduction models that have been suc-
cessfully applied to tasks like machine translation. Testing that approach, our experiments
revealed two important additional challenges: First, due to the topic shift between train
and test sets of Educ, neural models with generative word-level decoders have problems
transferring to the test topics unless they have been trained on very large and diverse sets
of examples. Our synthetic training data cannot satisfy this requirement. And second, se-
quence transduction models have problems predicting connected graphs of the desired size,
producing substantially smaller graphs in our experiments.
As an alternative architecture, we proposed a sequence-to-graph network that can di-
rectly predict labeled graphs. Using a novel decoder and memory-based graph representa-
tions with NTM-inspired updates, it does not need to work with linearizations of graphs.
With an ILP-based decoding approach, the architecture can also decode graphs that are
guaranteed to be connected as required for CM-MDS. However, the network faces the same
topic shift challenge as the sequence transduction model, which makes it hard to draw
strong conclusions from the experimental results regarding the benefits of the architecture.
Despite the limited performance of both end-to-end approaches in our current experi-
ments, we believe that it is a direction worth studying further. Recent work on related tasks
studies similar ideas as ours, such as extractive pre-summarization of large inputs for neural
models (Liu et al., 2018) and graph-structured neural networks (Battaglia et al., 2018). Hier-
archical encoders for MDS inputs, as recently explored by Cohan et al. (2018), Celikyilmaz
et al. (2018) and Zhang et al. (2018), could also be incorporated into our sequence-to-graph
model in future work to reduce the dependency on pre-summarization. The biggest chal-
lenge for future work is, as demonstrated by our experiments, the availability of large high-
quality training corpora. Towards that end, using weak or incidental supervision signals
(Roth, 2017) instead of full concept maps could be a promising direction. Recent successes
in transfer learning based on contextualized embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) or fine-tuning
language models (Howard and Ruder, 2018, Devlin et al., 2018) are a second technique that
could help to deal with the lack of large training corpora.
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Chapter 8
Exploratory Search with Concept Maps
After the previous three chapters focused on computational models for CM-MDS, this chap-
ter briefly looks at how summary concept maps obtained with the models can be used in
practice to support exploratory search. We present a prototype of an application for this
purpose and report results from an initial user study.
8.1 Motivation
As we explained in Chapter 2, the research presented in this thesis is motivated by the use
case of exploratory search. When a user explores a document collection with a complex
information need, an automatically created summary concept map can support the user by
providing a concise overview and navigation functionality to browse the collection.
In the following section, we present a prototype of an application for this purpose. How-
ever, we want to point out that the specific design of the system is just one potential way to
use summary concept maps, whereas the exploration of other options in terms of interface
design and usability are left for following work in the respective research communities and
commercial software engineering endeavors. As part of this thesis, the main purpose of
this chapter is not to design the best document exploration system but to demonstrate a
potential application of the research described in the previous chapters.
8.2 Exploratory Search System
The prototype system for concept map–based document exploration was designed in the
style of well-known search engine interfaces. As shown in Figure 8.1, the list of search
results is complemented by a visualization of a summary concept map that has been ex-
tracted from the retrieved documents. This type of integration follows the paradigm of
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faceted search, in which different taxonomies, either predefined or extracted from the re-
sults (Hearst and Stoica, 2009), are offered along with the results to filter them. Instead
of the typically small, single-level taxonomies, our application takes this idea further by
offering a summary concept map for filtering.
Functionality After executing a query, a user can both scroll through the list of retrieved
documents or navigate through the summary concept map. Every concept and relation in
the map is associated with at least one mention in the retrieved documents, as determined
during the extraction of the map from the text. If a user selects an element in the map, the
corresponding mentions are highlighted in the document snippets and the results are fil-
tered to the subset of documents that contain at least one mention. Filters can be combined,
which reduces the documents to those containing mentions for all selected elements. They
can also be temporally deactivated and can be removed completely. In the result list, the
number of corresponding mentions for each filter is displayed as a tag above the document.
Colors of concepts in the map, filter tags and highlighted mentions match. In the result list,
a user can switch to the full text view of a document, which also contains highlights for
mentions according to the currently selected filters.
Graph Layouts The application currently provides two different concept map visualiza-
tions that we found to yield useful renderings for maps of different sizes. At any point, a
user can switch between them using the buttons in the top left corner. The full layout is
a force-directed layout showing the complete map. It allows the user to zoom in and out
and pan to fully inspect the concept map. While it has the advantage that it can provide an
overview of the complete map, the visualization can become complex for large maps. As
an alternative, the application offers a focused layout. It shows only one focus concept and
its direct neighbors at a time, while every neighbor concept has a number indicating how
many more concepts are related to it. Selecting one of the neighbors moves that concept to
the center and displays its neighbors. This allows going through the concept map step by
step and it usually yields much cleaner visualizations, as the number of visible concepts is
limited. The modular design of the application allows adding additional visualizations.
Interaction Example To illustrate the capabilities of the system, consider the following
hypothetical interaction of a user with it: Exploring a collection of documents about student
loans, the user issues the query credit check. The system then displays corresponding
documents on the right, represented by short snippets, and a summary concept map for
these documents on the left. The user zooms into the map to inspect it in detail. They then
select one of the concepts, which automatically creates a filter that reduces the result list
correspondingly. From the filtered result list, they open a specific document and read it. In
the document, all mentions of the selected concept are highlighted. The user then continues
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2018-10-18 10:04:11 SEARCH “credit check”, results: doc-0, doc-8, doc-3, …
2018-10-18 10:04:17 ZOOMED visible concepts: 42,65,89,57,35,24
2018-10-18 10:04:18 PANNED visible concepts: 65,89,35,24,36,47,89,92
2018-10-18 10:04:30 CONCEPT_CLICKED concept: 24
2018-10-18 10:04:30 FILTER_ADDED concept: 24
2018-10-18 10:04:32 RESULTS_SCROLLED visible: doc-3, doc-26, doc-17
2018-10-18 10:04:35 DOC_OPENED doc-17
2018-10-18 10:04:53 DOC_SCROLLED visible lines: [516-1468]
2018-10-18 10:05:33 BACK_TO_RESULTS
2018-10-18 10:05:40 LAYOUT_SWITCHED focused
…
Figure 8.2: Example for a user interaction log of the exploration system.
the search by closing the document and switching to the alternative graph visualization to
further explore the document set.
To be able to thoroughly study how users would use a concept map for document ex-
ploration, the system is able to accurately log all interactions when used in experimental
studies. Figure 8.2 illustrates how such a log looks like for the session described above.
Every interaction event is captured with a time stamp, its type and relevant parameters.
8.3 User Study
To verify whether the user interface and interaction of the presented system is in line with
user expectations, we conducted a first preliminary user study. 20 researchers from our
lab and students from the university participated. They used the application to explore a
collection of web pages on student loans (as in Figure 8.1) and answered a questionnaire
asking for feedback on different parts of the system.
The results showed that the system was perceived as being very intuitive. Subjects
could easily interpret the meaning of the concept map and how it can be used to filter and
highlight the documents. With regard to the different layouts, 60% preferred the focused
layout because it was “clearer” and “less cluttered”, while only 15% preferred the full layout,
the rest being undecided. However, several subjects noted that the full layout is still useful
to get the big picture, advocating to offer both options in the system. In addition, the
participants provided many useful suggestions to improve the system, e.g. adding tooltips,
which have been incorporated into the current version.
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8.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented a first prototype of a concept map–based exploratory search
system. In line with the requirements laid out in Chapter 2, the system supports exploratory
search by providing a concise, structured overview of the content of a document collection
and by allowing a user to navigate to specific details in the documents.
The summary concept map, which is a core part of the system, can be automatically
generated with the computational models presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 as well as future
improvements of them. Thereby, the prototype serves as a demonstration of how those
models can be used for practical purposes. The positive initial user feedback on the system
showed that the application scenario is realistic and that the system is intuitive to use.
That is in line with the previous, more extensive studies reviewed in Section 2.2.2 that
analyzed the use of concept maps in practice and observed benefits over other types of
representations to support document exploration.
Beyond its purpose as a demonstrator of a specific application scenario, the system can
also be used to conduct user studies that compare how useful concept maps created with
different computational models are in practice. We suggested this as the third possible type
of evaluation for CM-MDS in Section 3.5.2. Using different computational models with
the same exploration system can ensure a controlled experiment with comparable settings
across conditions. Further, the logging capabilities of the system allow detailed analysis of
such experiments. Similar user studies have been carried out by Carnot et al. (2001) and
Valerio et al. (2012) to compare concept maps with alternative representations.
As the work on CM-MDS is still at its beginning and very few models covering the
whole task exist, there is currently no need to perform such comparisons. In this thesis, we
presented two pipeline-based models (see Section 4.3.3 and Section 6.5) and several neural
network-based end-to-end models (see Chapter 7). Since both the neural models and the
corpus baseline produce concept maps of rather low quality and have already been found
to be substantially weaker using automatic and manual evaluations, comparing them in a
user study against the improved pipeline would add only very limited insights. However,
as more well-performing methods are developed in future work, such experiments will
become more interesting and the system presented here can be used to carry them out.
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„Science never solves a problem without creating ten more.“
— George Bernard Shaw
This final chapter summarizes the findings of the thesis and outlines promising direc-
tions for future research on CM-MDS and related tasks.
9.1 Summary of Findings and Contributions
This thesis has shown that the automatic creation of multi-document summaries in the
form of concept maps is an important task and that many challenges for computational
models arise that have not yet been adequately addressed in previous work. We therefore
proposed new models for several subtasks of CM-MDS as well as different approaches to
model the task as a whole. With several newly created corpora and suggested evaluation
protocols, we conducted extensive experimental evaluations. And finally, we demonstrated
the practical use of concept maps for exploratory search in a demo application.
Chapter 3 introduced the central problem studied in this thesis. Based on the review
of user requirements, we argued that concept maps are a very useful text representation
to support users during exploratory search. Given the limited amount of existing work
on extracting them from text, we proposed to study the task of concept map–based multi-
document summarization (CM-MDS). We presented all of its subtasks in detail and outlined
the challenges that computational models for it have to face. We further proposed two
automaticmetrics based onMETEOR and ROUGE to evaluate automatically created concept
maps against manually created references. Because these metrics, similar as in traditional
textual summarization, can only evaluate some aspects of the task, we additionally proposed
manual evaluation protocols that complement the metrics.
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Chapter 4 addressed the lack of suitable corpora to train and evaluate computational
models for CM-MDS and the fact that the annotation is particularly time-consuming and
complex. We explored two different directions, the automatic extension of existing partial
annotations and the use of a new scalable annotation process relying on crowdsourcing.
With regard to the second strategy, we developed a new corpus creation method that effec-
tively combines automatic preprocessing, scalable crowdsourcing and high-quality expert
annotations. Its crucial component is a novel crowdsourcing scheme called low-context
importance annotation. Using it, we created a new corpus of 30 document sets on educa-
tional topics, each with around 40 source documents and a summarizing concept map, that
served as the main evaluation dataset for experiments in the thesis.
Chapter 5 focused on the concept and relation extraction subtasks of CM-MDS. As the
first contribution, we addressed the lack of a clearly established state-of-the-art among pre-
viously proposed extractionmethods by carrying out a first direct comparison of suchmeth-
ods. Themost interesting finding of these experiments is that previously proposed methods
for relation mention extraction performed particularly poor on our datasets. In addition,
we proposed to extract concept and relation mentions from predicate-argument structures
instead of syntactic representations. We found that this alternative approach substantially
improves the relation extraction performance while performing comparable to previous
work for concept mention extraction and being substantially easier to implement. As a
second experiment, we performed a case study of porting a rule-based predicate-argument
analysis tool from English to German. Since most previous work focused on English, it is
important to know how challenging and laborious it is to also obtain such systems for other
languages. We found that with roughly 10% of the effort that went into the English system,
we could build a variant for German covering 89% of the rules and provided an extensive
discussion of the cases that we found to be more difficult to transfer.
Chapter 6 looked at the CM-MDS subtasks of concept mention grouping, importance es-
timation and concept map construction. For concept mention grouping, we proposed a
novel solution based on pairwise mention classification and a subsequent partitioning step.
Compared to previous work on concept map mining, this approach can capture more types
of coreferences and successfully improved the quality of summary concept maps on our
benchmark corpus. With regard to importance estimation, we studied a broad set of features
and different machine learning approaches. While we could not observe clear advantages
of modeling the problem as regression, classification or ranking, we did design supervised
models that clearly outperform the exclusively unsupervised methods suggested in previ-
ous work. For concept map construction, we proposed an ILP formulation that allows us
to find an optimal solution to the subgraph selection problem of CM-MDS. These optimal
subgraphs are superior to heuristically selected ones on our evaluation corpus. We finally
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presented a pipeline covering the whole CM-MDS task that incorporates the new models
we developed for the different subtasks. We performed automatic and manual evaluations
on two corpora and observed that the pipeline improves upon a range of methods proposed
in previous work, defining a new state-of-the-art for the task.
Chapter 7 explored approaches to model CM-MDS end-to-end as a single machine learn-
ing problem with neural networks. Several challenges make such a modeling approach
difficult: Only little training data is available, very large inputs have to be processed and
no neural architectures to predict labeled graphs exist. We proposed a set of techniques
that allow us to reduce CM-MDS to a sequence transduction problem and approach it with
existing models for such problems. Further, we proposed sequence-to-graph networks, a
novel neural network architecture than can directly predict labeled graphs. And third, we
carried out a set of experiments that for the first time study the performance of neural end-
to-endmodels on CM-MDS.While the overall performance of these neural models is not yet
competitive with the pipeline-based approaches of the previous chapter, the experiments
are an important first step towards developing such models and pointed out the remaining
challenges that have to be addressed by future work. One of them is to obtain high-quality
training datasets of sufficient size. The second part of this chapter outlines specific steps
that could be taken in this direction.
Chapter 8 demonstrated how the computational models developed in the previous chap-
ters can be used for practical purposes. We presented a first prototype of an exploratory
search system that — using summary concept maps — provides a concise and structured
overview of a document collection and allows a user to navigate to details in order to ex-
plore the content. Besides its function as a demonstrator, the system can also facilitate user
studies as an extrinsic evaluation for CM-MDS in the future.
Figure 9.1 shows a summary concept map that was automatically created based on the
content of this thesis.76 Similar to the examples that were shown in Section 6.5 and the
errors discussed there, this summary also reveals some open issues of the current methods:
concepts are sometimes not grouped as much as it would be desired (e.g. concept maps
and maps) and some extracted relations are not very clearly labeled (e.g. tries to keep).
However, we think it also demonstrates that even at the current level of performance, the
pipeline already produces summaries that can be of use for a user. As Figure 9.1 shows, the
summary does in fact contain many of the central concepts discussed in this thesis and it
also presents several important relations between them. In the following and final part of
the thesis, we point out how the remaining issues could be addressed in the future.
76We used the pipeline presented in Section 6.5 with models trained on Educ and a size limit of 10 concepts.
The input is a collection with one document per chapter, excluding this paragraph describing the result.
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Figure 9.1: Summary concept map automatically created for the content of this thesis using the
pipeline presented in Section 6.5 trained on Educ with a size limit of ℒ𝐶 = 10.
9.2 Future Research Directions
Given the research presented in this thesis, there are several directions to further improve
the automatic creation of summary concept maps. As we pointed out in Chapter 3, the
existing research in this area was limited when the work presented here was done and
posed many open challenges. Naturally, a single thesis is not able to fill all the gaps and
many open challenges are still left.
At the end of most of the preceding chapters, we already pointed out the remaining
challenges for the different subtasks for CM-MDS. With regard to mention extraction, they
include increasing the recall to capture more concepts and relations and also ensuring that
no propositions that are not asserted by the text are being extracted. Sequence labeling
techniques are an approach for this subtask that has not yet been explored for concept
maps, but it requires corresponding annotated data. Finding the right concept granularity
during concept mention grouping is another important open issue. In particular, handling
entailment relations between mentions and having grouping approaches that adapt the
granularity to the size of the summary are interesting extensions that we have not yet
studied. And further, as one of the main bottlenecks of the pipeline, we identified the
selection of important concepts for the summary. It is thus one of the most important
issues to address more extensively. Moreover, the current approaches, in particular the
best performing pipeline approach, can only scale to document collections of a limited size
and can thus not be applied to large-scale document collections.
Additional subtasks and challenges of CM-MDS exist that we have not addressed at all
or only handled with simple heuristics. Among them are relation mentions which could
be grouped, scored and selected in a similar manner as concept mentions, including the
explicit modeling of them during subgraph selection as proposed in Equation 3.1. And sec-
ond, the labeling of concepts and relations could be approached with a technique that is
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more sophisticated than simply choosing the most frequent mention. With the explored
neural models that can freely generate labels we already made a step in this direction. Cor-
responding techniques could also be integrated in the pipeline approach. We have so far
not focused on these additional subtasks because we consider the subtasks that we did ad-
dress to be more important for the overall performance, but fully solving the CM-MDS task
in the future would entail that solutions for all subtasks have to be developed.
In light of the variety of open challenges and potential for future improvements, we
would like to point out a few directions that we consider to be particularly promising:
• Our experiments in Chapter 7 showed that the application of neural networks to
CM-MDS is currently difficult and that this is mostly due to the lack of sufficient
high-quality training data. To leverage the potential of neural models for the task,
it seems worthwhile to explore options of training such models in low-resource set-
tings. Other training paradigms, such as incidental supervision (Roth, 2017) or unsu-
pervised learning (Dohare et al., 2018), could be solutions. Specifically, recent ideas
of transfer learning based on contextualized embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) or fine-
tuning language models (Howard and Ruder, 2018, Devlin et al., 2018) seem to be
promising directions as they have been shown to be very powerful for other NLP
tasks. Once better ways to successfully train a neural model for CM-MDS have been
found, subsequent work can further study the use of graph-based neural networks
for the task as proposed with our sequence-to-graph architecture. Architectures of
this kind are currently explored for many different tasks (Battaglia et al., 2018) and
future progress in this area can potentially also be transferred to CM-MDS.
• Instead of trying to model the whole CM-MDS task end-to-end with a single neu-
ral model, one could also approach the different subtask individually with neural
models. This would yield a pipeline as described in Section 6.5 but with potentially
more powerful models for each of the subtask. In addition, many of the problems
faced in end-to-end modeling, such as the complex structure of the output and the
large size of the input, are already handled by how the pipeline decomposes the task,
leaving “simpler” subproblems for which models have to be learned. For those sub-
problems, the collection of suitable training data is potentially also easier and can rely
on already existing datasets for related tasks such as entity recognition, keyword ex-
traction or textual summarization. In addition, the alternative training paradigms
discussed above would be equally applicable in this setup.
• Since we showed in Section 6.3.3 that a large gap exists between the upper bound and
current performance in importance estimation, this subtask could be a particular fo-
cus of future work. However, most of the standard techniques for traditional summa-
rization have already been applied. To make further improvements, additional ideas
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such as incorporating external world knowledge seem to be promising. Several au-
thors noted that the inherent importance that humans assign to certain propositions
or concepts independent of a specific text plays an important role in summarization
(Louis, 2014, Zopf et al., 2016a, Peyrard, 2018). In particular in the case of our bench-
mark corpus, for which importance annotations have been collected through crowd-
sourcing with minimal context, this notion of importance presumably plays a major
role. Large background corpora or structured knowledge bases could be sources to
obtain corresponding features that make a better importance estimation possible.
• An alternative direction to approach the problem of limited importance estimation
performance would be to create personalized summary concept maps. A limitation of
most summarization methods — no matter if they have been designed for SDS, MDS
or CM-MDS — is that given the input text, they will always produce the same sum-
mary. In practice, however, different users approach a collection of documents with
different information needs, background knowledge and preferences. They would
therefore ideally need summaries focusing on different aspects of the content. Meth-
ods to create personalized textual summaries have been studied by Zhang et al. (2003),
Berkovsky et al. (2008) and Park and An (2010). While these approaches need addi-
tional inputs describing a specific user’s interests, there is also recent work by P.V.S.
and Meyer (2017) which tries to derive that information through interaction with
a user. That is particularly interesting if data about a user is not available a pri-
ori or in our scenario of exploratory search, where it is often difficult for users to
express their information need precisely (see Section 2.1.1). As our experiments in
Section 6.3.3 showed, the identification of the most important concepts in a docu-
ment collection is challenging, which can be partly attributed to varying interests of
different users and a corresponding lack of agreement in reference annotations. The
interactive modification of a summary concept map to a specific user’s interests is
therefore another interesting direction for future work.
In addition to work aiming to improve computational methods for CM-MDS and the
personalized variant of it outlined above, research that focuses on the use of automati-
cally generated concept maps in practical applications will be crucial to ensure that this
technology will ultimately successfully support real-world users. Towards that end, user
studies that investigate how concept maps can be best integrated into existing document
exploration tools, how they have to be visualized to be beneficial for a user and how their
usage can be made more popular would be interesting projects. As we summarized in
Section 2.2.2, several studies in this direction have been performed in the past. Once com-
putational models for CM-MDS become more mature, it would be important to repeat such
experiments using the then state-of-the-art models and summary concept maps that have
been automatically created with them.
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As we pointed out in Chapter 1, information is nowadays abundantly available and in-
formation overload a serious problem that many people face. In this thesis, we approached
this problem by developing automatic structured summarization techniques that can sup-
port people during the exploration of document collections. The structured summarization
task offers both interesting practical applications and enough potential for future research
that is not yet matched with a corresponding amount of attention from the community.
We hope that the work in this thesis laid the ground for more research on CM-MDS and
similarly structured summarization problems and that the suggestions in this section will
provide useful inspiration for interesting future work in this area.
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Gemäß der „Leitlinien zum Umgang mit Forschungsdaten“ der Deutschen Forschungsge-
meinschaft
¶
wurden alle im Zusammenhang mit dieser Dissertation entstandenen For-
schungsdaten langfristig archiviert und sofern möglich öffentlich zugänglich gemacht.
Folgende Forschungsdaten wurden frei verfügbar gemacht:
• Korpora
– Das in Abschnitt 4.3 beschriebene, neu erstellte Korpus steht unter der Crea-
tive Commons-BY-SA-4.0-Lizenz unter https://www.informatik.tu-darmstadt.
de/ukp/research_6/data/summarization/concept_map_summaries zur Verfügung.
• Software
– Die für die in Unterabschnitt 4.3.3 beschriebenen Experimente notwendige Soft-
ware steht unter der MIT-Lizenz unter https://github.com/UKPLab/emnlp2017-
cmapsum-corpus zur Verfügung.
– Das in Abschnitt 5.3 beschriebene PropsDE-Tool steht unter der MIT-Lizenz
unter https://github.com/UKPLab/props-de zur Verfügung.
– Die für die in Abschnitt 6.5 beschriebenen Experimente notwendige Software
steht unter der MIT-Lizenz unter https://github.com/UKPLab/ijcnlp2017-cmaps
zur Verfügung.
– Die in Kapitel 8 beschriebene Anwendung steht unter der Apache 2.0-Lizenz
unter https://github.com/UKPLab/emnlp2017-graphdocexplore zur Verfügung.
• Forschungsergebnisse
– Alle imZusammenhangmit dieser Dissertation stehenden Publikationen sind in
der ACL Anthology (https://aclanthology.coli.uni-saarland.de/) verfügbar.
– Alle Forschungsergebnisse sind zudem auch in dieser Dissertation selbst doku-
mentiert, die von der Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Darmstadt zur Verfü-
gung gestellt wird.
Weitere in dieser Dissertation beschriebene Korpora können aus urheberrechtlichen Grün-
den nicht frei verfügbar gemacht werden. Entsprechend der DFG-Leitlinien sind diese Da-
ten sowie damit zusammenhängende Software intern unter Nutzung der Infrastruktur der
Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Darmstadt archiviert, so dass eine Archivierung für
mindestens 10 Jahre gewährleistet ist.
¶
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